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Editor
.

When one looks at the de>,elopment of our doctrinal thought between the 1982 and
1986 versmns of Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operaf[ons,
nowhere is the progress more
str]klng than In combat servme support (CSS )operations. Gone are the ponderous discussRmsofclassesof supply,
complicated wir]ngdiagrams andtixation on detail at the
expense of concept. Instead, the 1986 edition treats the key sustainment challenges of
manning, arming, fueling, fixing, transporting and protecting the force. These discussmns are reinforced by firm statements of the sustainment imperatives that all CSS
professmnals must adhere to in discharging their AlrLand Battle responslb]lltles
They Include ant]cipatlon, Integration, contlnulty, responsiveness and improvisation
Through It all, one is struck with the prospect that we may be finally commg out of
the per]od where we thought of administrative and Ioglstlcs matters as specialized
ends In themselves. There is now the growing recognition that support soldlers are
warners too, and they need to understand the concepts of Alrl, and Battle Just as well
as any front-llne combat arms soldler In keep]ng with this view, tbe department at
the US Army Command and General Staff College charged with teaching tbe CSS aspectsof Au-Land Battle warfightlng is now t]tled the Department of Sustainment aid
Resourclng Operations (DSROI.
To some of you, this change of emphasis may b.e news If so, we strongly suggest you
obtain a copy of tbe 1986 editmn of FM 100-5. Moreo\,er, just as we suggest that combat arms professionals need to stay abreast of the latest thinking on AirLand Battle
through the pages of .Wt//tary Rertetc, so, too, should CSS professmnals. Warfightmg
ISonce again becom!ng something we all do whether we are quartermaster or infantry
In a way, \.e sense this emerging reallty may have been obscured by the ongoing
professional dlscuss)ons of the operational and tactical levels of war But, It ISimportant tonotethat It wasthlsdlscusslon
that, for the first time In many ~ears, offered the
chance to put CSS functions m proper perspecti~,e. As the 1986 ednion of Fhl 100-5
states, “Sustainment ISa central, potentially dec]s]ve aspect of uperatlons, not an adJunct to them”
Whydo Wedkvell on this subj?ct’? Recently, we had the occaslontotalk !vlth someone
\vho lamented ,}ltl{ta~ Rerzca,’s seemmg fix on war-tightmg topics This person felt
administrative and support Issues should be treated separately because support types
\verespec]allsts and dld nat have to worry about A]rLand Battle. After a splr] ted dw
cuss] on, where he was reminded of several basic operatmnal realltles, he beat a hasty
ret Wat
The truth of the matter ISthat support units must train to the same standards ofsoldlerly toughness and competence as the rest of
the force All of us, when It comes right
dowm to it, have t}vo mlss]ons. They are to support one another and to keep a firm fix on
a competent abdlty to fight. W’e are all operators. So, m this spmt, this Issue offers a
look at operational and tactical support challenges. We do th]s not to throw a hone to
support profess] cmals but, rather, to broaden everyone’s soldlerly horizons
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1987 LS a special year for the United States of America.
u,i[l celrbrate
the 2iMth anniversary
of its Constitution.

The

country

The Constztutlon is our natzon’s most important document. It prot~ides
the foundation for our system of government,
it protects the basic rights
of the people and it pro L%idesfor the establishment
of the Armed Forces.
Thv Birent~nnial period began .%,ptembrr 1986 u,tth the 200th anniversary
of the Annapolis
Contention.
This gathering
asked all states to send
represrntotic,e.s to Philadelphia “to render the Constitution of the Federal
go Llernment adequate to the exigencies of the Union. ”
The (’constitutional
Cont~ention
opened on 25 May 1787, and the
(’constitution
was approled
on 17 September
1787 with 39 of the 42
drdegatrs present srgning the document.
Tu,enty.three
of these signers
u,ere Re(, olutlonary
War L,eterans. The LrS Army Center for Military
Htstory
is preparing
pamphlets
on each of these men, and Military
Revie\v u,ili feature ihe)n in future issues.
This year is a time for eL’eryone to pause and reflect on the nation’s
rich heritage.
It ts especially
appropriate
following the Year of Army
Values for military pro fmsionals
to think about uhat u,e are sworn to
defend-thr
Constitution
of the lJnited&ates
of America.

R

EFORM pohtics invariably seek to
force a choice between concepts set
dramatically apart by reality, rhe~oric or
both. ’13e desired outcome is that at least a
modified version of the proposed reform will
be the product of consensus. I seek a modification of the concept proposed by maneuver
warfare advocates.
There are several’of
them: William S. Lind, Steven L. Canby and
a host of officers from the ranks of captain to
general. There are some detractors: Richard K. Betts, Robert L. Goldrich, Victor H.
Krulak and others. There are even some
rather well-balanced approaches found in
the writings of Edward N. Luttwak and
Colonel Huba Wass de Czege. On the whole,
however, I do not believe this maneuver”
warfare advocacy has been critically examined.
1freely admit I do not know exactly what a
“maneuver warfare advocate” is. I suppose
they are people who regularly argue with
“firepower-attrition”
ad~wcates. In any
case, they will serve as my fo]l. Lmd describes maneuver warfare as:
Recently,
the concepts behind maneuver
warhaue been elucidated, organized, andex panded mto an aierall theory of con fl[ct.
Thzs theory was developed b-yColonel John
[R.] Boyd, a retired am force officer, and LS
appropriately known as the “Boyd Theory. ”
“130ydhas observed that In any confllct sztua tzon, all parties go through repeated cycles of
obseruatzon -orlentatzon -deczslon actzon.
The potentially utctorlous party N the one
with an observation -orrentatzon -decislan
action cycle consistently quicker thun h(s opponent’s (lncludzng the time required to
transztlon from one cycle to another). AS the
fasterparty repeated[yc.vcles mszde hls appo nent, the opponent fznds he w [oslng control
of the sltuatzon.
. Often, he suffers mental
breakdau,n m the form of panic or passmuty
and IS defeated before he w destroyed physt tally. The Boyd Theory M the background for
maneuuer warfare dactrlne.’
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This portrayal has been too,readily embraced. Its support by historical examples
has been accepted without sufflcien~ examination. Its foundation buzzwords, ‘turning
within a decision cycle,” have become fsmilIar ones, used too often without understanding the source or application, Maneuver
warfare M by no means all wrong. It has,
however, appealed to the US proclivity for

During the lost dozen or so
years, the US Army has been enjoging
a renaissance of creative and critical
military thought alongside which the
far more public Army moderrkation
pales in historical significance.

the quick fix or the single solution andneeds
to be adopted somewhat more cautiously.
During the last dozen or so years, the US
Army has been enjoying a renaissance of
creative and critical military thought alomgside which the far more public Army modernization pales in historical significance.
Thw renaissance began In the work surrounding the publication of Field Manual
(FM) 100-5, Operations, 1 July 1976. This
much-mahgned document was our first look
Into the concepts of the modern industrial
war as fought by the weapons and doctrine
of our most likely enemies The criticism of
It provided the first forum for the new advocacy of maneuver wbarfare.
Predictably, the rhetoi-ic bf reform cast
the doctrine of this version of FM 100-5 as a
mindless extreme called firepower-attrit]on. Not m predictably, much of that rhetoric and reformation fervor was unabated by
the publication of the 2.0 August 1982 edi:
tion. The current status represents too
much of a good thing. Hwtory has been improperly applied, metaphors have become
thoughtless buzz~ords and the proper bal-

3,

The desire by maneucer watiare
advocates to prove the superiority of
fheir uision of roar has inspired fhe use
of historical examples, famous leaders
and famous battles to illustrate fhe
dominance ofmaneuuer.
Iffhis mouemeuf contributed nothing else, which
is nowhere near the case, the renewed
study of milifary hisfory by the officer
corps has jusfitied its efforts.

ante’ of art and science constituting appropriate military thought has given way to a
sort of elitist, heightened awareness available to an enlightened few.

Historical Bias

“,

The desire by maneuver warfare advocates to prove the superiority of their vision
of war has inspired the use of historical examples, famous leaders and famous battles
to illustrate the dominance of maneuver. If
this movement contributed nothing else,
which Mnowhere near the case, the renewed
study of military history by the ofiicer corps
has Justified its efforts. Unfortunately,
som=ven
many—have confused the selective use ofmilitary h}story with the use of
selected military history. If you study halfa
war—you will probably become half kwvarrio{. In that vein, it ISproper to examine the
“other half” of three common maneuver
warfare examples to ~a]n a mrre balanced
perspective.
At the risk of dllrrt]ng my own evidence, I
submit that we must be careful about the
range of conclusions drawn from any histo~
ical battle and certainly frnm ancient battle
It M asking too much of any analysis to consider at once and in proper perspective the
size of the battlefield (at Cannae about 1
square mile), the relative skills of the battle

4

captains, the skills of the soldiers, their con
fidence in their leaders, factors of mission,
enemy, terrain, troops and time available
(METT-T), and so forth.
The best we can hope for is to read a great
deal of military history and look for the patterns of thought by the leaders of each sidebefore and after the battle. We can decide
what dominated the action of battle, what
worked and what did not. We can hypothesize about the whys and why nets and even
, indulge ourselves with some what Ifs. However, it is fruitless to gather a series of battles that purport to demonstrate the superiority of a fixed, forward, linear defense.
The examples are plentiful, but not meaningful, except in the sense that they show
the thought process of one military leader in
a specific set of circumstances. Nor is it of
any more value to gather a series of battles
that purport to demonstrate the superiority
of maneuver aga]nst fixed, forward, hnear
defense.
Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee, Erwin
Rommel, Bernard L. Montgomery
and
Georgi K. Zhukov each provide examples of
the successful use of both. Most alsn provide
an example of the fa]lure of each. What follows M not proof of anything. It is simply
more ewdence of the circumstances at that
time and place, more questions that ought to
be explored ]n the context of today’s circumstances and wh]ch have been largely unaddressed by the advocates of maneuver warfare.
In the Battle of Canr+ae in 216 B. C., IIannibal used the doubieenvelopment
to ~irtu ally annibllate the o~posmg Roman army.
We do ourselves a disservice to box this battle neatly into solely a victory for maneuver
warfare. Equally central to the victory was
the resolute and disciplined actions nf the
soidlers conducting the defense who first
gave ground and then stiffened and held the
nose of the Roman phalanx. The appeal of
the sweeping flank attacks and final envel-
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In the Battle of Cunnae in 216 B. C., Hannibal ~~ed the double envelopment
to virtually annihilate the opposing Roman army. We do ourselves a disservice to
box this battle neatly into solely a victory for maneuver watiare. Equally cen$ral
to the victory was the resolute and disciplined actions of the soldiers conducting
the defense who first gave ground and then stiffened and
held the nose of the Roman phalanx.

opment is undiminished by two millenniums, but do not overlook the rest of tbe
battle. More troops were committed to defense than to maneuver. Hannibal knew be
had to block the nose of the penetration to
succeed. With his back to the river, Hannibal was not holding ground; there was nowhere for the penetration to go. Using most
of his force to do it, Hannibal positioned
himself to personally
lead the blocking
force.
Does that mean it was a battle of mobile
defense? I do not think so. Neither was it a
battle of maneuver. Cannae was a battle,
not an exercise to demonstrate the superiority of one or another type of mditary opera-

L
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tion. Consider the courage and stroke ofgenius to position his forces with backs to the
river. At once, Hannibal offered” a temptation to the Remans to hurry the destruction
of a ~trapped” enemy and offered his soldiers
good reason to halt the backward movement
at some stage of the conflict. what does that
look like at the operational level in ~he
North Atlantic Treaty Organization?
On
which side of Bonn should Central Army
Group, Central Europe, st]ffen and hold?
What are the missions for the Norwegian,
Spanish and Turkish “cavalry”?
Consider Publius Cornelius Scipio. He
was one of the minority of Remans who was
not hacked to pieces in the deadly embrace

5

The appeal of the blitzkrieg
to a professional soldier is understandable. The speed, the decisiveness
and the relative paucity of friendly
casualties are all highly desirable
goals of any military operation.

of Hasdr-ubaf’s heavy horse and tbe Numidiarr light horse cavalry. Scipio apparently
learned that the cavalry battle or the flank
battle ought to be emphasized. In any case,
Sclpio met Hannibal 14 years later at Zama
where he soundly beat Hannibal’s forces. In
this battle, Scipio had the Numidian cavalry. It is important to consider how p]votal
the Numidian cavalry was to each victory. If
you decide it was crucial, the military lesson
you draw from these battles may be one of
force structure rather than offensive maneuver. In other words, you should consider
if the battles were won by choice of maneuver or by possession of the superior means.
The appeal of tbe blitzkrmg to a professional soldier is understandable. The speed,
tbe decisiveness and the relatlve paucity of
fciendly casualties are all highly desmable
goals of any military operation. Our current
doctrinal love affair with World War II German tactics and terminology springs m part
from our admiration of the faclllty with
which German armies dominated Europe
during the first half of the war. Perhaps as
great a factor, though, m the fac]llty with
which the German army embraced the new
doctrine of mobile warfare far more rapidly
and completely than d]d the rest of Europe.
Without some romantlc]sm,
soldiel ing
. would be dreary work indeed. However, the
time for that romanticism does not include
the necessarily d]spasfionate study of the
art of war. Lee may well be your choice of
companion, but Grant must be your great
captain. Even to the most ardent fans of the

W<hrrnacht. Itmust give pause to realize
that the war dld not end in June 1943. Yes,
Brunhilda, there was a Kursk. The Soviet
cannons, fired in victory after the Battle of
Kursk, were not all that premature. The
war was not over, but neither was it ever
again m doubt. As students of military history, we need to pay more attention to the
Eastern Front from July 1943 onward rather than stopping thereto wonder what went
wrong.
If we are to assess the tact]cs and operations ofa maneuver-oriented force, it is appropriate to assess that force and those tactics and operations over as great a spectrum
of confllct as history WV1lallow. In that regard, the sudcess of German operations
aga]nst th,e outnumbered, outgunned, Outtrained and outled defending Poles ought to
be supplemented by the fa]lure of this same
German force against the mm-e men, more
tanks, equally outtralhed and outled, attacking Red Army afterJuly 1943, It maybe
that the’ latter M more interesting than the
former, g]ven the I]ke& lineup of a future
war In Europe. This part of tbe war seems to
be virtually ignored by the same writers I
who gush over the German successes in the
first half of tVorld \Var H
It M shoddy scholarship to draw conclusions based on half of the evidence. It M
equally as shoddy to dlsm}ss the entire Msue
by accepting the “what }f” and “]f only” offerings of the defeated German generals as
reported by B. H. Llddell }Iart: “All felt that
Russia’s offens]ve power could have been
worn down by elastlc defence—if they had
only been allowed to practice it.’” S
It is somewhat excusable for a man who
has wmtten In the 1930s on the superiority
of mobile warfare and the elastlc defense to
view World W&II w lth an eye toward prov]ng his theories It 1s also somewhat excus.
able for defeated generals to claim they
could have won If the clvillan head of state
had only let them do It their way It isnot ex.
(
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cusable for today’s soldiers to let that writer’s Interwew,s with tbo.w generals stand as
uncontested ewdence of the realities of that
war. I ~ffer no thesis that iug~ests that manerr~,er warfare as practiced by tbe }i’~hrmacht IS not a deslrahle offensive doctrine. 1
do suggest that hmtory has yet to demonstrate Its utlllty against attacking Soviet
forces
Slm]lar to tbe lure of the bhtzkrieg is tbe
fascination with the 15-16 October 1973
crossing of the Suez Canal by Israeli forces.
It was an Important operat]on, daring and
successful, but only part of the war Almost
50 years ago, hlarshal of tbe So\,]et Union
.Mikball N Tukhachevsk] aald:
[n general, operations In a future war u,lll

unfald as broad moveu[br undertakings
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a masstrv sca[~ Even sa, ago{nst the background of these operations and as part of the
process of thezr dmv[opm ent tb~re UI1l be
srparatt’pha.ses of sta[em ate, u,h lch !L,l[[pra.
duceposlttona[ warfare u>htchcannot be excluded. c
He wascor~ect.
The Israehsfaught a skillUIposlt]on defense to co~,er the time needed

) for mob]l]zatlon
From tbeoutset Avlgdorrcalzzd
that at
a[[ costs hehadtoprwent
the S.vrrans from
reach(ng the lateral Kune[tra-Masadah
ro=d. in order to effect this obJectlce, he.
fought a defensl ve, statzc and hold,ng battle,
ut[[zzzngata[l ttmes mob[lereserces to protect hts /lanks and to block any possible
breakthrough In the br+yzde lzne ‘
Warfare 1s multifaceted and multidlmen-

!4
Pubhshed

m the October

1986 MR (p 54), th,s photograph

used to Nustrale Germ’an md!ative
grad Docket, lhelr crews captured

Unmentioned
or ktled

of 16th Panzer

Dwmon Mark{l/s

#nthe Soviet

was the fact that these tanks were subsequently

Union,

deslroyed

1942, was

In the Stahn -

. . . the success of German operations against the outnumbered,
.
outgunned, outtrained aad outled defending Poles ougkt to be supplemented
by the
failure of tkis same German force against the mow men, more tanks, equrrllq
outtrained cud out[ed, attacking Red Arozg afterJa@ 19+3.
m-sional. Its study IS 111.served by Isolatlng a
s]ngle t$chnique and ascrlb]ng to It the victory m- defeat. That M seldom correct and
never instructive
Professor Jay Luvaas
\varns against “a quick fix, a Ilst of interchangeable solut]on~. a on?.dimensional as.
sessment of problems requiring
understanding as well as Identlficatlon .’” It IS
only faw to note that maneuver \varfare ad.
“ vocates emphasize there are no cookbook solutions. E},en so, a balanced presenti]tlon cd
history \vI1ldo more for the cause of how to
thln!i than YVIIIa biased h]story and a wwrd
of warn] ng’

Mr?taphors and Buzzwords
Boyd ISz man whose dll!gence In rewmch
and enthusiasm
In presentation
have
earred quite a follovnng for hls reduction of

a

mll]tary blstory to the quest]on of turmng
w]thin an opponent’s
decision cycle The
metaphor 1s appeallng and appropriate to a
former fighter p)lot for whom turning wltbIn bls opponent’< radius M certa]n wctory.
There ISa ~reat potential for error for those
who apply th]s metaphor directly to land
warfar~ven
air-land warfare
Again. I offer the mutlon about the use of
mllltary history as proof. In this case, history Isnsses.ed with a worklngdefinlt]on
that
says something llke, “presenting the enemy
with more decIslons than he can effectively
deal \vlth equals victory.” That definition ]s
rnean]ngless If the enemy were able to ef.
@cttte/y deal w]th what he was presented
w]th, he \vould never lose Therefore, the
same definition works equally well by substituting “attrition, ” “maneuver” or “’letter
bombs” for the word ‘“declslons”
: ,,
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While not an ent]rely fair arralysis, my
suggestion is that identifying ineffectiveness with the loser of a battle has no meaning. Further, ascribing the cause of that mineffectivenessto any one cause is somewhere
between highly debatable and capricious.
The same questions arise. fhd the blitzkrieg
work because of Its decision cycle or because
of its tanks? D]d the Wehrrnacht lose because of the Soviet decision cycle or because
of the manpower of the Red Army?
The idea ofa decision cycle isa wort~.
while thought. It appears to-me that the
German success against France was far
more a result of therapld presentiationof unexpected force than the super] or]ty of any
weapon. The French army wasjust reacting
to event two when it heard about event
three, and the Germans were In the process
ofevent four, Mycaution is that It does not
appear to be the s]ngle key to victory.
I cannot imaginea suggestion that the Soviet force was’’turnlng” withlnthedeclsion
cycle” of the German force in the events following July 1943. Any definition that would
include the rather cautious, brute-force Sowet operatlonsof the final twm years of the
war as examples of beating the German decl~ion cycle has expanded beyond utillty
The Germans were not outthought. They
WYm outfought by forces massl,ng a 10-to-l
advantage at breakthrough points; by defenses at Kursk laid out ]n ejght defensive
belts. 200 miles in depth, with 11 antitank
8unsper kilometer. 15 mines per meter and
13,000 artillery p]eces ‘
Part of the reason the metaphor Msuspect
deals with the nature of atr-to-alr combat
versus ground combat. Alr-:o.di” combat IS
essentially few-on -fe~v. It IS three- dlmens]onal. it enjoys ommdirectmnal
mOblIity
and essenta~ly uniform trafflcabil]ty across
Its zone of operations. Battles are brief
Wlthln battles, movements are ]teratlve; to
a far greater extent than land warfare, dls.
engagement without damage is an option
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Ito seek combat on more favorable terms].
Land warfare is many-on-many. It is really only two-dimensional,
even with am
whose ordnance is dropped to suppoti twodimensional maneuver or positioning. Trafficabihty confines and confounds, slows or
denies total freedom of action. BattIe tends
to be longer than air-to-ain within battles,
movements are continuous rather than iterative; and disengagement,
once battle is
.jmned, is very diff]cult without some damage and some expenditure of ammututlon.
The other reason the metaphor is suspect
deals with a consideration of the “decw,ion
, cycle.” I am not certain that Mthe proper description of the US Afmy’s system. We have

The Germaas &’ere not outthought. They trere out fough t by forces
massing a 10-to-1 adcanta.qe at br~eakthvough poirzts; by defenses at hursk
laid out in eight defensioe belts, 200
miles ilz depth, with 11 antitank guns
per kilometer, 1.5 ntines per meter and
13,000 artillery pieces.

-

“

I
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an “ordercycle.” We recognize It and seem to
take ]t 1nto account. The order cycle was the
bas!s for the mysterious areas of interest
and areas of responslhlllty that mtrlgued
the US Army in the early 1980s. A question
presented to commanders at various levels
asked how long It took to receive a mission,
give gmdance, staff the situat]on, wrote the
order and d]stnbute it, and have forces at
the Ilne of departure. The median answwrs
were. for brigade, 12 jmurs; for’ divls] on, 24
hours: and for corps, 72 hours. ” Later, kilometers were added w]th the footnote that
these distances m!~ht alter according to
NIETI-T
An order cycle—I’2 hours at the brigade
level–is fundamentally dfferent from a decision cycle The latter IS a process of selection from among finite and rehearsed options. In the do~lghts that Insplrecfthe metaphor, the ,kftG was set up for presentation
with a relat~t,ely finite choreography }vhlcb
]t was unable to follow. That choreography

10

consisted of many Iterations of rehearsed
movements. In Army terminology, we are
talklng about what amounts to battle drill
movements
or what are recently being
called “techniques “ The ut]lityofthm metaphor In its ltemtlve sense M at the level of
battle drill However agreeable the concept
of turning \vithin a decision cycle, outmaneuvering the enemy rests on outthinking
and outexecutmg.
What that says 1s that a metaphor taken
dwectly from air-to. air warfare ought to be
looked at carefully as to Its application to
what appears to be tbe quite d]fferent form
of warfare on land. A careful look at the
events spawmng the Imtial observation by
Boyd sho~vs a set of circumstances somewhat different from that suggested by the
common usage of turmng within a decision
cycle
The F86 dominance of the MIG15 was an
Inversion of tbe mismatch pred]cted by the
MtG’s super] orlty In most commonly com-
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pared characteristics. It M too great a stretch
of events to surmise that our pilot has compiled a 10-to-l kill ratio by virtue of outthinking the enemy. Inthe observe-orientdecide-act cycle, the F’86, by virtue of a bubble canopy, enjoyed a superior capability to
observe and orient
These advantages

the

It is quite easy to imagine a
grouad combat scenario tckicft runs
tkrougk a better obsercafion,
more
rapid orientation,
quicker decision,
more rapid action sequence-once.
It is somewhat more diftlcu[t to imagine
alandcombat
for<eiterafing
this
phenornelzotz without em broilmetzt
or entanglement.
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forced the greater performance characteristics of the MiG to be committed reactively.
Additionally, the F86 was equipped with
hydraulics which allowed it to react to the
pilot more quickly than the MiG to its pilot.
This is as far as the maneuver warfare advocates have gone before making comparisons
to land warfare which nearly beg to be made.
One more look before you leap. Had these
advantages of the F86 been applied only one
time, it 1s doubtful they would have been
sutllcient to overcome the advantage
MiG15. However, the nature of air-to-air
warfare allows many iterations of taking
advantage of small superiorities before conflict resolution. It is quite easy to imagine a
ground combat scenariawhichruns through
a better observation, more rapid orientation, quicker decision, more rapid action sequente-once.
It is somewhat more difticult
to imagine a land combat force iterating this
phenomenon without embroilment or entanglement.
Unllke the aerial do~lght, land warfare
tends to last long enough at every level to allow the enemy to react, even to readjust, so
that the next attempt may not prove as advantageous as “the first. In any case, where
the ability to observe, orient, decide or act IS
only margmally superior to an enemy, It is
necessary to iterate many times before a
useful advantage can be gained. In land
warfare, it is possible to aggregate advantages intelligently and synergistically
to
br]ng about signlticant (though brief) superiority. That is the scenario which unfolds for
the blitzkrieg in France. It requires some
stre~chlng of hkelihood to describe a land
warfare scenario where]n the iterative ap.
plmation of relatively small advantage (the
F86 versus the MzG15 case] aceruee sufilc]ent leverage to dominate an enemy force.
.- In short, for land warfare, many units can do
it once-one umt cannot do it ?any times
I believ~ thedistinctlon betw en aggregation and iteration to be key in ft he study of
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and training for land warfare. An examination of that distinction suggests varying em~..
p asls m progressive levels ofoff]cer educati n and describes the primary command
and control functions at various levels. Further, I believe our intuitive recognition of
the rq~ality of aggregation spawned our current, awkward concept of synchronization.
Our curlent appreciation of turning within
a decision cycle reflects too much emphasis
on speed and agility-iteration-and
too little on combined arms, supporting attacks
and economy of force—aggregation.
We
have not fully understood that speed is only
necessary, not sutlkient.
Another example of buzzwords not serving their purpose is the ever-growing lexicon of German words in our military doctrine. Do not miss the point. This is not a
“made in America” argument. As much as
any other purpose, military doctrine seeks
to supply the force with a useful, commonly

understood uocabulary.

Itis not too much to suppose that part of
the admirable singularity of thought and
ease of sharing of intent in the German army sprang from the remarkable capacity of
the German language to convey nuance. It
is not by accident that German is the mother
tongue of psychology. Still, it is most effective when spoken to Germans. Ask three US
officers to define the term Schu,,erpunkt.
You WII1get three different answers. Or ask
one maneuver warfare advocate to define
Sch werpunkt. You will st]ll get three answers.

(though

the m’ain attack zs often at the
It is a conceptual focus, not
just a phyw.ral otw. All commanders refer to
the Schwerpunkt, along with thelrsupertor’s
intent and the misston, in makuzg their own
decisions. Each makes sure hw actions support the Sehwerpunkt. Thm zs why it ts the
thu-d “glue’that keeps actlultw from degen
crating into disorder.
The Schwe~punkt can also be understood
as the harmonzzlng element or medtum
thraugh which the contracts of the intent and
the misston are reallzed. ‘
Schwerpunkt).

The question M not whether this discussion is ultimately intelligible. It M whether
it is readily absorbable in a useful form to
be the commonly understood vocabulary of
doctrine.
Finally, the maneuver warfare advocates
create a sort of elitw,t mystique around the
doctrine th”ey wish to have accepted. The
conviction that only a chosen few have had
the education or experience necessary to understand the doctrine explains in part the
continued fervor, even after the publication
of the 1982 FM 100-5. Further insight can be
found in this description

Wtthout qumtron, t authors of AtrLand
Battle doctrtne deuel ped tt wzth Zn-depth
theoretical and mtel ?ectual underpinnings.
They had a wslon of modern wm- connecting
thepresent tothepastandthe f$ture. Thw intellectual substance du.wpated during the
consensus -building process of doctrznal development. q
Consensus

btuldmg

IS essential

to doc-

trine. Too often in the writings of maneuver
Thesecond ~{ltcr,vand the thzrd ‘g[ue’tkat
warfare advocates, a failure to embrace
holds actzuit:es together IS the focus of effort
their concepts is seen as a failure to underor, to use the German term, Schwerpunkt,
stand or a lack of opportunity or desire to be
This IS sometimes translated as ‘po{nt of
mazrr effort,’ but such a translation w dan- ‘ enlightened, In the article cited, the explanation for the officer corps’ “remaining legerous. It a not a point on a map. It is where
thargic in accepting the doctrine” is couched
the commander belleces he can och teue a deunmistakably in theoretical and intellectcwzon, and Lt translates rnto a unzt, as in
ualterms. Words such as thinking, under‘Schwerpunkt M 2nd battallon .’
standing, intellect, cerebral, smart people,
Schwerpunkt is not Just the mnln attack
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brilliance, and so forth are used 30 times in
the first two pages. I offer no Luddi\e fear of
intelligence but, rather, acaution to avoid
the cerebral mystique surrounding what
must be aconsensusto
bea workable doctrine. The frequency is unique, but the tone
is familiar. Itismost often associated with
an alleged failure to understand the lessons
of military history with the pitfalls addressed earlier.
In whatever form, it is a counterproductive force in our institution. If, indeed, maneuver warfare is a concept “dissipated during the consensus-building
process,” we
ought to examine the reasons for the dksipation. Maybe the detractors are not all
dumb or unenlightened. No doctrine understood by a chosen few whose keen intellect
allows grasping of “the abstract and inherent intellectual power of the doctrine,’”o is of
use to th]s Army. We need doctrine which is
acceptable by a consensus and understood
by a majority. If maneuver warfare tits this
bill, let us stop parading it as the “compdatlon of the thoughts of some of the most bril-

Zt is no accident that G&-man
is the mother tongue ofpsychology.
. . . Askthree
US oft2cers to
You
define the term Schwerpunkt.
will get three different answers. Or
ask one maneuuer warfare aduocate
You will
to define Schwerpunkt.
still get three answers.

liant men in h]story.’”’ It may be the robes of
kingship tit too loosely yet.
This has been a plea for balance. Nothing
1s so pmlful as a good idea lost in presentation or good intentions thwarted. MY fear M
that some parts of the Army are buying too
quickly and selling top hard the idea of maneuver warfare. A proper look at military
history, a consideration of the jargon spawning our buzzwords and a sober assessment of
just how wonderful and mystical the concept
really is WIIIgo far toward a useful consensus. %
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Much !iteratu~e, discussion and study haue been done recently on
the operational
level of war. This article proposes that the opera-

tional level applies to other areas. One of these areas concerns how
this focus contributes to the US Army’s overriding mission.

The overriding missron of US forces
deter war:

LS to

Fwld hlanual 100.5,
Opwatmn$, 5 hlay 19S6

T

HE operational level of war, so long
dormant m US military thought, has
surged back into our consciousness with a
vengeance. Defined and distinguished from
strategy and tactics in the 1982 edition of
Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operatwns, the
operational level M even more expl]cltly
treated in the 1986 edition asacritically important way to think about war. This emphasis is reflected further in the Increasing
focus of the US Army Command and General Staff College curriculum on the operational art and IS reinforced by a growing
body of:upportive commentary.
The operational level is indispensable to
any serious effort to understand tbe dynamics ofwarfighting. Thmfactora]oneJustdies the increasing attent]on it is getting ]n
US m]litary circles. StIll, as cited above, the
opening admonition of Fill 100.5 deals with
deterrence. If we are focusing on the operational level, a related question comes to
mind: what ISthe operational level of deterrence?

DETERRENCEIPJBRIEF
Deterrence begins as a falr,ly s~mple propos]tlon of persuading an opponent that an
action he may contemplate Involves risks
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that outweigh potential benefits. Beneath
this placld surface, however, lies a host of
thorny conceptual complications.
What
action is the opponent contemplating—aggression, coercion, pre-emption? Measures
to persuade against one action may inadvertently encourage another. This “security dilemma” has led scholars and commentators
to distinguish between deterrence and defense, deterrence and warfightmg, nuclear
and conventional deterrence, deterrence by
punishment, deterrence by denial, and so
on ‘
These distinctions all have merit in addressing real-world problems and challenges. But, at some po]nt, coherence demands retrospection: is there some umfying
thread that weaves these sundry parts comfortably into the whole?
“Deterrence” versus “defense,” for example, attempts to distinguish between the objectives of maximizing risks and costs to the
threatening party and of minimizing risks
and costs to the threatened party. Th]s distinction gives conflict a nonzero-sum character to account for the varying risk attitudes and values involved. Considering the
strateg]c nuclear context m wh]ch this issue
was formulated, however, maximizing an
opponent’s risks and costs is plainly a funct]on of offense, whereas mmlmizlng one’s
own risks and costs is realized by defense.
Tbe key underlylngdiscri minant in this for- .
mulation, then, can be taken as the respective potential of offensive and defensive
measures to discourage aggressive behavior.

15
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Discrimination between deterrence and
war-fight]ng
potential relies on s]milar
premises. War-tighting capabilities are attamed by adding the ability to protect assets
of value from attack to deterrent retahatory
power and thus pursue conflict to a successful conclusion.
. . Deterrence by punishment portends some
form of retaliation against an aggressor’s
own assets, while deterrence by denial purports sofely to deny him” hls objectives. The
predominant
means to these respective
ends—nuclear pumshment and cmrvention al den~al—are commonly noted, but the
marginal distinctmn rema]rrs one of offense
and defense.
It should now make sense to discuss deterrence ]n ~erms of Its offensive and deferrslve
components even though tbls simplistic
common thread has-escaped most prewous
commentary. Perhaps this is an unavoidable consequence of a Justdiable preoccupation wltb the nuclear threshold as a conceptual boundary. So formidable is this boundary, bowever, that tbe notion ofconventlonal deterrence has been defined as a subset of’
denial capability—that ]s, ““defense short of
tactical nuclear defense.”. Conventional offens]ve potential, In such a vle~v, mus: seem
superfluous and even dissonant There }s
plalnly something Incomplete about thts
p]cture.

THE LEVELS-OF-ANALYSIS
PROBLEM
Most scientific ]nqulry has dealt w]th a
levels-of. analys]s problem. Classical and
quantum mechanics address dli~erent levels of a physical system; macro- and micro econom]cs, different levels of an economic
system; and mternatlmral, nation-state and
Ind}v]dual behavior, different levels of a poIitlcal system. In each case. a common mra-
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Iytlcal framework gives way to different
principles and dynamics governing different levels even though all form the whole.
And, while unifying theories have yet to
bridge these levels In any discipline, an important first step ]s recognizing what tbe appropriate le},els ofanalysls are.
In the study of deterrence, the emergent
levels of choice have to do~vltb means: there
M nuclear deterrence and conventional deterrence. But, if such simple components as
offense and defense cannot be adequately
addressed wlthln tb}s framework, maybe
the framework Itself m faulty. Alternative1y, if deterrence has to do. with preventing
war, then perhaps the levels of analys]s
which help us understand war can help illuminate the dynamics of deterrence as well.

TheStrategicLevel
Mll[tary strateg)
IS the art and sc{cnce’of
employrng the armed forces ofa nation orall{ance to sccurepollcyob]ect[ ces by theapplz cutzrm m. th rest of fbrce ,Willtaq strategy
sets the fundamental cond{t{ons of apera
tzims In u,ar or to d~ter rL ar. It establishes
goa[s [n thwrters of (Lar and thcutcrs of oper’atlons. It ass!gns fi)?ce7s,prc)L,ldesasstts, and
Impr)ses rond[tlons on tb<>
use of force.’
Strateg]c deterrence 1s a familiar term
usually used Interchangeably with nuclear
deterrence. In tbls context, however, the
strategic level of deterrence can be seen as
having to do w~th tbe full range of elements collectively supporting the existing strat.
egy of flexible response: force structure,
strategic mobility, forward and rapid deployment, mobilization plans and potential, pre-positioned equipment, rules of engagement, alliance commitments and, ultimately, strategic nuclear weapons. The obJect of strateg}c deterrence is to provide
overarching dissuasion of an opponent who
would threaten LTSterritory or vital interests
-
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campatgns and major operations.
Operational art tlzus involtvs fundamental decl slons about u,hen and where to fight and
u,hether to accept or decllne battle. Its essence
IS the ldent#icatlon of the enemy’s operation al center-o f-grawty-hcs
source of strength
or balance-and the concentration ofsuperi.
orcombatpouwr agarnst thatpotnt toachtece
u Jecisl [,esuccess.’

opcrot[onul ort r>the wnploymerltOf md(Qp tbrws to attain strategic goals Ln Q theater of uvr or theotcr of operotlons through
the dwgn. orgonl:otlon, and conduct of

An operational level of deterrence must
clearly involve strategic goals in a theater
and the employment of forces in support of
those goals to dissuade the opponent. Implic]t at this level, for gwen deployed or com~

The definition Itself prowdesa suggestive
translt{on to the next Im,el of analysls. If
“military strategy sets the fundamental
cond[tlons of oprratrons
to deter ccar,”
then i)ro\,lsmns must necessarily be made
for an operatlontil level of deterrence as
well,
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mitted forces,, are levels of readiness, command and control, general defen$e plans
and, perhaps most importan~ly, coherent
supporting doctrine, An operational deterrence, then, may be measured by its capacity to portray strategically consonant costs
and risks of conflict in a theater of operations outweighing the opponent’s potential
ga]ns.

TheTacticalLevel
Wh tie opera t!ona[ art sets the obJectzues
and pattera of military actzulties, tactzcs LS
the art by whtch corps and smaller unzt com
manders translate potcntzal conzbat pou,er
znto u[ctorzous battles and engagements.
Sound tacttcs wm battles and engagements
by mowng forceson the battle field togalnpo sztzonal adLantage .ouertheenemy; by apply
ing fire support to facilitate and explott that
advantage; and by assuring the sustainment
Of friendly forces before, durzng, and after
engagement with the enem>. ”
Deterrence at the tactical level ewdently
der]ves from the opponent’s conwct]on that
he WI1l not wm battles or that he at least
runs unacceptable risks ]n the effort. Prlnclpal Influences at this level should Include
tactical weaponry, unit structure, concor.
dant tactical doctrine. tramlng proficiency,
sustainability and the balance of the ‘“]ntanfybles”: sold]er quahtles. morale, unit cohe.
sion and leadership. Unit characteristics .
combine to yield pot~ntml combat power; effect]ve Ieadersh]p, Informed by sound and
rigorous doctrine, promises the translation
of that potential tL powerful deterrent effect
A conceptual framework viewing deterrence as operating at the three levels of
war—strategic. operational and tactlcal—
overcomes some problems noted earl]er. It IS
easy and unambiguous now to consider the
relat]ve deterrent effectiveness of offensive
and defensive measures at a given level.
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Likewise, the efficacy of available mean=
nuclear, conventional and subtypes of each
-can be examined systematically. This is
not to say that the three levels are discrete
nor mutually exclus]ve, for Indeed they
must interact as Intimately in deterrence as
In war. But we can now undertake a more
rigorous investigation of both Ievellspeci fic dynamics
and Interle\,el relationships.
In so doing, we draw upon and reinforce
the basic ]dentlty between deterrence and
war-tightmg potential:

Deterrence, the ob&’ctofpo[lcy, M both the
catt=gorzcalimperatzue for strategy aud a h.vproduct ofa strategy that enczslons conducting a war to a successful conclusion, alb~lt
the most rmportant byproduct.
fhr dls tznct[on sometimes drau, n between deterrence or (so-called) deterrent strategy and
a,or-wagrng or war.ftgh ttng strategy may be
seen to be an artifimal creat{on that con fol.
low only from confuszon between the ob]ect of
pollcy and the ob]ect ofstrateg.v or fmlure to
understand the l,e~ essence of deterrence !tse[fi’
A slm]lar argument, of course, would apply at the operational and tactical levels as
well. To illustrate, ~vemust now focus on deterrence at the operational level.

OPERATIONALDETERRENCE
The operational Ielvl of u,ar, as opposed to
the tactzcalo?zd strategic IPIvIs, ISm-ought to
be of gr<atcst conccm to the analyst In th~
ater strategy, politrcal goals and constraints
on the, onr hand and acalla”hle resources on
the other detcrmlne pro]ected ou tcomes. A t 6
much lower leuel, tactzcs deal u,!th spec{flc.
techniques. [n the operattona[ dzmenszon, by
contrast, schemes of warfare
ecolue or
are exp[otted.
Since deterretrce 1s a function ot’ persua-
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slon, its targets are the opponent’s percep.
tlons and r&ulting calc~l~tions. A- dete~rent m a threat measured by the capabilities
and the retentions the deterrer conveys. The
measure~f deterrent effectiveness is credibihty. A credible deterrent requires that the
deterrer portray both tbe capability to support a deterrent threat and the intent to carry It out if the conditions of the threat are
met. To relate to the original definition, capability determines the costs the opponent
faces; intent affects hls calculation of risk.
All else being equal, deterren~ effectiveness
is served by moving risk toward uncertainty, for, under conditions of uncertainty, the
oppOnent must face the sobering prospects
of a worst-case outcome.
The recent resurgence pf the operational
level recognizes the same dynamics applied
to warfare. A broad variety of operational
methods has been explored and weighed,
largely in reaction to what was widely percel~,ed as an overarching focus on defensive
firepower and attrlti,on in previous doctrlne.A large analytical hterature now exwts
treating such desiderata as maneuver warfare, mobile defense, area or territorial defense, retaliatory counteroffensive and other operational forms of endeavor.” Common
to most, however, 1s an Impliclt recogmtion
th at, at the operational level, as elsewhere,
capabllltles alone do not suffke as a deterrent. Rather, the deterrer’s intent, conveyed
in doctrine and its asslmdation and practice, must present the opponent with risks
and uncertainties about the employment of
those capabilities wh]ch complicate hls calculations. Thecomblnation yields a credible
operational deterrent
The operational tenets formulated m the
1982 edition of Fhl 100-5—inlttatlve, agility, depth and synchronlzat]orr~ecbo
these
~’
objectives. Disrup ng the enemy’s plan,
presenting h]m with unexpected dilemmas,
concentrating against vuhrerabilities and
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Deterrence at the tactical level
evidently derives from the opponent’s
con uiction that he will not win battles
or that he at least runs unacceptable
risks in the effort. . . . Unit characters.
tics combine to yield potential combat
pouqer: effectiue leadership, informed
bg sound and rigorous doctrine, proazises the translation of that potential
to powerful deterrent effect.

“turmngmsideh ]sdec]s}oncycle”
are derivative goals that target the opponent’s perceptions and h]s resulting WI1lto persist. At
the core of the A]rLand Battle, a robust deterrent mechanism ISat work.
One of the most prominent—and contro-
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&
versiaf-features
of the 1982 manual is Its
apparent emphasis on maneuver.’” In contrast to its predecessor’s nominal tirepowerf
attrition focus, the observation is probably
fair. As an instrument of deterrence, however, It is clear that doctrine m support of a

At the operational Ieuel,
credible deterrence demands
supporting provisions which balance
offensive and defensive measures to
portray alternative”prospects
for
denial orpunishment
or both. This
the AirLand Battle aims to achieve.

strategy of flexible response must provide a
full measure of the tools of the operational
art. m
In particular, it is operational maneuver
that contributes most heavily to the uncertainties a prospective opponent must face in
weighing outcomes. On the other hand, It IS
the destmctive force of firepower that imposes costs. A major theme of the 1986 revl slon M to strike an appropriate balance between tirepower and maneuver as coequal
dimensions of combat power. ” From the
present perspective, they can likewise be
understood as mutually indispensable factors in the deterrent equation.
A parallel feature of the original formulation of AirLand Battle is its offensli,e character—again contrasted with the “active defense” focus of the 1976 edltlon. ” This feature, too, is ba!Jnced In the rewsed manual
both by circumspect treatment of offensive
and defensive operations and by careful delineation of the operational level as serving
the ends of strategy and policy. Such a balance maximizes the deterrent value ofoperatlonal doctr]ne by providing means to support strategies both of deterrence by den~al
and deterrence by pumshment.
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These are two important variations, Deterrence by denial aims to refuse an opponent his prospective. gain, forfeiting the
costs of the effort in the bargain; deterrence
by punishment holds at risk assets of value
he presently holds, the loss of wh]ch would
exceed his prospective gain. The latter has
traditionally been associated with strategic
nuclear means and the former with conventional means, but the underlying distinc.
tion remains: defense demes; offense punishes.
The strategy of flexlble response attempts
to incorporate both of these deterrent forms
into a comprehensive instrument covering
thd entire spectrum of conflict. ” Such a
strategy further targets the uncertainty an
opponent must face in weighing possible
conflict outcomes. At the operational level;
credible deterrence demands supporting
provisions which balance offens]ve and defensive measures to portray alternative prOspects for denial or punishment or both. This
the AirLand Battle aims to ach]eve.
According to an old proverb:
Billy Jack: “W’hat you got there, Joe
Bob?
Joe Bob: “Magic charm. Keeps tigers
away.”
BIIIY Jack: “Pshaw’ now do you know It
works?”
Joe Bob. “\Vell, you ain’t seen any tigers
around here lately, now have you?”
Deterrence ]s like the proverbial tiger
charm—you never really know it works, but
you do not want to know, if It does not. On the
strength of such an ]mperatlve, understandmgthedynamics of deterrence Isplalnly important.
It was Karl von Clausewltz’s assertion
that war may have Its own “grammar” but
not its own log]c ‘ In this sense, the strategic, operatmnal and tactical levels of analysis which provide a loglc for the study of war
should have common appl~cab]l}ty m other
POIICYareas as we] 1. Deterrence, so closely
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Disrupting the enemy’s plan, presenting him with unexpected dilemmas,
concert tratiug against uulnerabilities
and ‘turning inside his decision cgcle’ are
,
dericatice goals that target the opponent’s perceptions and his resulting will to persist. At tfze core of the AirLand Battle, a robast deterrent mechanism is at work.

related
to war that even the “grammar”
may be common, prmndes a bas-ic case in
point
Strategic deterrence is a widely analyzed
subject But it is in need of expansion to address a broad range of capabdities and accompanying intentions which are of strategic Import but outside the nuclear real m.
Areas mentioned here are more suggestive
than comprehensive.
Tactical deterrence
Ilkew]se has been only roughly character-
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ized and remmns a largely unexplored phenomenon.
Operational deterrence should prowde a
virtual lightning rod for the .grow]rrgbody of
mqtury mto conventional and theater nuclear Issues. Studies conducted under such
rubrics as conventional deterrence, maneuver warfare, mobile or area defense, and
conventional retaliation belong in thw category Collection and cumulation of ava]lableknowledge at this level ofanalys}s would
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greatly r+inforce potential for new insights
and direc~ions.
The operational level of’ deterrence furnishes a mirror image of the operational
level of war. It reflects the full panoply of actions we take at the operational level which
persuade an opponent that the costs and
risks he faces in confllct exceed any possible
gains. A deep-seated understanding of and a

proficiency in the fundamentals of the operational art are critical elements. Inculcation of a doctrine which imposes maximum
disruption and uncertainty on the opptment
is another. Yet another is resolutely building to the force capabilities required to fully
“exploit doctrinal potential. The result is not
just a robust force, per se, but a robust operational deterrent.
%
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the past two years, the US
&my has undergone a ihajor reorganizat,ion.-l’he magni;ude of this change
would give pau.w to most major corporation= Thrm@hout this period, the Army has
demdnstratsd one of its greatest corporate
strengths by continuing to provide gmi>nce
* i~ operational units while allowing latitudefor initiative end innovation to surface.
As withrmst of the heavy dhisions in the
} , “-W Army, the ~~h Infantry Division (Meche$isad),l?ort Green, Colorado, has convert. eii 6 the &ray of Excellence organization.
One of the significant changes is the @ab-

ne& for rethinking

the historical

,,
24

rolee of

tbe J?ASCO ww performed by the FSB eomq-mnder and his staff. This role retbinkiug
took many forma
e Formal agreements bstween the division support command (iXSCOM) and brigade commanders.
~’ s Informal discussions among t~e FSB
and brigade commanders and staffk.
..
. Peer discussions mnong the FSB and
maneuver’b@z&iori
commanders and their
.vta&.
, . StudZ Of?elevart doctrinal literature.
@ &ercises,
or %vorking it out on the
,.grouri&”
.’ From these discussions
and Veesons
“. “~earned” mme a set ofprimiples and agreerner@ integrating the F’sB. into the brigade
combat &nim and .capiW]zing on the improved capabilities of tire I?SB to become a
combat multiplier for the brigade.
e
principles evolved, they were catego “zealas
those applyiqg generafly to daily o r ations
in garrison or in the field, those applying

.~.,, .

\
Ja#sqi
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prima~ily to a tactical environment
and
those applying primarily to administrative
or garrison operation: Though not comprehensive, the principles outlined here are
some of the more significant ones.

The FSB commander is the senior logistician for the brigade commander, much as
the DISCOM commander is for the division
commander. The FSB commander is the logistics eyes and ears of the brigade. He
keeps his organic units and brigade units informed so the brigade has a proactive rather
than a reactive logistics program. He has a
responsibility to “push” brigade units rather than just “letting it happen.” This commission must be closely coordinated with
the brigade executive officer and S4 (logistics) section so there is a smooth interface
between direct support (DS) and organizational CSS functions.
A “we-they”
relationship
between the
FSB and brigade units cannot be tolerated.
The FSB should be completely integrated
mto the operations and the thinking and decls]onmaking pmeesses of the brigade staff
The FSB staff must f’earn to anticipate the
brigade’s CSS needs based on the brigade
training, and operations plans. Semor commanders need to continually stress the symbiotic nature of the supporter and the supported. They must make junior commanders
and staff otlicers realize there is a payoff for
working together to resolve problems, not
create them. At the operating level, the DS
maintenance support teams (MSTS) of the
FSB are “adopted” by the battalions they
support and frequently are visited by FSB
representatives. The obligations of the supported units to the MSTS to provide shop
space, transportation support, lift capability, and so forth must be clearly delineated.
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Problems between the FSB and supported
units must be resolved at the lowest practical level through information and “moral
communications.”
Moral communications
means that whoever has a complaint should
communicate It in specific terms, not-vague
statements. The first question commanders
and executive officers should ask when a
complaint is received is, With whom have
you talked about this?”
Support operations and procedures should
be organized in garrison to mirror those
used in the field. This is relatively easy in
the maintenance area since the MSTS are

TheFSB has changed Me
cunfp/eximf of CSS to the brigades
when compared to the forward area
support coordinator (FASCO) organization. The Armyof Excellence
reorganization revea/ed the need
forrethirdfing the historical roles of
the FASCO nowperformed hy the
FSB commander and his staff.

.

continually
with the unit they support
]n garrison and ]n the field. Depending on
the garrison role reserved for the DISCOM
main support battahon in performing supply and services and for the medical department activity in health services, this mirroring of funct ions may be more difllcult to
accomplish.
The DISCOM and brigade commanders
must understand and accept that th,e FSB
commander has a responsibility to ~oth of
them and grant him the flexibihty to accomplish his mission without becoming parochial in their demands. Conversely, the FSB
commander should guard against his staff
“playing both ends against the middle” in
dealing with the DISCOM and the brigade.
The brigade and FSB need to understand”
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that the FSB is not “going to go away” when
the brigade returns to garrison from the
field. The FSB, unlike the FASCO organization, has a full-time mission to support the
brigade across most CSS functlona. The fWB
must make a concerted effort to fulfill th]s
total support role according to the needs,
expectations and persomd]tles of the brigade units. The ultimate ‘measure of the
FSB’S effectiveness is the quahty of the CSS
provided and the impact th]s support has on
the br]gade’s abiiity to accomplish Its missio~,
Do not try to “reinvent the wheel.” Use
published doctrine and exist]ng operational
procedures as appropriate. Published doctrine should only be violated when it does
not meet the needs of the brigade.
‘
Itlake maximum use of the t]me and talent of scarce resources whenever possible,
particularly in training. The FSB routinely
accomplishes range tiring on ranges run by
brigade units. This precludes the FSB from
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having to reduce support operations significantly to run its own ranges. The FSB Army
Traimng and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) and other field exercises are routinely
scheduled in conjunction with brigade field
training and frequently m conjunction with
ARTEPs for brigade units

The br]gade rear area should be organized
to free the brigade and battalion
commanders and battle staffs to concentrate on
the forward battle. With this orientation,
the FSB commander is given responslb] 1Ity
- for the security and control of the brigade
svpport area (BSAI. The BSA is defined as
the area to the rear of the battallon combat
trains and forward of the brigade rear
boundary. The FSB commander has positioning authority and operational control
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[OPCON) for rear area defensive purposes,
over all units located there. These units are
also eubject to and comply with FSB stand-.
ards for camouflage, dispersion, soldier appearance, police, and so forth.
In other words, if a unit isjn the BSA, it is
under the control of the FSB. This arrangement emanates
from the brigade commander’s desire that he and his maneuver
battalion commanders be able to focus on
the battle forward while being confident
that the soldiers, functions and standards in
the BSA are being adequately commanded.
Only one person can be in charge in the
BSA and that is the FSB commander. The
brigade S4 ]s not a factor in the security of
the BSA. He, in co@nction
with the FSB
support operations otlicer, is the brigade logistics planner and the “enforcer,” ensuring
subordinate unit reports are accurate and
on time. He referees any disputes among
brigade units. The S4 also maintains contact with other brigade staff members and
keeps the FSB informed of impending operations or chagges to missions.
The FSB commander, ,as senior logistician and BSA commander, bas the responsibility for balancing support and security
requirements. Because he controls both, the
FSB and tactical units in the BSA could
better perform these dual (and oftentimes
conflicting) missions. There M no struggle
between performing support and security
functions which sometimes happens when
one headquarters controls logistics and another rear area security.
The brigade rear area must have the assets and be organized to be defendable and
survivable. Since there are no authorized
posit]ons for planning and coordinating rear
area security in either the brigade or the
FSB, this function comes “out of the hide.”
The FSB, with its full staff, including an S3
(operations officer) not directly involved in
the technical mission, support personnel
and equ]pment, M the organization most ca-
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pable of performing the planning and coordinating function.
Considering the few soldiers in the brigade S4 section and the numerous missions
performed, the FSB staff can provide better
quality planning and execution of rear area
security operations. The nuclear, biological
and chemical (NBC ) ncmcommi%ioned officer (NCO) in the FSB S3 section ia the primary coordinator for rear area security.
This NCO allocates perimeter defensive sectors to the maneuver units, the FSB companies and other units in the BSA. Perimeters are checked and corrections made as
required. The NCO provides daily rear area
security updates and coordinates with the
military police (MP) platoen for main supply route coverage and roirkg patrols within the BSA. All of these tasks, in addition to

The 6?lSCOMandbrigade
commanders must understand and
accept that the FSB commander has a
responsibility toboth of them and
granthim fhe flexibility to accomplish
his mission without becomingparochial in their demands, Conversely, the
FSB commander shmddguardagainst
his staff ‘playing both ends against
the midd/e’ in dealing wifh the
DlSCOk9and fhe brigade.
functional NBC tasks, ai-e performed under
the supervision of the FSB S3.
The battalion field trama, the FSB and
other umts within the BSA are organized in
a contiguous defense when possible. In this
manner, the maximum number of soldiers
and the full effect of various weapon systems, including those undergoing repair,
could be employed. It is recognized that
there is a trade-off with dispersion. However, establishing a contiguous defenae over
a moderately large area has the advanfiges
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of providing a modicum of dispersion, a realistically defendable BSA and permits logistics functions to be performed while maintaining reasonable security.
The brigade’s MP platoon is placed under
tbe OPCON of the FSB commander to perform area surveillance, convoy escort and
protection, main supply route patrols and
roving patrols in the vicinity of the FSB
cluster during dsi-kness. The MP platoon remains subject to brigade S3 tasking for missions such as river crossings and passage of,
lines. However, these missions are normally
planned in advance, and other temporary
arrangements are made in the BSA.
The direct support artillery battalion, in
coordination with the FSB S3, plans for fire
support for the BSA area. Air defense coverage is provided in accordance with the brigade commander’s priorities.
Communication among units within the
BSA, between the brigade tactical operations center and logistics operations center
(LOC) and between brigade and DISCOM
LOCsmust beofhigbqualityand
reliable. It
must also include all communications capabilities available to the brigade. Internal
communication in the BSA is by telephone
Iandline, FM radio and messenger. Whenever a contiguous defense is not feasible,
then the primary communication M by FM
radio.
One key communication technique is to
have a daily rear area security coordination
briefing, Including representatives
from
each ‘unit ]n the BSA. This ensures the rear
area security coordinator has updated unit
status reports, provided for coordination
and emphaais, and disseminated the latest
intelligence information.
Although the FSB internal communications capability is minimal, the LOC is organized with tbe brigade S4 section’s M577
“command track (vehicle)” integrated with
the FSB mobile operations complex. The
FSB and S4 are able to capitalize on thecom-
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manications available through the brigade
rear signal center. This colo~ating of ~ork
areas also ensures that the S4 section and
FSB staff continually work together. The
brigade commander’s communication priorities are tactical communications for the forward battle and communications between
the BSA and the tactical operations center
and between the BSA and the DISCOM.
Logistics must be aggressively
pushed
forward in the brigade area. The intent is
that brigade units return to the BSA for as
short a time as possible. An example is the
forward positioning of the MSTS and continuous liaison with the forward maintenance
company. Forward coordination precludes
MST members from having to leave the battalion combat and field trains and return to
the BSA. FSB representatives making liaison also take repair parts forward to the
MST.
FSB ambulances are routinely positioned
at battalion aid stations to evacuate tbe
wounded. Contrary to doctrine, every effort
is made not to evacuate a soldier past the
brigade rear boundary if adequate medical
care is available. In some cases, especially
during single-brigade
training, Army of
Excellence doctrine is essentially Ignored,
and a small ad hoc holding facility is established, using extra cots, tents and med]cal
personnel taken from tbe forward medical
company’s “hide.” Analogous to fix-forward
doctrine for maintenance, a hold-forward
medical doctrine aasures a faster return to
duty for many patients and reduces the turmoil associated with evacuations out of the
brigade area.
Critical supplies are pushed forward
whenever possible Nightly, 5,000-gallon
tanker trucks are taken forward to a logustics release point (LRP) to retilI battalion
fuel trucks. Depending on the battle and the
availability
of 5,000-gallon tankers, this
LRP is designated for a particular battalion
or services all brigade units from one point.
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Iftailored fora single battalion, the serviced
battalion is responsible for meeting the
tankers, escorting them forward, protecting
them during refueling operations and escorting them back to the release point.
High-usage items are also carried forward to the LRP for issue to units requesting
them. Although the issue of class I (food) is
made by tailgate delivery to battalion consolidated dining facilities, the units use
LRP procedures to deliver hot meals to forward-positioned units. Elements of the MP
platoon provide convoy security en route
and local security at the LRP.
Lacking transportation
capabilities
in
the FSB, some supphes have to be issued on
a supply point basis from the BSA. Water is
Issued from a central water purification
unit which M necessarily located at a water
source. Whenever possibIe, the water purification umt is convenient to mess operations
and readily accessible to unit water trailers.
Class V (ammunition)
is issued from a
central ammunition
transfer point and
picked Up by units using organic suPPort
platoon trucks. One of th~ shortfalls of the
FSB organlzat]on is the lack ofa direct support transportation
capability to support
the brigade and haul reserve stocks as well
as to provide the responsive evacuation of
veh]cles which cannot be “fixed forward.”
Th;s shortfall IS overcome by ignoring doctrine and deploying a composite truck platoon from the main support battalion transportation company with the FSB.
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The DISCOM commander is the sole rating off]cer for the FSB commander. Aa such
he has the responsibdity for the overall direction and performance of the FSB on technical and administrative areas. However,
there is no doubt the FSB commander must
fulfill the maneuver brigade commander’s
expectations
for support. This potential
area of concern can be overcome through
open communications among the DISCOM,
brigade and FSB commanders and integration of the’ FSB into the brigade decisionmaking process.
The brigade commander has OPCON of
the FSB in the field and for specified periods
prior to and following major training exercises. The DISCOM commander must plan
any requirements
he has around these
times so support of the brigade is not disrupted, The brigade commander should also
recognize that the FSB, even when under
OPCON, will have some DISCOM requirements to fulfill, given that it does not detract
from brigade logistics support.
Other than those perioda in which the brigade has OPCON of the FSB, the brigade
staff neede to coordinate FSB participation
in brigade events through the DISCOM.
This scheduling of unit participation is exclusive of normal CSS rendered on a daily
basis. Conversely, any FSB or DISCOM
event detracting from mission support to
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Contrary to doctrine, every effort
is made not to evacuate a soldier past
the brigade rear boundary if adequate
medical care is available. In some
cases, especially during sing/e-brigade
training, Army of fxcellenqe doctrine
is essentially ignored, and a small ad
hoc holding facility is established,
using extra cofs, tents and medical
personnel taken from the forward
medical company’s ‘hide.’

the brigade would not normally be scheduled during the period of OPCON to the brigade and only after coordination with the
brigade staff, even during garrison periods.
Normally, FSB participation in brigade
social events should be limi~ed to the FSB
commander or those whom he designates.
This seemingly unusual arrangement assures that NCOS, junior ofiicers and their
wives are not overcommitted by responding
to such brigade, DISCOM and FSB requirements as social functions and volunteer ac-
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tivities. It also keepsthe focus for training
and for NCO and officer professional development programs within the FSB.
The FSB concept is alive and wel~. These
principles arekeyto giving the FSB a“quick
start” in becoming a productive member of
the brigade’s combat team and in establishing workable operational procedures. To
fully achieve its potential as a combat multiplierfor the brigade, it may be necessary to
go beyond the current doctrine, especially m
the tactical arena.
Most notable is that the FSB commander
should command the brigade rear area to include rear area security. To effectively perform, this function, he must have the strong
support of the brigade commander. Specifically, the brigade commander should establish priorities and provide’ sufllcient communications support in the BSA, want the
FSB commander adequate authority over
the tactical umts in the BSA and place the
MP platoon under the OPCON of tbe FSB
commander. The brigade commander must
trust the FSB commander to accomplish his
missions and not have the brigade executive
officer or S4 always looklng over hls shoul-
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OMBAT medicine can baa multiplier
of comtiat power. It can minimize
preventable losses, rapidly return combateffective soldiers to battie and clear the
combat zone of soldiers too sick or spverely
wounded to fight. preventing 10SSSSand re-.
turning soldiers to duty with their own
units assists commanders
in preserving
unit strength and effectiveness. Clearing
the sick and wounded from the .battletiel@
protects commanders’ freedom of action eud
supports unit morale.
There are principles of .cqmbat medicine
that form an interrogatory skkilar to that
.!
formed by the principles-a.
e What do we want to do?—t%inciple of
conserving the fighting strength.
SIWho will command?-%ineiple
of cemmand of health.
s How do we want to do itv—l%inciples of
prevention, buddykelf-aid, fmt pos-d
hour and selectivity.
,.

m*l@@W~.
,..

retreat bacanee of the K%kx?ee
Korea, fought a retrqyade
eralhurnk’edmike’lm
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,, ...
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these, or other similar incidents, represent
poor medical care in a combat theater. Rather, military medicine in wartime has the
combat unit, not the individual soldier, as
its “primary patient.” If forced by cmcumstances to choose, combat medicine must
choose first to “meet the needs of the unit to
survive and succeed.
If military medicine dld not primarily de\,ote itself to tnamtalnlng the units’ combat
power, it would be Ignoring the obwous fact
that, m combat, indiwdual sacrifice for the
common good M the norm. Fortunately; providing the best med]cal care for Individual
sold}ers usually prowdes the greatest unit
strength, and there is no conffict ]n anyone’s
mind. When It does not, mditary medical
personnel, their commanders
and those
they support must recognize that the Army
Medical Department’s motto, “To Conserve
the Fighting Strength,” comes from the obll.
gation to follow this most bas]c prlnc]pl~
good combat medicine maxinuzes the chances
of the unit’s sumlval and success,

Carry out command responsibility fnr the
health of the command by receiring adrice
from assigned medical staff officers and
exercising command ovgr assigned medical
units.
An accepted tenet of milltaW tralnm~ IS
that commanders and their subordinates
should prepare for war by drnng things as
closely as possible to how they will perform
in war. Unfortunately, Instead of being held
responsible during peacet]me, commanders
usually recezve med]cal support from installation-based hospital units and test only the
operational,
nonmed]cal
capabil]t]es
of
their organic medical units In thm context,
commanders usually make several errors
e They belleve that, since regulations
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make the local hosmtai commander resuonslble for peacetime health care on thein installations, the only way the commanders
can address their responslbilltles
for the
health of their command ISby placing their
medical personnel under the functional control of the hospital commander He, in turn,
supervises these personnel as they prowde
sick call and hospital care
o They consider the abll]ty of medical
units to pass Army Tralnmg and Evaluation Programs {ARTEPs I. lncorporatlri~
mock casualty care or preventive maintenance Inspections as more rellable measures of unit effective.ness than demon.
strated abd]ty to care for patients
o They accept that, during peacetime, ]he
personnel of them organic med]cal umts &ovide medlcai care as ]ndlvldual tillers In
hospital-run cl]nlcs, wards or laboratories
even though they must function as units
from the first day of combat
o They approve plans for exercises and
other tralnln~ which fall to adequately
stress the ]ntegratlon of medical plann]ng
and executmn Into combat operations
Slncethese peacetime expedlenc]es facll).
tatemedlcal care ]n ~arnson andthelr effect
on combat readiness ISnot easily seen, they
have been accepted as “normal” rather than
resisted as tralnlng and operational deficiencies To ellm]nalc~ these (leflcienc] es,
commanders must recogruze and Insist that
trmning rnedwal umts for combat readiness
includes:
o Plans that Include un]t tmlnlng lnvolvingactual pat]entcare. Nledical unltsnotdlrectly caring for patients are not tramlng
for their wartime mlsslon—even
If their
performance on ]nspectlons, ARTEPs, nnd
so forth is acceptable
o Integration of real Ist]c combat medical
support, planning and extcutlon for combat
operations must be Fegularly tested in exercises and other training. To be reallst]c,
medical tramlng beyond routine care must
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be added to field problems In contrast to
other combat support and combat service
support areas, peacetime medical needs m
the field are so qualitatively
s]mple and
quantitatively
small that meeting them
does not provide reallstic training for medical unit~requirements
for medical care in
combat will be far more complex and orders
ofmagnltude greater,

To maximize a unit’s effective strength
upon engagement, take command actions
prior to engagement which minimize disease and rronbattle injuries (LWBf,L
,
On each average day of conventional laid
warfare, one to three sold]ers per thouamd
comm]tted divisional troops are rendered
ineffective by f)h’ Hi regardless of combat in-
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tenslt y.’ The number of soldiers rendered
ineffectwe by wounds or killed m battle varies from much less than one td sl]gbtly more
than 10 per thousand committed divisional
troops per average day- although losses in
hard-hit umts can be much higher. Thus, In
normal combat settings, L)i’JBISconstitute a
slow but steady 10SSof combat po~ver, white
battle Injuries constitute episodic major
losses.
When engaged, arm]es Ilve in pnmit~ve
condmons and are subject to the diseases associated with poor sanltatlon, Fadure to
take preventive measures camd}arnatlcally
ra]se tbe DNBI rate and turn slow but
steady losses mto torrents. Infectious d]seases or diseases of cllmatr are capable of
produc]ng DNBI rates exceeding 100 per
thousand per day, Even if a disease only duabled its>rlctlmsforan average ofthreedays
and all recovered fully, a unit so struck
would be 30-percent combat-ineffective by
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the third day, and its strength would remain
decrementrd until the epl=emic completed
ita course.
Most epidemics of infectious or climaterelated diseases are preventable or at least
ameliorable by command action. Field Marshal Sir William J. Slim, in the World War 11
India-Burma theater, understood that command action was necessary to reverse preventable losses to malaria, diarrhea, skur
disease and heat which threatened the dissolution of his army:
I, therefore, had surprise checks made of

whole units, euery man being examined. If
the overall result was less than 95 per cent
poszttue [for evidence of taktng antimalarial
drugs], I sacked the commanding officer. I
had to sack only three; by then the others had
got my meaning.]
Responsible command action has hrnlted
losses to malaria, heat casualties, sexually
transmitted diseases, hepatitis and other
diseases associated with past mil]tary operations. It can also minimize their impact in
future wars.
Today, enforcing sleep schedules; ensuring noncommissioned
off]cers (NC OS) correctly locate latrines, water points and mess
areas; teaching cooks how to properly clean
field mess equipment showing soldiers how
to effectwely care for their feet, bathe and
wash their clothes in the field; and practicing Insect and rodent control are neither
glamorous nor well-rewarded occupations
for commanders or them subordinate offl.
cers and NCOS. Instead, peacetime field
train]ng exerc]ses frequently use chemical
toilets, paper plates, piped-in water and rations that are trucked to the field from rear
area kitchens to “not waste tra]ning time.”
We do not train to avoid the illnesses of filth
by properly combating the filth of field liv]rrg.
We wnll avoid exorbitant losses of trained
soldiers who become Ill before ever reaching
the battle only if commanders become as in-
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volved in preventive medical support for
their troops as they are in preventive maintenance support for their vehicles, The principles are the sam~ the current training
emphasis is not. During combat, demands of
mission completion and planning will decrease the ability of commanders to personally attend to either issue. In wartime,
their units WII1continue only those prevention programs-either
medical or maintenanc~which
have become second nature
through peacetime training. Unless we
change the way we tram, we risk going to
war with a high percentage of our vehicles
“up” but a large percentage of our soldiers
“down.”

Ensure that your troops can perform
those simple tasks which will save their
own or their buddy’s life if they are
wounded in combat.
Most soldlers killed in Korea and Vietnam died Instantly or wlth]n minutes from
wounds such as massive head injuries or the
dismembering
effects of high explosives.
These Injuries \vould have caused their
death e~ren]fthe most sophwticated med]cal
care had been instantly a~,allable.
Ho\vever, many US deaths m Vietnam
were preventable by the apphcation of s]m ple techniques of buddylself-ald.’
Most of
these preventable deaths were due to severe
bleeding from arm or leg wounds (treatable
by pressure dressings or tourniquets) or to
asphyxiation
from untreated open chest
wounds or obstruction to breathing [each
treatable with s]mple techniques). In many
cases, soldiers suffocated or bled to death
await!ng
evacuation
as their buddies
watched, not knowing what to do. Ironically, had these deaths been prevented by early
buddykelf-aid, appropriate physician care
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within the next hour would have returned
many of these soldiers to duty.
Commanders can decrease needless combat deaths by training them troops in three
simple procedures: how to stop bleeding,
how to treat open chest wounds and how to
keep open the a]r~vays of wounded sold]ers.
These common soldler tasks can be taught
quickly and kept current with minimal refresher tra]ning. Troops must understand
that, m combat, the unit medic WIII most
likely be fully occup]ed caring for massively
wounded soldiers. Wounded n~eding only
pressure dressings, tourniquets or chest
dressings wllI have to care for themselves
using their own tirst-ald skills and supphes
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or get care from the]r buddies until a medic
becomes free Sold]ers should be taught to
perform these skills rapidly and return immediately to the tight, comfortable that
they have done all they can tO heIp them
selves or their buddy.
Commanders’ fears that troops trained in
buddy’self-ald vnll stop fighting to aid their
buddies are not supported by Israeli experiences, by the British in the Falklands orlby
the US Rangers on Grenada. All evidence
indicates that buddy !self-ald training increases the willingness of soldlers to expose
themselves to combat rmk (presumabl y because they know thao help is nearby) and decreases the time they spend \vith wounded

1
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buddies (presumably because they know
what to do and the limits of their ability to
help).

Pasitionarrdequip your most forward
medicalofficer treatmentteamsso they
canperform lifesavingproceduresfor
wounded soldiers within 1 hour of
wounding.
Wounded soldiers surviving their initial
InJury and receiwng appropriate buddy/
self-aid need to reach lifesaving care from
battalion aid station teams within 1 hour.
Unless they receive this care within the first
hour, many wounded will die en route to
hospitals.
The medical care needed is not sophisticated and is taught to all military physicians and physicians’ assistants. It requires
only equipment and supplles organic to the
oattalion aid station, and it can be performed quickly. What is essential IS that
this care be a,~ailable within 1 hour of
wounding. Delay beyond this dramatically
increases deaths from blood loss, lung collapse and aivay obstructmn. Without this
stabil izmg care, patients WI1l not survive
evacuation to hospitals.
Helicopters probably wdl not be able to
safe] y epera~ forward of the brigade trains
on tomorrow’s conventional
battlefields.
Movement times to hospitals may be more
llke the 12-hour average ]n W’orld War 11
than the 30-minute average in Vietnam.
Wounded soldiers’ survival w]lI depend on
reaching a forward treatment team within
an hour of wounding. On the n+
battlefield, commanders’ medical support plans
must:
@ Prov]de for removal of the wounded by
htter or veh]cle to the nearest treatment
team.
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@ Position treatment teams as far forward
as the first detilade position behind the line
of contact to get the wounded to care within
1 hour.
e Assiga two physicians, or one physician
and one physician’s aesistaat, to each batiion to allow echeloned movement of treatment teams in direct support of maneuver
battalions.
s Equip treatment teams to be at least as
mobile as the unite they eupport.
e Rapidly move additional
treatment
teams forward to augment units suetainin~
large numbers of casualties.

Ensure that medical plaos provide for
care far forward to those sick, injured or
wounded who can quickly recover andreenter thebattle and for rapid evacuation af
those who cannot.
Commanders must insist that every sick,
injured or wounded sold]er be treated as
far forward as his condition and units’ authorized medical assets will allow. Commanders must
ard against the possibility
that useful ma r power WI1lbe evacuated. At
the same time, they must ensure that supply channels are not clogged with medical
supplies and equipment being moved forward to treat patients who cannot soon con.
tribute to the unit mission. The concept of
“fix it forward applies equally to soldiers
and mechanical Items.
The principle of selective battlefield
treatment and evacuation was articulated
by Colonel Edward D. Churchill summarizing his World War 11experience as a senior
medical consultant
Churchill understood
the simultaneous requirements of combatl
medicme: selectlrrg for treatment in austere
far forward medical units those sick, injured
or wounded who could quickly recover and
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re-erder battl~ and selecting for immediate
removal fi-om the forward combat zone (with
delay only for those requiring emergency
irdtial surgery to survive evacuation) those
soldiers whose recovery would be longer and
whose presence would impede combat operations.
Most illnesses or injuries affecting soldiers in combat are seldom life-threatening.
Diarrhea, colds, rashes, sprains and cuts
account for most DNBI man-days
10SI.
Treating these conditions does not require
sophisticated knowledge or equipment even
though the patients may require a place behind the line of contact where they can
sleep, be fed and be medically observed for
a brief treatment period. Upon recovery,
they can be returned to their parent umts.
Similar logic governs the treatment of the
least severely wounded. Many hospitalized
wounded are treated for uncomplicated extremity wounds and recover within 15 days.
In fact, fully 50 percent of all hospitalized
wounded recover and are returned to duty in
less than 90 days.
Rapidly evacuating sold]ers w]th more
complex or more slowly resolved conditions
leaves room forwai d for those who will rapidly recover. It a!so reduces medical logisti-

cal requirements, redu~es nonproducing users of supplies whose presence impairs tactical mobility and maintains unit morale.
Principles which have stood the’tests of
analysis, experimentation and practice guide
the medical support of combat operations.
They are similar to and derived from the
same military experiences which give rise
to the principles of war.
The principles underlying military medicine eupport combat commanders in their
application of the principles of war. 13escribed in military rather than in medical
terms, the principles are usefui for ofticers
of ail branches. They provide medicai staff
o~lcers and medical commanders a framework within which to construct advice and
plans as well as a iexicon to empioy in explaining recommendations to nonmedicai
commanders. These prmcipies provide nonmedical commanders a miiitary basis for
the application of combat medicai support to
their combat missions and for the evacuation of the efforts of merkcai staff off]cers .
and medical commanders. Employed correctly, combat medlcai care is a cembat multiplier rather than slmpiy an expensive humanitarian effort against the inhuman effects of wm%
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N THE world of professional
sports,
owners, and especially players, quickly
lose faith in a coaching staff that is not devoted to improving play or not focused on
winning. Before the game, coaches conduct
practices and rehearsals to improve performance. During the game, coaches pool all
available information and direct it toward
the field. Why? To win. After the game,
coaches scrutinize each play and player to
deterrni~e how the team can do even better
the next time.
Mihtery leaders are analogous to sports
coaches. Military leaders have to trai ~. , di
rect and critique their units. It has long een
recognized in the military that after-action
reports m-e invaluable and should be completed after every training exercise and
combat mission. S. L. A. Marahall demonstrated that interviews conducted with soldiers and leaders immediately after battle
are moat beneficial. He wrote that, with
such interview, we can “uhderatand the es-

sence of leadership and training in the
many things we did right.’” He continued
by saying, ‘the whole army might be able
to profit and other men’s lives would be
saved.”z
The information on which this article i~
based was obtained during interviews conducted by researchers from tbe Walter Re~d
Army Institute of Research. Members of
seven infantry battalions who participated
in Operation Urgent F’wy in Grenada were
interviewed.
Three battalions’
members
were interviewed in Grenada as soon after
participating in combat ae the situation permitted. The soldiers of the other four battalions were interviewed after redeployment to
the United States. While some battalion
commanders and brigade staff members
were interviewed, a special effort was made
to interview the soldiers and company-level
leaders who saw the most combat action.
Here, the information
gathered from
these interviews addresses only one of the!
1.
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q&+tions growing out of the Grenada operation What caused some soldiers to be physically overloaded? ‘1%0 main items of interest
emerged. The causes for soldier overloading,
which Marshall presented more then 35 years
ago, perwst.s In addition, the causes Marshall
Identified are actually the effects of a more basic muse. a normal psychological reaction to
an increase in uncertainty.
Not all soldlers who fought in Grenada
were overloaded. Some unit commanders
cut their soldiers’ load to the minimum, limited contin~ency equipment and eliminated
ail nonessential Items. These commanders
took some r]sks, but they knew overloaded
soldiers wou Id reduce the unit’s ability to
tight and win. Unfortunately, too few commanders enforced load discipline. Consider
thw sold]er’s observation:

We attacked to secure the alrheyd. We were
kke slous-rnevmg turtkw. ,tfy ruchsarh awzgh.,d
120 pounds. I would get up and rush for 10
yards. throw myself dawn and couldn’t get
UP. I’d rest for 10 or 15 m tn utes, strugg[e to
get ap, go IO more yards, and collapse. After
Q few rushes, I was ph.vslcall.v unable to
moue, und I am in great skape F1nally, after
[got to the assembly area, I sh ucked my ruck
sack and was able to fight, but I was totally
drained.
Consider another sold]er’s tell]ng comment: ‘“I was scared that I was going to get
kdled because I couldn’t really run with
that rucksack on.”
Even allowing for some exaggeration by
the soldiers, no one can doubt they were
overloaded. In the tropic heat of Grenada,
excess]~re loads not only led to poor fighting
but, in some cases. to no tightmg at all. For
example, In one day, 29 soldlers In one bat.
tahon were Incapamtated by the heat. Another battalion’s ald station treated 48 heat
casualties, and a third battalion’s md station used Its entire supply of intravenous
(IV) solutlon on heat casualties. Certainly,
some heat problems were due to pear condi-
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tioning, no time to acclimatize and heavy
uniforms. Equally certain, however, IS that
overloading contributed to the high number
of heat casualties. Consider this soldier’s
commenti

I thought the rucksacks we were taking
hnd too much in them. ., They were a little
tog heavy. It proued out once we got down
there.
There were all those guys szttmg
on the side of the road with IV tubes in tkem.

/n the tropic heat of Grermrta,
excessive loads not only led to poor
fighting but, in seine cases, to no fightifig at all.. . . Certainly, some haAtprobIems were due to poor conditioning, no
time to acclimatize and heavy mfiforms.
Equaf/y certain, however, is that overloading contributed to the i)igh number
of heat casualties.
There’s no way the gu~,s could do it, We got
most of those heat casualrw-s walhlng up that
one htll
Another soldler said his unit had to. slt
down about halfway up a hill to wait for the
rest of his umt to cxtch up This soldler added, “Even the commanding officer fell out of
that one. He\vasdeadtwed; he also Iost.all of
h]s radio-telephone operators. ”
Wby do commanders permit their soldiers to enter battle overloaded? Marshall
clalmed that three false bellefs are the culprlts. These false bellefs are:
e Overloading
with ammunition
is
good for, battle morale.+ Admittedly, being Issued no ammunition would llkely affect a soldler’s morale in the most adverse
way. But does more and more ammunition
mean better and better morale? iXo. Morale
is not a function of the amount of ammunitlan a soldler carries; rather, according to
Marshall:

battle morale, wdlingrwss [to fight],
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Some unit commanders cut their soldiers’ load to the minimum, limited
contingency equipment and eliminated all nonessential items. These commanders
took some risks, but they knew overloaded soldiers would reduce the unit’s ability
i%fifjhtand win. Unfotiunately, too few commanders enforceti load discipline.

and efj%iency [offighting] are m the ratco of
[their soldier’s] knowledge of the man on
wham they are depending for close support.’
By “close support,” Marshall does not
mean sctillecy or air support. He is talking
about a soldier’s trust and cofildence in the
reliability of those around him, in his immediate leaders and in the chain of command.
Those are the grounds for morale. Author
John Ellis echoes Marshall’s claim when he
says

The fighting sc[diers were sustained by a
regard for others in wh Lch self-respect and
mutual esteem were so znextr;cably inter.
twzned that courage was commonplace, selfsacrifice the norm .e
Marshall goes onto say that:

the w~lltng fighter wdl spend his last
round zf conumced that the tactical sztuatLon
requires it. And he will then look around to
see where hr)can get some more ammunition.’
The action of the 10lst Airborne Division
at Bastogne, Belgium, the British Ist Amborne Dlvislon at Arnhem, Netherlands,
and the 1st Marine Division in Korea are
three dramatic examples ofunlts experiencing ammumtlon
shortages but retaining
high levels of morale.
The fighting in Grenada confirms Marshall’s claim. When platoons in heavy contact were down to their last one and one-half
magazines of ammunition, their morale did
not suffer. Instead, they redistributed what
ammunition they had and, despite several
dead and wounded, continued the attack. At
the end of one contact, a soldler reported
that he “looked at [hw] bandoleer and found
[he] only had one round left.” Marshall
would take this as further evidence against
the belief that overloading with ammum.
tion is good for morale. Although this may
not bean ironclad deduct{on In the Armtotehan sense, It is certainly clear that US units
in Grenada paid a h]gh price in heat casualties and overall mobility for an unnecessary
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and insufficient attempt to raise morale.
0 Ammunition
shortages
have often
been a cause oftacticd disarmn gementathat is, the unsettling or disordering
of
tits-in
paat ware and are therefore, to
be avoided at all coats.’ Mm-shafl, however,
asserted that, in the “candifione ofmodem wacfkre, defeat because of’an ammunition shortage

When pkftom in heavycmffacf
were dawn to their last one and one-half
magazines of ammunition, fheir morale
didnotsuffer. hfsfead, theyredisfributed what ammunition they had and,
@espifeseveral dead and wounded, continued tfreaffack. At the end otone
confacf, a soldier reporfed thaf ffe
‘Iookedaf /his] bando/eeranrl found
[he] only hadone round faff.’

.

w among the things least likely tn happen.’%
The methods of cesupply, even in peciadsofpoor
weather, are simply tco plentiful
Umts are disarx-anged as a resu It of what
Paddy Griffith identifies as “a number of
psycholo~cal shocks, coming one after another in quick succession.”lU Grltlth draws
hls conclusions initial Iy from a close anal~sis of tbe f3ritish and French battle at VImeiro on 2 I August 1808. He then goes on to
demonstrate that the sarqe conclusion is
confirmed in both world wars, the Vietnam
War and the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. Retwed
lMajor General John Frost provides further
support when he describes several occasions
in the Falklands when British paratroopers
“disarranged”
Argentine forces although
the paratroopers were low orIammumtlon.”
In Grenada, the best trained units carried
only a basic Iosd of ammunition, fought the
hardest combat, ran low on ammumtlon, redistributed it and continued the attack.
These units created a “series of psychology -
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cal shocks” by their intense fire and relentless attacks, shocks which disarranged the
Cu~an and Grenadian
forces. Marshall
stated that ammurrltion shortages seldom if
ever occur, and the belief that units invariably fall apart when experiencing ammunition shortages is false The Grenada interviews showed that, although no units disengaged because of ammunition shortages,
more than a few had difficulty making and
maintaimng contact because of excessive
loads.
e The soldier should be prepared
for
every possible contingency
that might
confront him.’. Accord]ngto Marshall, thw
false bel]ef IS one to which a staff usually
succumbs. IIe says:

when a staff is ignorarztolz this sub]ect
[h~wrnuch a soldlershould carry], then woe
to the fighting ltne ~The damage will aot be
undone, fora pr[ce wdl ceriaznly be pa[d. ”
z

~he best trained] units
created a ‘series of gsjwholffgical
shocks’ by their intense fire and relerttIess attacks, shocks which disarranged
the Cuban anft Grenadian forces. . . .
?he Grenada interviews showed that,
although no units disengaged because
of ammunition shortages, more than a
few had difficulty making and
maintaining contact because of
excessive loads.
The most interesting example hlarsball
gl~,es concerns the Omaha Beach landings
of World Wtir H:

U’hen I bad concluded nt~ u ork uitb tbe
ofthc compan[es u,?zzchhad landed during the zn{tlal Omaha assau[t, the crrprcss[on was tnescapablv that tuetght and
tuaterdlrectl.v or !Jzd!rectly—were the cause
of the greater part of our [osses at the beach.
. The fundamental er<or was a simple
surLvvors
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one. We [the pfanning sta/j7 ouerestzmated
the physzcal strength of men in the conditions ofcombat.’a
In assessment, Marsfmll added

the troops (assaulting Omaha ‘Beachj
found themselves m water often up to tilew
necks, thezr burdensome equipment dragged
them back down as they tried to wade free,
bullets chopping amay at them, with drowrt mg the a[mcit certain fate of the wounded. ”
Interviews wltb soldiers who fought ‘In
Grenada confirm Marshall’s conclusions. It
appears, though. that it is not just the staff
but the soldier himself who is susceptible to
this behef. Some sold;er+a
minority-reported that their umts set clear and unambiguous standards as to what each soldier
would carry These soldiers reported that
their commanders and staff were aware of
the maximunrload a soldier should carry into combat. Other soldiers—the maJority—
said them leaders prowded no guidance or
that the grudance was ambiguous’ or illenforced. Some soldiers related that they
were allowed to go through the arms room
and pick up extra weapons. They were also
allowed to go through the ammumtion line
as many times as they felt necessary. Many
thought they needed a great deal of ammunltwn, and the lack of firm directions resulted in overloaded soldiers
While leaders and staffs did not direct
overloading, tbelr lack of guidance and superwslon left soldiers, and some commanders, uncertain as to what to expect and
how to prepare. Thus, these intemiews suggest that too httle gu]dance has the same
result as wrong guidanc~verloaded
soldiers
hlm-shal I concludes that the three false
beliefs cause the overloading of soldiers.
The information obtained from leaders and
soldlers who fought in Grenada suggests
that Marshall’s conclusions are incomplete.
The three false beliefs he identifies do not
constitute the final cause of soldier over-
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What should a commander do?
o Avoid S. L, A hlarshalf’s three false behefs,
e Know that excess weight k]lls your soldlers
e set and enforce sp;cific wwght standards
e lkam to carry we}ght
4
e Build trust
What is the optimal load?
s The optimal tranmg load wone-third of
s soldler’s body we]ght ‘
0 Know’ that fear reduces a soldwr’sphysl cal stamina The optimal fighting load IS 80
pm-cent of the trmmng wtnght ‘
What &hould you carry?
“
e Know that con.lderatlons
of hlETT-T
tmlsslon, enemy, terra]n, troops and t]me
available) WII1chmwy some of the requ]red
Items.
o IJse Field Llanual
101 IO-J, .%flOffi.
cers’F1eldiVanual
<al and Logrst{cal

Orwnwzftmml.
T< c.hm
Data L’n<+nszfwdL)afu. to

ident]fy historical ammunztmn

usa~t, ratefi

How can you build trust?
mRea I17e that trllst I. trlp~rt{te
trust
wlthm a un]t, tru~t hetwcx, n untts and tru. t
standards
e Share real{stlc tra]n]ng with umth w]th
which you me Ilkel) to fight
e U~e compet>t]on among >uhordlnate
unit, ccnm,
rtl>,
do not let compct rtmn rnuw
mistrust
Q Avoid bulldlng unit cohesion bj de.
creasing conf]denw In other un}ts
E L’ounter the tendency to mlstru>t other
sert,lces— focus on trust, not mistrust.
s Usc mlllt;<ry history to dcmonstrdtc’
that no >IIIGleuntt tar XWICCI \tIns warh bj
Itself

o KqI l“format ton mowng to those who
need It
e Inform the frwnd l>, den) the wmmy
Can we learn from success?
s O“IY if vw are J)one.t and call thinj+ as
V.Psee them
e (kly lf w Idvnt if> areas for improvement
e Only ]f we care enoufh for our soldlers

How can you correctly control information?
* Get the mformatmn the unit needs to
plan, coordinate and conduct Its mlsslon
properly.
e Reallze YOUne~et h~~e all the Informs.
tmn you wait, but do not g’,f complacent
81way5 try to Ret more
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loading. The beliefs are actually the effects
of a single, more basic caus+urrcertainty.
War is, and always has been, a realm of danger and uncertainty. Now we add to this a
simple, psychological truth of human natnre: people preparing to enter a personal-

Some soldiers related that
they were allowed ta go through the
arms room andpick up extra weapons.
They were also allowed ta go through
the ammunition line as many times as
they felt necessary. Many thought they
needed a great deal of ammunition, and
the lack of firm directions resulted
in overloaded soldiers.

ly dangerous and uncerta]n sltuatlon base
their plans on the worst possible outcome.
The result ISoverloading.
Interviews with soldlers and leaders who
fought in Grenada support the clalm that
overloading w a psycholo~cal
response to
loss of control In tbe face of’ uncertainty
Further, these Interviews suggest that uncertainty Increases when soldlers do not
know what they are up against; with whom
they are fighting; or how, when and by
w,hom they wi II be supported. Uncertainty
further increases when soldiers do not trust
themselves, the members of the]runit, them
equipment, their chain of command. other
units with whom they WII1fight m the umts
upon ,whom they WII1rely for support Here
are some examples to support these statements:
e During the planning and deployment
phases of Grenada, the estimate of the enemy’s strength and disposition constantly
changed Many leaders and soldiers echoed
this soldier’s account:

At first, use uwrc told that a Colonc,l was
s[mplygozng ta talk to the Cubans u ho rrere
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holding the sturrknts. Then we were tofd that
there were 400 Grerrrrdians.
. then we
heard that there are some antiaircraft guns
and we may run into a little trouble. All of
this happened before we left.
One commander stated

At first, we were to[d that there would be
little, ifarzy, resistaact-; a.s time went on, the
reports indicated that we were to expect the
exact opposite of what we tid been told earlier.
[Toward the end we were told] that
every 100 meters M loaded with Cubans.
Q During neither the planning nor the
early part of the execution phase did the initial assault units know whether they would
be reinforced. One commander remarked
how surprvsed he was when the 82d Airborne Division landed because he did not
know that it ~;as participating in the operation.
CICrltlcal details of the support plan,
combat support and combat service support
were not available during the planning
phase. Commanders reported that they did
not know what am or naval support was
available, what the logistical plan was or
who was prowdirrg logistical support. One
physician said, ‘“We didn’t know anything
about medevac [medical evacuation]. That
was a critical lack of information.”
Constantly changlrrg Information or lack
of information creates uncertainty in the
minds of soldiers and leaders. Although
some unit con,manders resisted the temptation to overload their soldiers, ot,hers succumbed. And who can blame them? One of
the most important responeibilities
of a
commander M to husband the lives of the
soldlers entrusted to blm. Under the conditions of uncertainty caused by lack of or conflicting information, commanders and staffs
WI1l fall more easily to one of the false behefs.
Each of the examples given demonstrates
that the tightmg units lacked vital information (needed to properly plan and coordinate
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the operation).
Op~rational security requmes the proper control of information.
However, proper control deiues the information to the enemy. Proper control does not
prevent the information ffom being given to
those people who need it most-those
given
the responslhlhty to fight and win. Whale
too little secrecy allows the enemy to obtain
information, too much secrecy keeps information from those needing it. Marshall asserts that thk is often the problem:

selves, their buddies or the equipment and
weapons they use, uncertainty increases.
Fortunat&ly, there are many positive reports from Grenada. SoIdlers trusted themselves, their buddies, their equipment and
their weapons. One soldi<i-~aid

It zs a truth beycmdargument that fl~il and
accurate znformut ton becomes most wtal at
the potnt of impact, for unless It w correctly
applted there, the wisest of plans and the
abkctgeneral will likely fazl. But the organi
zation of tactwal mformatlon during combat
runs directly counter to thwprmclple, almost
L<[f zt followed an un wrztten la~tb
lower
the rank of the commander, the less he w entitled to know about ht.s own affairs.”
Iniorrnation affeeta uncertainty, and so

This trust may beat least one of the major
reasons why the soldiers did not hesatate to
deploy and fight. The interviews reveal,
however, that trust such as this was Vot universal.
Some soldiers, whale knowing the units
with whom they deployed, had not shared
positive training experiences
The units
lacked a common respect. Fortunately, this
lack of respect did not seem to seriously hamper combat operations. However, it was suflhent to sow a seed of doubt as to the reli-

does trust. When soldiers do not trust them-
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Our fraznzng and dlsclp[lne helped us
make it back. We tmirwd with llce rounds,
that helped a [of. I knew my job, and i knew
that none of[my buddws] u,eregotng to shoot
me m the back.

I
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ability of adjacent units. One soldier related “[One unit] shot at a target for30 minutes but only hit it once. We doubted their
competence.” Another soldler spoke of a patrol his unit conducted forward of a defensi~,e position manned by sold]ers of another
unit. During the patrol, he said:
We weren’t worried about getting shot by

our buddies; we hadgood trarmng.
But,
we took fire [during thepatroll from an M60
[machmegunl [from the other unit”s defen.
sic,epmttlon].
Certainly, these two examples do not bespeak general incompetence. However, soldlers wbo have these experiences do come

Same soldiers, mhile knowing
the units with whom they deployed,
had not sharedpositive training
experiences. The units Iackeda common respect. Fortunately, this lack of
respect did not seen? to seriously hamper combat operations= Huwever, it
was sufficient to SOVJa seed of doubt as
to the reliability ofad]acent units.

to doubt the rehablllty of other uruts, The~e
doubts are not only difficult to allay. but
they erode confidence
Further.
these
doubts may well adversely affect operations
the next time these units have to ti~ht together.
During contingency operations, several
different types of umts must work together.
The interviews Indicated that US Army
units that had trained together and de~,el.
oped common operatl rrg procedures trusted
each other. One officer commented that hls
unit had:
traz ncri repewte-dl~ m,rth some ar’m.v

arlatzon units. [it’el wor%ed out common
S(2PS lstand{ng operating procedures, we
had common expectntzans and tce develaped
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personal relationships. And when time was
shart, and complete coordz>ation imp as
slble, that [warkzng tagether-] waa the key.
On the other hand, several interviewa
suggest the oppasite. One soldier reported
thafi

the
crews [created] a hzgh level of
stress. They dzdn’t knau, what they were dg zng. They were in the way.
They used
Itreally helped to
casualties as caver.
get [theml aut. [When they left], they dzdn ‘t
[want tol take anj casua[ttes uzth them, they
ktcked them off to make room for themselves.
This kind ofexpervence, even if rare, does
not create trust and confidence between
umts-quite
the opposite.
COntlngency operations are usually joint
aperatlons with units of different services
working together. [n Grenada, many joint
operations were successful:

We fe/t goad knouvng the AC130S were tn
support. We framed zezth them; I,lefelt conf7dencc zn them
when we wem laading onto helos for a
mws[aa, we saw the AC130S taxzzng to take
off Oncp!lotstuck h!s arm out of the wtndow
rzndgavc a thumb~ up stgn Morale saared.
These kinds of experiences can only help
in future operations. Unfortunately, experiences hke these were not ublqu]tous.
In one case, an Army unit reported that
pilots refused to deliver some vehicles can.
tainingequlpment and ammun]t]on. Consequently, the umt fought Its heaviest combat
wlthaut its full complement of equipment.
Another ]nterwew revealed that “the [percelvedl reason they could nat get aur equip.
ment In was crew rest. Peacetime safety regulations would not permit the crew to fly
any more.” This report, even If merely secondhand hearsay, is’ most damaging ta
trust.
Of course, any of the reports in the foregoing examples may be misperceptions, We
hope they are. However, Army units with
such experiences may believe that elements
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they must deploy with are not trustworthy.
This results in Army units trying to he more
self-suficient.
Units may think they must
carry in everything they need because they
do not know if “so-and-so” is really going to
get there. Lack of trust breeds overloading.
The interviews with soldiers and leaders
who fought in Grenada permit a minimal
conclusion when soldiers and leaders do not
have all the information
they should or
when soldlers and leaders do not trust
those with whom they fight, uncertamtY in-

. . . when soldiers andleaders
do W haweall the information they
shou/dor when soldiersiimd leaders do
not trust those With whom they fight,
uncert%tmtyincreases.
When uncertainty increases, the
combat load increases.
ball, the profession demands contlrruous
striving toward that goal. You must improve self and “team” as much as possibie so
that victory results every time you set foot
on the Yield.” Rather than put on the mask
of zero defects and feign perfection, the Army should be proud of its commitment to the
goals ~~improvement and winning.
%

creases When uncertainty increases, the
combat load increases.
Like football, the mditary is”a profession
in which zero defects is impossible. The nature of war &rd the human beings who fight
it preclude perfection But, also like foot-
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ONSIDERABLE attention has been focused on the op.’
eratiomd Lwet of war, that tier between strategy and
tactics concerning the “employment of military forces to attain strategic goalsin a theater of war or theater of operations
through the design, organisation, and conduct of campaigns
and major operations.’” Many officers are concludjug that the
‘‘
US Army’s operational etyle in World War II feli far short of “
the German’s aud, to some extent, such conclusions are warranted. It is erroneous to assume, however, that the Oarman
style provides a e~lciently
complete model to emulate.
World War II US and German armies had remarkable mo
~ ~,,
bility--that is, the ubiliw to project combat power rapidly on
‘;
land fi-om orwp.!nee to amther. Yet, neither succeeded in bal:
ancing that rnohility with sustainability-tti
ability to main‘ ...

46

tain combat power through continuous and adequate provisioning. The resuIt was the unintended loss of combat power
in the conduct of campaigns.
The US force bitting the beaches at Normandy on 6 June
1944 (D-day) as pert of Operation Ouertord belonged to the
most mobile army the world had seen to date. All infantry division elements, lees the infantry, were motorized and, with
the “attachment of only six quartermaster truck companies,
the infantry could be motorised as welL”2 Armored divisions,
with their infantry mounted in half-tracked armored personnel carriers, were totally mobile. Allied planners intended to
use this mobility to good advantage during the Normandy
CampAign.
Plane called for the British Second Army ta attack through
Caen and act as a protective hinge for the left flank of the US
First Army. First Army was to push south, after capturing
Cherbourg, through St. Lb into Brittany peninsula. It would
clear Brittany and secure ite ports, permitting the establishment of a large storage area near Rennes end facilitating fpture advances. First Army would then move east toward the
Seine River and Germany. Planners indicated that US troops
should beat Avranches about D + 17, as far east as Argentan
by D + 35 and crossing the Seine by D + 90.
At least two assumptions were made that proved faulty—
that the advance of First Army would be relatively steady and
that the US advance would be largely in pursuit of disorganized German forces. Tenacious German defenders at Omaha
Beach and in the hedgerows of the bocage country proved
them wrong on both counts, By D + 40, First Army was still
north of St. L6, about a month short of its D + 17 objective at
Avi-anches.
Despite difficulties in getting large quantities of supplies
through the beacbheade, First Army generally received adequate sustainment during the first month of fighting. By
D +24, only 80 percent of the projected supplies had arrived,
but this presented few problems since only 78 percent of the
projected troops had landed. The real shortfall started developing in motor transport capability since barely 65 percent of
the projected vehicles had arrived? The eituation was not critical then since lines of communication to forwnrd units remained short.
Following J. La@on Collins’ successful breakout south of
St. L6 during Operation Cobra, the shortfall between mobility and sustainability surfaced. Omar N. Bradley, then commanding Twelfth &my Group, opted for mobility at the expense of future suetainabifity. His decision to divert the bulk
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[Folk?wimrlloeretion
hbre]Gr%i#. Bradley,then
commanding Twelfth Army
Group, upteftfwmabilityat
theespenseof fwture sustainability. His decision te
divartthebII/kof George S.
fetton~ lWrdArmy tiom the
5rittenypeninsu/a, in view
of the deterkmting Gemran
flanknearMmfain, atrdhis
Subsefjuaat deck?im!s permitting divieions tojnwsue
beyond the$eineproduced
an abrupt decline in combat
power.
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of George S. Patton’s Third Army from the Brittany peninsu.
la, in view of the deteriorating German flank near Mortain,
and his subsequent decisions permitting divisions to pursue
beyond the Seine produced an abrupt decline in combat
power. Patton fought his way to the Seine with tremendous
speed and success, his Third Army crossing the Seine on
D + 79, 11 days ahead of schedule. By D + 90, diwslons of
Twelfth Army Group were 150 miles beyond the Seine and,by
D + 100, some were near Aachen, a town that Allied planners
did not expect to reach until D + 33o.
The whirlwind advance was a remarkable accomplishment, permitting the destruction and capture of considerable
German forces near the Falaise gap. Unfortunately,
and
much to the dismay of leaders like Patton bent on continuous
pursuit, Twelfth Army Group soon ground to a halt Whereas
Bradley’s divisions were previously a month behind schedule
in entering Brittany, they were now six months ahead. Stockage areas remained confined no~h of St. L6. 450 miles behind
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Unfartunately, andmrrch
to the dismay of /eaders like
Patton bent on cantirruixrs
pursuit, rweifth Army Group
soon ground to a halt. . . .
The next few months witnessed only limited advances toward Germany as
the COMMZstrugg/ed to
keep supplies moving,. . .
Long supply lines were mairrtained Iargelyat the expense
of follow-on and support
f units. Many of these units
forfeited organic motor
1
. . transport so sufficient vehicles could be accumulated
to move supplies.

lead units and quantities of motor transport remained below
the projections neede& In addition, the communications zone
(C OLIMZ ) found itself in the precarious position of supporting
16 US dlvislons when only 12 had beqn planned.’
The next few months witnessed only limited advances toward Germany as the COMMZ struggled to keep SUPPIIes
moving, much to the consternation of combat commanders. A
series of one-way cmcuitous supply routes expedited supplies
from St LOand the Normandy coast to Allied forces until Antwerp became operational in late November. Long supply Imes
were mamtained largely at the expense of follow-on and support umts. Many of these umts forfeited organic motor transport so sufficient vehicles could be accumulated to move supplies.
In essence, by September 1944, the US Army in Europe had
unmtentlonaliy curtailed its abdlty to project combat power
further. Operational-level commanders had permitted shortterm mobd ity to dominate long-term sustainability. Fortu-
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nately, German forces were incapable, at this time, of interdictingthe resultant fragile Iinesofcommunication
and making the situation more precarious than it already was.
Characteristics ofmany German army exploits prior to and
On the eve.of World Warn, after the Normandy Campaign were hardly different. On the
Germany’sability to sustain eve of World War II, Germany’e ability to eustain mobile warmobile warfare was consid- fare was considerably less than that of its enemies. Of its 103
embly /ess than that of its available divisions, only 16 were fully motorized. The Gerenemies. Of iPs 103 available man army had only three motor transport regiments, with a
divisions, only is were fully total line-haul capacity of 19,500 tons.’ Such limited capabilimotorized. The Gernk% z:my
ty siems all the more pronoimced when one considers that, in
had only three motor trans- 1944, the Allies used nearly 70,000 tons of motor transport to
port regiments, with a total support 47 divisions in France and still could not meet the reline-haul wpacityof 79,5UL7 quirements.’
tons. Such limited capability
Blitzkrieg became absolutely essential to compensate for
seems all the more pro- these sustainment shortfalls. It worked fine when distances
nounced when one considers were short and when surprise netted huge caches of enemy
that, in 19JM, the Allies used stocks as happened in Germany’s quck victories over France
nearly 70,1?tWtons of motor and Poland. But, when enemy stocks were unavailable or out
transport to support 47 divi- of reach or when rail lines were not quickly repairable, Gersions in France and still man panzers ground to a halt. Motor transport and horsecould not meet the drawn wagons simply could not keep supplies moving over
requirements.
vast distances to the ever-advancing panzer divisions.
In some ways, the German General Staffbetter anticipated
the critical relationship between mobility and sustainability
at the operat ional level. It was standard practice on the Soviet
front for panzer groups and armies to incorporate substantial
fuel columns into the spearheads of advances. These columns
normally hauled an immediate operational reserve of 2 to 3
units ofconsumptlon which, when coupled with tactical-level
stocks, permitted uninterrupted advances in excess of400 kilometers. ” Beyond these dmtances, sustainment became directly dependent on how fast workers could repair railroads,
how quickly horse and motor transport could haul supplies
from depots and how well units could protect lines of communlcatlon. ,Momentum often lessened or ceased as mobihty exceeded susta]nablllty, Ieadmg to a decline in combat power.
Operation Barbarossa in June 1941 provides one case in
point. It called for “an advance by three Army Groups along
separate axes towards Kiev, hloscow, and Leningrad up the
general Ilne Dvina-Smolensk-13nieper.”8
German planners
made some erroneous assumptions-that
the army groups
could produce quick operational-level
victories west of the
Dvina-Smolensk-Dnieper
line sufficient to produce a strategic victory and that they would, therefore, not have to rely too
heavily on Soviet railroads. The assumptions proved wrong,
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and the “Sovietk complicated matters during their retreat by
removing rolling stock, destroying rail lines and attacking
rear areas.
All three army groups came to a standstill by the end of the
summer.’ Army Group North advanced 400 miles in about a
month but soon found itself on the outskirts of Leningrad only
to be plagued by broken supply lines and psrtiqan attacks at
unloading sites. Army Group South reached theowest bank of
the Dnieper by late July but, having lost haIf of its motor
transport en route to roads turned to mud, it fouhd itself unable to advance without consolidation.
Army Group Center’s supply situation “was developing
signs of schizophrenia’”” as early as mid-July. High consumption of ammunition forced tbe curtadment of fuel and subsistence resupply in view of the limited transport capability and
bad roads. By mid-August, it, too, was Iivmg on a shoestring
and confronting partisan attacks to rear areas. By the fall of
1941, Operation Barbarossa was already revealing foreboding similarities to Napoleon Bonaparte’s campaign into Russia more than a century before. Failing to achieve a knockout
blow, Adolf Hitler’s mobile forces were falling prey to sustainability problems.
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German troops working to free a veh[c[e from a muddy Belgian
road during the Battle of the Bulge, 17 December 1944

Envin Rommel’a spectacular mobile advances
across northern Africa in
1941-42 were matched by his
equally spectacular, humiliating retreats because of a
brazen disregard for higher
orders and sustainment constraints. . . .Perhapsthe
clearest example of an imbalance between mobility
andsustainabi[ity is the German counteroffensive into
the Ardennes in December
1944.

Numerous other instances exist of German failures to balance mobility and sustalnabdlty at the operational level
Erwin Rommel’s spectacular mob] Ie advances across northern Africa in 1941 -42were matched byhisequally
spectacular, bumdiating retreats because ofa brazen disregard for
higher orders and sustainment constraints. But one does not
have to look tocampalgns
where mobile advances created
long lines ofcommunicatlon.
Perhaps the clearest example of
an Imbalance between mob]llty and sustainability Mthe German counteroffensive into the .Ardennes In December 1944.
Hitler’s WVatch on the Rhine’’ called for an advance of
about 20 panzer and infantry divislon~. They were to cross the
Lleuse to sever hnes ofcommumcatlon
serwclng? Twelfth Army Group near Li@ge and then to continue north to capture
Antwerp which, by then, was the hub of Allied logistics. f.)istances were not great as compared to previous campaigns, the
front and depth of the attack each being about 100 kilometers.
Gll,err surprise and mobdity, the plan seemed feasible. In sustainability, it was flawed from the start.
Too much of the plan hinged on the ablllty of German spearheads torepeat their performance in France years earlier.
This time, however, it was absolutely essential for them to
capture stocks en route since Alhed bombmg had slgmficantly depleted strategic suppl ies of petroleum. Mamtainmg
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mobility remained key. First Army’s successful reloeaticm of
most stocks and the destruction of others deprived the Germans of long-term mobllit y. Inadequate motor transport and
repair capability, shortage of repair parts, treacherous roada
that increased t%el consumption, lack of fodder for horses, AL
lied bombings of rail lines and, of course, the tenaci~ of US
soldiers deprived them of short-term mobility. ‘i
Nearly a half-centnry separatxss us from World War II, but
time has not diminished the lessone of our experience. As
these examples show, both armies fell short of the mark when
it came to sustaining mobility in the conduct of campaigns.
Accordingly, we should temper our adulation of the German
operational style as we continue our study of the operational
level of war. Field Manual 100-5, Opemtions,
cautions that
indeed much has changed since Patton and Ftommel ran out of
gas in World War II:
To&y, it Z3estimated tknt one armored division equipped

Maarlyahalf-century
aaparat?sus hem WorldWar
11,but time has mot diminished the lessons of ourex-

pariefme.Astheseexamples
show, Imth armies fell shert
of the mark when it same to
sustaining mobility in the
conductof oampaigns.

with Ml tanks will consume ouer 600,000 gallons of fuel per
day, more than twice the consumption ofPatton’s entw-earmy.1’

Itis imperative that all operational-level planners and
commanders remember this ominous fact. To be effective, mobihty must marry itself to sustainability. US and German
armies failed to appreciate this during World War II. We can
ill afford to do so again.
%
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tion with ~reonhel and equipment end was
immediately &nt back into tbe battle. The
28th InfontrY Division met the enemy and
was bqlly meaded- In this case, the enemy
was not necessarily
the German forces,
weather end terrain but also the division’s
own lack of training, leadership sad cohesion.
O&m dividoos of ksser strength wem figh%

UEUNG the past few years, the US
Army bES been developing recmwtitutionse a new concept foroperations. However, it is not new. A Combat Studies Institute bietoncaf study conducted for the Combat Arms Operations lksearch Agenq, Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, in December 1983
cites examules of reconstitution in World
I end in each major conflict there*r,.
~k
iq-udirvg
Vietnam.
The study also ad‘w. :
J!XJ$ay
reconstitution as it pertained tooth-

wer

~:>.

‘~.~@.$@M

Powers during

- ~‘’ ‘J.,.’ ~~1~7~fl~J&r&J:Xpetience
k~::

..2>&. “

World
during

..’:.>. I&nt
...

doctrinal literat&e bee described-.
.=:,veeonstitution ~ a rn@q cmpbat sewice
w%@:w@:*@

*.,
.-

ing Snd def=ti
~~ ~oPNnen~.
The concept of reconstitution seemed to
disappear -from US ArmY doctrine after
World War ~. During the Army’s lean
p$a@iqe
~ears, there seemed hardly
. . .eq$+gkepgremen
and machhw available

t&&-%ieion

W@’=%.**
we can iearn
&@6~
‘1’hecleseic e=
t@raco@itution
is the
ti-&ion
duking the Battle of
wernber 194A The badly batwas tilled to full authoriza-

‘h e~n~ink
Of recofiti~ti@.
~wes
of
unit decimation bymeanaofsurpriss
chemi-@.@.oX
~d tq$@tl
pucleET warfare
M%s&Rk*~Xt
on hdw to recover
fimm euiib dh%eters. Reconstitution reappeared as a paaeibl~ solution. With the advent of AiAand Battle doctrine, images of
destruction on a convenf+ional battlefield—
with unite beiig depleted through att.!ick,

..
[“

(XS
withdrawal,
flank maneuver and attack’
again—put the problem of slowly deterio-,
rating units into a perspective needlrrg immediate attention.
A scene is conjured of a briefing during a
large command post exercise wherein a
corps commander asks, “You plan to launch
a full attack the day after tomorrow on a
force twice the size of your full-strength or;
ganization, yet your reports show you at 65percent strength. How do you expect to be
successful?”
The briefer answers, “Oh, we’re going to
reconstitute!”
As reconstitution receives ever-increasing command attention, its use as a buzz
word has Increased as a quick answer to a
myriad of problems. Until its concepts and
doctrine are more fully developed, ternis ap plyirfg to reconstitution will be misused and
misunderstood.

Reconstitution doctrine is now m a state
of refinement. In 1983, Field Manual 63-2,
Corn bat Sercxce Support Opera tions—Dwt-.
sion (How to Support), provided the follon,ing guidance for reconstitution.

Reconstztutlon w the total process of keepzng the force supplied wtth uarlous supply
c-lasses, seruices and replacement personnel,
and cqulpment requzred to matntam the desrred [euel of combat effectzueness. It also ineludes restoring units that am not camhat
effectz w ta the de.wred level of com ba t effec
t<{wness through the replacement of critical
equipment and personnel. Reconstitution
encompasses unit regeneration and sustain.
zng support.
Sustaining support Includes those resup pl.v and servzce acttans that are constantly in
progress to maintazn a untt at a destred level
of com bat effectiveness.
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Since reconstitution included unit regeneration aad sustaining support, almost everything in the personnel replacement and
logistics support arenas could be included.
Few really understood what reconstitu-

As recmMitution receives
ever-increasing command attention,
its use as a buzz word has increased
as a quick answer to a myriad of problems. Until its concepts and doctrine
are more fully developed, terms applying
to reconstitution wi// be misused
and misunderstood.

tlon was, but lt had to be good because everyone connected with doctrinal development
had heard the term
In February 1985, the US Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRAJ.)OC) publlsbed a draft operational
concept that
changed the meaning of reconstitution.
Gone was “sustalnmg support.” The revised
definition contained terms such as “extraordinary” and “timely,” setting reconstitution
operations apart from the day-to-day buSiness as usual Listed as subsets of reconstitution were reorganization (internal shifts
among units), regeneration (the Influx of
personnel and equipment into a unit) and
redistrlbut ion (the transfer of all remaining
resources from one unit to another, thus
emptying the Iosmg orgamzatlon).
Redlstributlon was unpalatable since it
called for a unit to be dismantled and its organizational flag retwed. One corps commander, In hls command guidance, allowed
decisions on reorganization and regeneration to be msde at lower levels of command.
Redwtr]bution authority, however, was retained by him. If an organizational flag in
hw corps was to be retired, only he would authorize Its retirement.
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On 1 July 1985, the Combined Arms Center (CAC), Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, sent
TRADOC a revised draft operational concept for reconstitution. This changed the focus of reconstitution and deleted redistribution as an option.
The most far-reaching change has been
the breadth of sttiinvolvement
in reconstitution planning. As the Army pondered reconstitution, the lessons learned about the
28th Infantry Division resurfaced. What

. . the tlSArmy ?iaining and
~;ctrine Command(TflADtlC) pubIisheda draft operational concept
that changed the meaning of reconstitution. Gone was ‘sustaining support.’
The revised definition contained terms
such as ‘extraordinary’ and ‘timely,’
setting reconstitution operations
apart from the day-to-day
business as usual.

was ttue lesson? Other divisione were honed,
hardened, cohesive fighting organizations.
The 28th Infantry Division had become a
large collection of people and equipment.
This showed that reconstitution
is more
than personnel replacement imf equipment
issue. Leadership, training and unit cohesion must bean input before success can be
expected. The G3 (operations and plans)
must be added ta the G1 (personnel) and G4
(logistics) as a functionary in reconstitution.
Since this~elation,
other developments
have moved toward integrating the entire
staff into the planning process. A few definitions from the latest CAC concept would as-

siat in better understanding the emerging
doctrine
o Reconstitution-extraordinary
actions
taken by commanders to restore combat,
combat support and combat service support
uniti to a desired level of combat effectiveness commensurate with mission requirements and availability of resources. These
actions may include the re-establishment or
reinforcement of command and control; the
cross-leveling or replacement of personnel,
supplies and equipment using command
priorities to allocate resources; and the conduct ofmission-essential
training.
a Reorganization—action
taken to shift
internal resources within a degraded unit to
increase its level of combat effectiveness.
Reorganization consists ofsuch measures as
redistribution of equipment and personnel
between internal elements to better balance
their combat capabilities, matching operational weapon systems with crews to enable
their continued emplwj ,,!ent and forming
composite units.
!
e Regeneration-the
rebuilding ofa unit
through the large-scale replacement of personnel, equipment and supplies; the reestabhshment of command and control; and
the conduct of mlsslon-essential training for
the newly rebuilt unit.

Reconstitution decisions are a continuous
evaluation process and invoIve the commander and hls entire staff. The commander is in the best position to determine
whether his unit is or is not combat-effective, HIS decision is made based not only on
facts, figures and status reports but also,
and probably more importantly,
on his
knowledge of hk unit, soldlers and’leaders
and on many other factors.
The commander’s staff must understand

.
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As the Armyponderedreconstittition, the iessons iearnedabout the
28th infanby Division resurfaced. What was this iesson? Other divisions were
honed, hardened, cohesive fighting organizations. The 28th infantry llivision had
become a iarge collection of peopie and equipment. This showed that reconstitution
is more than personnei repiacemant and equipment issue.

hls Intent and continuously analyze the capability of subordinate umts to comply. The’
staff performs its analysls of the unit status
by examining Indicators.
No single report will provide the commander and staff with the necessary deta]ls
to determine relatlve combat effectiveness,
and there M no general purpose formula
that can be constructed to calculate It. Combat-effectiveness
Indicators consist of’ Ob.,
jectl~re and subjective factors. Objective fat.
tors include a comprmson of personnel and
eqtupment authorizations to what ISavalla~
ble. Suhjectlve factors include leadership,
morale, level oftra]ning andesprlt decorps,
Further, these combat-effectiveness
mdlca.
tors are Interactive. A tank battalion with
its ful 1authorization of equipment resourc~’
es ISnot effective without a sufficient quam
tIty of properly trained and skilled soldiers
to provide adequate command and control,
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operate prvncipal weapmr sybtems or exe.
cute sustainment operat Ions. The ‘2Sth In.
fcmtry D]vislon proved that a full-strength
unit without training and cohesion is not
combat-effective.
The combat-effectiveness analysls results
will indicate whether a unit is combat ready
or, if not, Its shortcomings. The analysis
must consider unit capabilities and limitations in light of
e Enemy action—the length and level of
wolence resu Itlng from conventional cOmhat, nuclear, biological and chemical actlvi
ty and its effects on soldlers, eqrrlpment and
supplies. and attrition due to battle
@ Personnel—overall strength, shortages
(considering ranks. specialties, otlcer and
noncommissioned
officer leadership positions and where the shortages exist ) and ratios of combat veterans to Inexperienced replacements
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Leadership and morale are
not systems-oriented, as are other
categories, but are subjective factors.
Procedures for assessing morale and
leadership are highlyjudgmental.
Analystsmust rely upon their own leadership ability and experience to
assist in making accurate and
timely assessments.

o Equipment--overall
status (on-hand
and operational ready rates), types of equipment not ready for combat and maintenance
status (repair times, maintenance backlogs,
repair parts availability, maintenance personnel strength and qualifications,
and
maintenance equipment available).
* Supplies-ammunition
and fuel status,
distribution capability, critical repair parts
shortages and status of other supply classes
and water.
Q Leadership–
availability
of leaders,
state of training and experience level of
leaders, and indmatmns of overall unit leadership effectiveness.
@ Morale--morale
of individual soldiers,
unit cohesion and esprit de corps.
Leadership and morale are not systemsorlented, as are other categories, but are
subjectwe factors. Procedures for assessing
morale and leadership are highly judgmental. Analysts must rely upon their own leadership abillty and experience to assist in
making accurate and timely assessments.
Characteristics of Worale that could ident]fy unit degradation include poor attitude,
expressed fear, manifested hostihty, inadequate discipline and, lack of confidence in
the unit, the unit leaders and the soldiers
themselves. The commander considers all
staff information
when determmmg
if a
un}t is capable of performing its assigned
mission.
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Once the decision to reconstitute is made,
the commander specifies tG what level of
readiness to reconstitute, establishes priorities for personnel and equipment replacements, defines the standards for training
and allocates time limits for corrective
action. At this point, staff and support activities begin action. In the realm of combat
service support, there are set methods and
procedures that can be adapted to reconstitution. The objective factors can be co~ected using current doctrine and even standing
operating procedwes (SOPS). Correction of
subjective shortcomings is more difficult,
and doctrine must still he devised.

Reorganization can apply to units” from
platoon upward, and it should be planned,
trained and executed as such. Reorganization is envisioned as the first action in any
reqonetitution operation and is normally
implemented by the affected commander.
Planning for reorganization could be included in a unit field SOP and trained for in
Army Training end Evaluation Programs
(ARTEPs).
Regeneration may be too resource-consuming to conduct below division level, and
a battalion could probably not regenerate a
platoon. However, writers of battalion and
company ARTEPs should consider training
in reconstitution for understanding of the
concepts and terminology, execution of reorganization operations and preparation for
regeneration operations when that time in
combat might cGme.
Reconstitution
has finally been recognized as a major mission that consumes
many resources. It shonld be addressed as a
part of paragraph 3a. (Execution, Concept
of Operation) to a unit’s operation plan/
operation
order (OPLAN/OPORD).
Al-
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though many considerations for reconekitution are parts of the G1 and 04 input to the
staffestimate process, command and control
functions, prioritization, training requirements, measures of combat effectiveness
and physical security fall neither in the G4
nor G1 area. The placement of reconstitu.
tion within the OPLAN/OPORD
must be
consistent with all initial pfaming and war
gemmg in the decisionmaking process and
be accomplished before the battle. Consider- .
ing it after the battle is too late.
References to reconstitution might also be
included in OPLAN/OPORD
paragraph 4
(Service Support). Since support unite play
a major part in regeneration, commanders’
dk-ections to combat service support commanders must he included.
Ever-present re ource constraints impact
on reconstitution ! Ianning as they do on
other operational planning. There are many
possible solutions to reconstitution, depending on the desires of the commander, the
mission and the operational
situation.
These may include recomitltutlon options
short of regeneration such a~ reorganization,
actions (reorgarrizatlon
as opposed to a
planned regeneration), reduction of the reconstitution objective (perhaps reconstitute
to an 80-percent end strength rather than
85 percent), a shift of priorities from one sector to another or modification of the entree
command course of action Considering reconstitution early m the operational deci-

Reconstitution is Man Mated
G1 imdG4action. The G3must become
dee@yinm/rerl in morethanjutiseh
tingpriorities because of the critical
requirement to build effectiveness and
cohesion, especia//y during regeneration operations. The newCAC
cancept cfearly identifies the G3as the
focal point for the contro/m?d cuorffi.
nation ofrecgnstitution efforts.
sionmaking process will enhanee the ability
of the commander to act and will shorten tbe
reaction time of his staff.
Reconstitution M not an isolated G1 and
G4 action. The G3 must become deeply involved In more than just setting priorities
he.cause of the critical requirement to build
effectiveness and cohesion, especially during regeneration operations The new CA(:
concept clearly identifies the G3 as the focal
point for the control and coorcimation ofreconstitutlon efforts. It also places responsibilities on the entire staff.
The effectiveness of reconstitutmr doctrine can never really be tested except during warhme. 1 hope the continuin~ emphasis on Improving reconstitution
concepts
and doctrine will contribute to the readiness
of US forces, precluding the necessity of ever
having to test them:
%

/
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A betier urzder.$tandirrg of the ,.lrmg of Excellence
[igh t dirision
concept may be obtained hy comparing the organization
to simiiar
World War II divisions. The tables of wraaization
and eqnipmeu i
(TOES) used for the comparison badmaay changes during tbe war,
arzd the Acing of Excelknre
light division’s TOE is still eroluing.
Pm-haps tfw ccrntpariscms made here UIQYcOnfribnte to Inakirlg a
mm-c workable, effrctirc unit.

T

HERE se~ms to be a lot of rhetcmc concemmg the orgarrizatlon and use of the
.Army of Excellence ll~ht divmons that are
no\vbeing formed and equlppwf A comparlwn to some of its precfece.ssors ma.v help [n
understanding
the idea hehlnd the co!>cvpt ,md may hlghl~g}lt some of the strenmhs
.ind wvakncsws of such a umt
The current US light dwmon of 1986 (US
W Light), the L’S llght dii,islon of 1944
! (’S 44 l.lqht). the German light diws)on of
194? (German 42 Light) and the German
Volksgrenadier Dwmon of 19-!4 tGerman 44
Vo[iisgrerradierl have basic orgamzatlonal
roots. They were all designed under constmlnts of transport-abil~ty.
mob]lity or
manpo!ver. Tww of these dlvlslons (the Ger-
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man 42 Ll~ht and the (;erman 4.$ Volks.
Erenadieri saw substtintial combat The US
44 L]ght sdw combat only after substantial
changes htid been made to Its table oforgarrization and equipment ITOE) [IOth Mountain IJj\monl. A comparison of these divisions In organization, combat power, survl~,ablllty, strategic transportability
and
tact]cal moblllty provides insights mto how
the Army Ofcxcellen,,e Ilght divis]on might
perform in combat.

Development
US44 Light. NlaJorcomponents of the division (see Figure 1) were three infantry
regiments of three battalions each, a divl-
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sion artillery of three 75mm howitzer batmarily designed. )Thw comment serv~d only
talmns and an antttank battery, division
to confirm the conclusion that the light divitroops of an engineer battalion, a machlnesion was not wanted in the Army Ground
gun antiaircraft battalion and a medical
Forces organization.!
battalion. The TOE strength of the division
was 8,984. The 44 Light was designed to reGerman 1942 light Division
duce the Army’s need for strategic trans+$
port. Although substantially smaller than
the standard Infantry division, it was hoped
,
1
,
t
t
,
(
that the hght diwsion would be able to bring
as much firepower, under the circumstances
In which It was to be used, as that of a standard Infantry divmon
The Ilgbt division concept was tested in
the rugged terrain at Hunter Liggett Training Area, Callforma, February-April 1944.
~ K,,8?JIRH3 ~ Hmy mm”, ~ Mtch!.wn
Although additional transportation and ensawn WWtiorMa4eISema.Army
Out! of Baffle 1929-1945,
Gmw
MWMW
L?,.411mtwn
Pa,1981,Vohme
1,P90
gineer assets were made avadable, the dlvlFigure 2
sions were never able to deploy more than
SIXbattal Ions of Infantry. The remainder of
the infantry had to be used to build trails or
German 42 Light. As can be seen in Figure 2, major components consisted of two inbring up supplies. In conducting the exerc}se, the III Corps concluded that the light
fantry regiments of three battalions each
dlvlslon was Incapable of sustaining Itself
and an artillery regiment of two battalfor any length of, time: General Douglas
ions of 75mm howitzers and a battaIion of
150mm howitzers; division troops consisted
MacArthur commented that the proposed
dlwslon was too defscIent in firepower and -- of a motorized reconnaissance battalion, an
antitank battahon, an engineer battalion
too Iog)stlcally weak forserv]ce in the Pacifand a signal battahon. The TOE strength of
ic \tbe area for which the dwmon was prlthe dlvlslon was 13,056. The German 42
Light was the second of two different light
U31944 itigh IDii”shm
division organizations.’ The divisions were
formed in the winter of 1941-42. This was
after the invasion of the USSR which had
Identdied missions that either could not be
read]ly accomplished by a standard infantry
division or could be accomplished with less
manpower.
Two regiments instead of three were
formed because it was not envisioned that
the division would be involved in prolonged
combat. It was also thought that it was better to have three battalion regiments, allowing the regimental commander to keep a reserve rather than the division commander.
The battalions were trained to be more inde-
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1944 Volksgrenadier Division
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pendent and contained a higher quality of
soldier than the regular infantry dlvisiorr,
wit)r most of the heavy weapons being decentralized to the battalion level. Some of
the Ilght diwsions were given additional
transport and designated “pursuit” divisions so they could maintain contact between the standard infantry division and
the motorized divisions.’ Others were organized so they could fight In the frozen
,marshes of northern Russia. From the time
the dlv]sions were organized in 1942 until
the end of the war, the di~,islons underwent
no major modifications in their TOES.
German 44 Volksgrenadier.
Figure 3
shows that major components consisted
of three Infantry regiments of two battalions each and an artillery regiment of one
battalion of 75mm guns (also used In the antitank role), two battalions of 105mm gusu
howitzers and a 150mm howitzer battahon;
cbvmion troops consisted of an antitank battahon, an engineer battahon, a reconnaissance company and a slgna! battalion. The
TOE strength of the &ivislon was 10,072.
The severe manpower losses sustained on
both the Eastern and Western Fror?ts m the
summer of 1944 produced the German 44
Volksgrenadier lrr the fall. It was a direct
descendant of the 1944 Infantry divlslon
which had had one infantry battalion taken
out of each regiment
‘
The German 44 Voiksgrenadler further
reduced the dlvislon by 20 percent, replacing the fusilier battalion (Infantry battalion
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on bicycles) with a large fusilier company,
replacing one of the 105mm artillery battalions with an 18-gun 75mm battalion and
forming a divisional supply combining all of
the divisional services except the military
police detachment which was assigned to division headquarters. Company and battalion trains were also merged into battalion
supply platoons, thereby freeing the company commander from all duties other than
operations. The merger also made supply
operations more economical in manpower
while maintaining the same level of operation.’
As a result of continuing manpower losses, many battalions lost them thmd company, and later many companies lost their
third platoon. The German 44 Volksgrenadier was liberally supplied with small automatic weapons to compensate for the loss of
personnel. The majority of newly formed divisions received only cursory training before being committed, further reducing the
effectiveness of the division.
US 86 Light. As shown in Figure 4, maJor
components consist of three maneuver br]gades of three battalions of light infantry
each and a combat aviation brigade of one
light reconnaissance squadron, an attack
helicopter battal]on and two helicopter lift
companies; division troops consist of a light
engineer battalion, a light alr defense artllIery battallon and a signal battallon. The
TOE strength of the division is 10,220.5
The light division is designed primarily
for the same reasons as the US 44 Light. to
compensate for transport deficiencies by reducing requirements for strategic transport to project enough strength so that, in
the areas where It ]s employed, It could operate effectively and as a deterrent; failing as
a deterrent, then to hold ground untd heavier forces arrive; and to be easily sustainable.
The light infantry battahons are designed
so the heavy weapons are in the headquarters company, vuth the line companies con-
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taining only man-portable weapons. All vehicles are in the headquarters company.
The infantry battalions are very small, containing fewer soldlers than in any of the other divisions examined.

Comparisons
A look at the four organizations shows
that both US divisions have more battal.
ions, but the battalions are smaller and lack
supporting weapons. The US Army is based
on triangularizatlon, from the platoon up to
the division level. It is also based on the orgamzat ion of the pre-World War II German
Infantry division. It is surprising that, when
Iosses forced the German army to reorganize rather than to partially reduce all eche.
Ions to keep trlangularization,
the army
opted to keep the battal Ion at essentially the
same strength and e]ther reduced the number of higher echelon units{ regiments) from
three to two or reduced the number,of battalions in the regiments.
The battalion
remained the buildlng
block in the German army until the last
days of the war. Eventually, due to contmulng Io?%es, the th}rd company was taken
from the battalion, and later the third platoonwas taken from each company. Infantry umts were and corrtlnued to be occupiers
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of ground, relying onsupporting arms and
entrenchments to keep casualties down over
an extended length oftlme. In the intensive
combat of reient wars, both conventional
and unconventional, it wasnot unusual for
infantry battalions to go Into combat at full
strength and four or five days Iaterbe reduced to 50 to 100 effective.
Combat power. German Infantry tactics
of World War II were based on the supporting arms concept: at the company level,
heavy machlneguns
and ilght mortars;
at ~,he battabon level, heavy mortars and
75mm infantry hovntzers, and, at the regimental level, 150mm howitzers and 75mm
antitank guns. The re~ment could be augmented from dlvislon with up to a battalion
of combat engineers, a mobile antitank battalion consisting of motorized and self-propelled antitank guns and a company of selfpropelled antiaircraft guns (usually 20-37
millimeterl.c With the antitank battalion’s
self-prope~ led gun company, the d]vmon was
able to spearhead the infantry attack or provide the Sch uwrpurzkt for defense.
The arrtltank battallon andthei-econnam
sance battalion were the only two battalions
in the infantry diwsions to remain motorized
throughout the war. Both German divwons
were organized to fight all types of divisions
in varying terrain.
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The two US llght infantry dlvlslons
were both organized to conduct operations
against other Lghi-i.vpe units. The US 44
Light’s primary combat power came from
the rifles oftbe infantrymen, as an infantry
battalion had a total of 12 light machineguns and nine 60mm mortars as supporting
weapons. At regimental level, there were
six 81mm mortars. This regimental tirepower could be augmented from dlvlston
with a combat engineer battalion, a machinegun antiaircraft battallon and one antitank company of 57mm guns.’ Added to
the dIvIsion was any available am and naval
gunfire. Each infantry company in the US
86 ,Llgbt has SIX light machineguns
and
six Dragon antiarmor systems. The battalion bas four 107mm mortars and four TOW

antiarmor weapons systems to support the
companies. The majority of tbe combat
power ]n the ]Ight d~vlslon IS in the combat
a~rlation brigade ‘
The attack hehcopter battallon and Ihe
reconnaissance squadron prowde the mam
antlarmor defense for the division and are
capable of movmg rapidly from onf part of
the division sector toanother. The mission
statement of the US 86 Light shows the division requires local air superiority and possibly naval support to carry out its mmsion.
The three 105mm ~attalions are unable to
employ most of the:speclal purpose rounds
and, with their limited manpower, will be
hard. pressed to provide security for themselves in any combat environment.
A comparison of all four llght divisions

.9
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shows that the 13,000-man
German 42
Light is only marginally better in combat
power then the present US 86 Light. That is
due primarily to its greater wealth of irrfantry and artille~ weapons. Next would come
the German 44 Volksgrenadier and last the
US44 Light which wasdeticient in all weapons systems.
Survivability.
As compared against regular divisions, all four light-type divisions
have less chance of successfully enduring
prolonged combat. Except for the German
44 Volksgrenadier, they were all designed
to perform special tasks rather than to hoid
the line. Survivability takes into consideration the number of infantry assigned, the
number of armored vehicles within the division, the number of engineers and types of
engineer equipment available to entrench
the division, the type of air defense support
and the logistical weaknesses within the division itself.
The least survivable of the four divisions
is the US 86 Light. It has the smallest complement of inf@W,
divided into nine battalions of 543 soldiers each. The engineer
support that could be rendered by the 284man light engineer battalion to the 5,202
soldiers assigned to the brigades would not
be enough to counter the paucity of infantrymen. All elements of ,\he division are
“soft” and would require protection to survive. Logistical weaknesses mtbin the division are the extensive supply and refuel system required for the combat aviation brigade and the airhead or bridgehead the
division services would occupy if the division were committed alone. Tbe support
package for the dmsion is larger than that
of the standard ‘infantry dmsion of 1943,
presenting a lucrative target. The US 86
Light TOE states that the division can conduct autonomous operations for 48 hours
and that it is vulnerable to enemy heavy artillery and nuclear and chemical attack.’
Unless augmented, it would also be vulner-
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able to mechanized or armored formations.
The US 44 Light and the Ge44 Volksgrenadier are next in vulnerability. This
comes also from the foxhole strength of
the infantry and the small division engineer
battalion. Both had limlted air defense assets although the German 44 Volksgrenadier had some self-propelled armored heavy
weapons. Neither had much of a logistical
tail. The German 42 Light was the least vulnerable, with a large complement of infantry, a very large engineer battalion, a small
complement of armored vehicles and antiaircraR guns, and a division service that
was small but complete.
Strategic mobility. By today’s stan ards, all four divisians are strategically 2,0bile. Equipment of all divisions could be
loaded on board aircraft end flown to its destination. The US 44 Light was designed to
be air-transportable on World War 11 aircraft. In the initial phases of development, It
was hoped that tbe light division would be
able to supplant tbe airborne division when
given airborne assets.” Two German 42
Light divisions were deployed to North Africa by bOth sea and air, with some of the armored vehicles and most of the soldiers being transported by air. These two divisions
were completely
motorized and had no
horse-dawn transport. Due to aircraft and
shipping losses, it took up”to two weeks per
division to deploy.”
The German 44 Volksgrenadier was-primarily foot-mobile, with horse-drawn supporting elements (except the antitank battalion), and would have been hard to deploy
by the aircraft of the day because of the
space the horses would have required. Even
though if was lighter in tonnage than the
German 42 Light or the US 86 Light, it
would have required more space. The US 86
Light requires around 500 sorties of C142S
and C5S to transport the entire division,
though transporting Just the comhet elements would reduce that figure considera-
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bly. Depending upon the size and etliciency
of the aitilekfe used, the division could be assembled in two to three days.
Battlefield mobdity. The US 86 Light is
essentially foot-mobile with support elements being motorized. Though smaller by
4,oOO soldiers than the standard 1943 infantry division, the US 86 Light has 400 more
vehmles. Even though the infantry battalions are dismounted,
the ratio of vehicles to
soldlers in the division is l-te-6.’2
This means that a substantial portion of
the division could be motorized to move to
another location within 100 kilometers. The
two helicopter lift companies also increase
the mobility of the infantryman and allow
the commander to shift forces as necessary.
The German 42 Light also depended on the
legs of the infantryman to move him from
one location to another. The ratio of vehicles
in the division was l-to-l 1 soldiers, with 29
armored vehicles.” With the antitank battalion and reconnaissance battalion being
motorized, portions of these elements and
motorized infantry made up the divisional
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reserve and were shuttled from one endangered sector to another until marching infantry-came up to relieve them. The German
44 Volksgrenadier had one motorized vehicle per 20 soldiers by TOE, though this was
seldom, ifever, met.14
One regiment was allotted bicycles to increase its mobility, and tbe antitank battalion and reconnaissance company were used
to shuttle infantry from one threatened spot
in tbe line to another. The m-tillery regiment was horse-drawn and had problems
keeping up with the infantry either in the
offense or defense. ” The US 44 Light was
truly foot-mobile, depending on 267 I/4-ton
trucks and 555 handcarts for mobility.16 The
division had so little transport that, during
tbe validation tests, the infantry regiments
had to employ between one-third and onehalf of their infantrymen to build trails or
bring up supplies.
The comparisons here show that the US
86 Light is strong in combat power, transportability and mobility. It is weak in survivability due to the faulty organization of
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the infantry units. The infantry battalions
are too small to provjde tbe necessary backbone for the division. To alleviate this and to
further strengthen the combat powerofthe
division, a reorganization as shown in Figure 5 might be considered. Reorganize the
division into two brigades of increased
st~ength, leave the combat aviation brigade
as it is, increase the strength of the engineer
battalion and add a division-level antitank
battalion equipped with vehicles.
With the elimination of a brigade headquarters and three battalions, the remaining infantry battalions could be strengthened by adding two soldiers to each infantry
squad, bringing the strength to 11; assign-

ing three 60mm mortars at the company
level; deleting the 107rmn mortars from the
battalion and adding, instead, nine 81mm
morters and establishing a brigade-level
combat support company containing eight
TOWS and eight 107mm mortars. This
would add a total of 389 soldiers to each brigade. The remaining positione from the
eliminated
units could be used to form
the antitank battalion and to increase the
strength of the engineer and artillery battalimrs.
The light division is a viable and desperately needed organization in today’s US Army. It is only necessary ta give it greater ef.
festiveness on the battlefield.
%
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The Persian Gulfregion hos been anrajorinterrtatiimalhof
spot for
numy years. War or the tkreat ofwarperuukw tke area. This article tom% at some of tke pmyress being made, espeqjalfy fhe nti{itary aspeck?, bg the aationsparticipa fing in the GutfCoopemtion
Council.

T

HE Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
December 1979, coming on the heels of
the revolution in Iran and the seism-e of the
American hostages, served as a catalyst,
transforming US policy and strategic thinking in the Persian Gulf. Since then, the
United States has placed great emphasis on
increasing its ability to project military
forces into this region.
Despite the United States’ e>ianded capabilities to deploy and operate in Southwest Asia, the regional (gulfI states have
made lt clea~i they want no permanent foreign military presence on their soil. Although many scenarios can be developed,
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the introduction of US ground and air t’orces
into the rsgioa is clearly dependent upon
the wiHingnese of the Iocal states to accept
them. It is, the:efore, probable that the initial hours and days of ‘any future conflict in
the Persian Gulf wiil have to be fought by
the iocaf states. How welt they perform may
prove crucial to the United States as it begins to deploy combat ground and air forces
inte ths gulfregicm.
How prepared are the gulf states to meet
this chalienga, and to what xtent are they
prepared to work together? . ated in May
1981, the Gulf Cmperation & ouncil (GCC)
includes the six Persiaa Guffstates of Saudi
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Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the Sultanate of Oman and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Initially, the GCC heads of
state went to ~eat lengths to emphaswe
that the GCC was not a military alliance but
an organization aimed at promoting eco.
nomic cooperatl(m and integration.;
Due to the threat from Iran, the military
aspects of the GCC have gained increasing
momentum. The GCC implemented a masterjoint defense plan proposed by the GCC
defense ministers in October 1981. The plan
addressed common procurement policy. gulf
arms industry, naval cooperation,
manpower shortage, Integrated air defense and
quick-reaction force.’
When studying the GCC, the pivotal role
of Saud] Arabia In gulf security must be fully appreciated. This is hlghhghted by tbe
size of its defense budget-$27
billion in
1981-82—which is almost equal to the United Kingdom’s defense budget. In comparison, Saudi Arabia’s GCC partners spent
$5.5 billion on’ thew armed forces in 1981.’
Given the historical rvvalries among the
GCC states and their caution about making
alliances, the GCC’S accomplishments are
impressive.

Common Procurement Policy
High on the agenda of the GCC defense
ministers has been the development of a
common arms-procurement
PO1lCYfor the
GCC in an attempt to make the six armed
forces more compatible The SIXgulf states
now have military forces that are armed
with a grab bagmixtureof US, French, British and, In the case of Kuwait, some Soviet
equipment. This d]versity is Ilkely to continue if only because the GCC members do
not want to be dependent on one supplier.
The serwce chiefs and defense muusters
have discussed specific items for standardizing their inventories. Any viable defense
system for the. GCC must be technology-
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. . . the introduction of US ground
and air forces into the region is clearly.
dependent upon the willingness of the
local states to accept them. It is, fherefore, probable that the initial hours
and days of any future cont7ict in the
Persian Gu!f will have to be fought by
the local states.

intensi ve-iirepower
must be emphasized
over manpower. The objective must be to
minlm{ze casualties and quickly deter an
enemy The days of Irrdlscrlmmate buying
have passed
9

Arms Industries
In tbe near term, the GCC provides a forum where major procurement decisions
can be discussed and coordinated w}th other
member states. Any joint arms-procurement program, however, remains a longterm goal, a goal whose achievement
is
Ilnked to the development of a collective
gulf arms industry.
The gulf states have committed themselves to the creation of a gulf Arab armaments Industrial organization
and programedan initial $1.4 bi’llion investment in
the project.’ None of the gulf states, however, possesses the mdustrlal base nor the
water resources necessary to create a major
armaments industry. Furthermore, with
the chronic gulf manpower shortage, the
GCC would have to rely on Importing additional foreign laborers.
This prospect Mfaclrrg grciwing resistance
among the gulf states. What the GCC members envision, therefore, is a partnership
with an Industrialized Arab country. Iraq
has both the population base and water resources to handle such a scheme. However,
as long as the Iran-Iraq War continues, such
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a close tie seems unlikely.
Another possible location for a gulf-sponsored arms industry is Jordan. The main obstacle would appear to be Israel. It IScertain
to object to the creation of a major arms industry in Jordan, especially if aircraft production 1s involved.
Ifpolitlcal
problems could tie resolved,
Egypt Mthe most obvious candidate for such
d

[n the near term, tfte GCC
provides a forum where major procurement decisions can be discussed
cmd coordinated with ottzer mem ber
states. Any joint arms-procurement
program, however, remains a longferm goal, a goal whose achievement t
is linked to the deeeloprnent ofa
collediue gulf arms industry.

a program, E~pt has the most Impressive
arms Industry m the Arab world, and the [ndustrial base would not huvetobedeveloped. One report est]mates that It would
take a $4 blll]on Investment to set up coproduction plants to produce parts for and assemble US fighters and other weapons to be
used by Egypt and the gnlf states.’ Any discussion of locat]ng a gulf arms industry m
Egypt, however, must wait until the pohtical problems ofnormallzatlon are overcome

Naval Cooperation

.

At the first (XC summit mee.tlng, Oman
broached the suh]ect ofjolnt naval patrolling in the Strait of Iiormuz. In the January
1!%2 meeting of the defense min]sters, m
principle it was agreed to undertake naval
cooperation. Naval vessels are,lndispensable for the effectwe control of the gulf because they m-e capable of longer continuous
operations than aircraft. Also, they are
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more flexible than land-based guns or tactical surface-to-surface
missiles. Taken by
themselves, the navies of the gulf states do
not represent a significant military force.
Taken tn toto, however, the naval forces of
the GCC amount to a reasonable force of
nearly 60 patrol craft, some of which are
armed with missiles.’
Oman has a small but well-eqmpped and
well-trained navy for patrolling the Strait of
Hormuz.’ Kuwait, Bahrain, Qa~ar, and the
UAE are expanding the]r navies for Iimlted
operations lnthe Persian Gu[f The Saudis,
on the other hand, have sought to maintain
a naval presence not only in the gulf but also
in the Red Sea. When Its naval expansion
program lscomplete, the Saudis will have
eight ma~or missile.equipped vessels, nine
mlsslle boats and three torpedo boats.” This
will put Saudi Arabia In the same [eague as
Iran and Iraq.
Under Oman’s orlpynal proposal. the creation of a joint gulf na~,al force dld not necessarily entail establishing a gulf naval force
from scratch. Rather, Muscat’s focus was on
assigmngeach
nation a mmslon to protect
specdic parts of the gulf and supplementing
shortfalls by procuring the necessary equipment.’ In the future, the GCC states will
IIkely achieve a naval capability that compares favorably to the Iranian and Iraq]
navies, Uitlmately, theeffectlveness of any
navy depends more on the quallty of its
manpower andltstype of vessels. lnthisrespect, all the wlf states suffer weaknesses
and are rellant on foreign personnel.

Foreign Troops
One of the gulf state$’ key prob~ems ]n
providing a credible self-defense IS their
lack of manpower. \Vhile reliance on foregn
labor has become characteristic of the galf
states’ econom]es, use of foreign troops is
a more sensltlve matter. As self-defense
needs have grown, however, the need for re-
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aad other weapons

to be used by Egypt and the gulf states.

IIable foregn troops has increased.
Oman used foreign troops-13r1tlsh, Iranian and JordanIan-–in
the campaign
against the I)hofar rebels in southern Oman
In the mid-1970s. The UAE Umon Defense
Force is primarily made upofOmanis (some
60 percent of the total), with Jordenian and
other officers The Omani presence in the
UAE mllltary isofsomeconcern
to tbe UAE
planners. They do not wish to be overly rellant on troops from a neighboring state with
wlrlch It has border disputes.
Saudi Arabia is distrustful of Its own roll].
tary Therefore, ]t IS always carefully balanced by the national guard which is drawn
from local tribal levies and thus offers only
llmlted growth potential. Saudi Arabia has
been Iooklng for reliable, experienced troops
from friendly countries.
To date, the most reported use of foregn
troops \\,asan aWeement reached in 1980,
whereby Pakistan would prowde up to two
br]gades of troops (some 10,000 men) In exchange for Saudi aid.’” With the small Saudi
mllltary, the Pakistani soldlers constitute a
sizable Increase in the Saudi military capablhty “
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Other Muslim countries are also provldlng troops for the gulf. However, aa with the
Paklatam-Saud] arrangement, official announcements are never made, and numl%xs
are hard to come by. There are Moroccan
troops in the LIAE, and there are reports
that Bangladesh hoops might soon be arriving ]n the gulf.’~
Just as the gulf states would Ilke to reduce
their rehance on expatriate workers, there
is even more concern about the foreign milltary presence m their cuuntries, The GCC
members are aware that only through a coordinated effort by the six states, In which
they establlsh their prlorltles and pool
their resources to eliminate unnecessary
duplication,
WI1l they be able to lessen
their &pendence on foreign troops

integrated Air Defense
With Iranian fighter planes less than 1.5
minutes away, the gulf states are acutely
aware of the need for a sound air defense
network The Iraruan air attacks on a Kuwaiti refinery In September 1981 underscored the vulnerabihty of the gulf oil fields
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Fast attack craft ot Oman (top) and Qatar (center) armed wth Exocet m,ss81es
(Bottom) The launching of one of four
Saudi ArabIan frigates built in France
US shipbuilders have also produced
four mssde corvettes and rune fast altack craft for the Saudis since 1980.
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In the future, the GCC states will likely achieoe a rlatial cap flbitity that
compares favorably to the Iranian and Iraqi navies. L’ltimately, the effectiveness
any nav.q depends more on fhe quali@ of its mfmpou’er ~d its type of vessels.
In this raspecf, a[t fhe gulfs faies suffer weaknesses
and are reliant on foreign personnel.

and the need for the GCC members to gem
their amdefenses to regional rather than individual needs ‘‘
Since the outset of the Iran-Iraq War in
September 1980, the United States has
maintained four AWACS \airborne warning and control system) aircraft m Saudi
Arabm. In 1981, the United States agreed to
sell Saudi Arabia five AtVACS for .$5.8 bllIlon, and the Saudis took delivery of the first
aircrafl in 1986. The Saudis are also acqulrIng a $1.6 billion command and control SYStem which will tie In Saudt army units and
surface -to-a)r mlss)le (SAM) systems from
Riyadh.]$ The Saudis also have Hawk bat-
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teries m their inventory.”
Wh]le Saudi Arabia ISmakmg progress in
the area of air defense, the question remaining is how this system might be linked to
create a regional alr defense network. The
other GCC members have only a Iimlted air
defense capability with a mix of equipment.
Kuwait, for example, has both Hawks from
the Umted States and SA6 Gamftd SAM
batteries from the USSR. Further complicating matters, Kuwait signed a contract to
purchase a French early warming system in
October 1983. ” This contract underscores
the diffkulty the member states have had in
hnk)ng their air defense networks.
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A sensitive political issue among the gulf
states is the perception that any large-scale
rewonal air defense system of US origin is
really intended to serve as an early warning
and command and control system for the
US Central Command when committed. US
military forces moving into the gulf would
be crippled without a coordinated an- defense and communications network. It has
been reported that the United States could
t]e Into a Saudi air defense system even
when not operating dwectly with the Saudis.” This suspicion may very well serve to
delay the implementation of a coordinated
GCC alr defense network.
The benefits of an effective am defense
system were vividly demonstrated ur June
1984. Tens Ions in the gulf had increased
dramatically foliowlng a series of air raids
on oi 1tankers by Iraqi and Iraman aircraft.
In February, Iraq clamped a sea and air
blockade around Iran’s oil facilities
at
Khark Island and warned international
vessels to stay out. Subsequently, when Iraq
attacked shlps,ln this exclusion zone, Iran
retaliated In May with am raids on Saudi
and Kuwaiti tankers on the Arab side of the
gulf. The cruw continued to escalate until 5
,June when Saudi F15s, using information
relayed from the AWACS, shot down an Iranmn F4 and thwarted an apparent attack by
another 11 pianes.’n
Prior to the June attack, the Saudis had
adopted a “layered” defense against potential alr rads. The US-supplied F15s were
the outer layer, Ifawk and other antlamcraft
missiles formed the middle layer and StIngcrs (dellvered to the Saudis by the Umted
States in late May on an emergency basis)
were located at potcntlal targets such as oil
fields. ” The AWACS served as the lmk tying all the elements together.
After the dowmng of the Iranian aircraft,
Information from the A WACS was passed to
Kuwait for the first time via a simple telephone line.;’ In late June, the United States
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A sensitive political issue among
the gulf states is the perception that any
large-scale regional air defense system
of US origin & really intended to serve
as an early warning and command and
control system for the US Centrak
Command when committed.

proposed that Kuwait equip an operationa I
air defense center with automat]c links between the Saudi AWACS planes’ ground
station and Kuwait. The communications
link would not be a direct downllnk from the
AWACS. Instead, mformatlon gathered by
the AWACS would be filtered, and relevant
information would be sent on to Kuwait. -’
The Kuwaltl press has reported that $60
million was to be allocated by the (XX to
boost the antiau-craft defenses of Its members l~owever, slmllar reports have surfaced in the past. At this point, achlevlng a
regional GCC air defense network remains
a goal Still, the events in June 1984 highIightedthebenefits to be reaped from a coordinated (XC effort, and greater emphasis M
expected In this area

Rapid Deployment Force
As the GCC has increasingly focused its
attention on mlhtary Issues, the creation of
a quick-reaction force to meet local threats
has been widely discussed. None of the SIX
states beheves this force would be capable of
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defeating massive external attacks. Ideally,
however, ita very existence would contribute to deter-ring hostile powers from initiating action in the gulf.
The primary objective of the rapid deployment force would be ta respond to local attacks until the main forces of the six states
could move to the scene. Although
not
stated, implicit in the formation of a quick-

None of the sti states
believes this force would be capable of
defeating massive external attacks.
I&ally, however, its very existence
woutd contribute to detem”ng hostile
powers from initiating action
in the gulf.

.

reaction force is tbe ability of the United
States tn come to the aid of the gulf states.
This force would also serve as a valuable asset in an internal security role.
Despite these apparent advantages, prog.
ress toward creating a joint force has been
hampered by longstanding mutual suspicions between the GCC members. Consequently, when SHIELD OF THE PENINSULA waa held in October 1983, marking
the first (XC joint military training exercise, it represented a watershed in GCC military cooperation. Conducted in the UAE
over a two-week period, the maneuvers involved both air and ground forces. ”
In the months followlng the exercise, joint
military maneuvera between GCC states
have become routine. Kuwait, the most reIuctant of the GCC states to involve itself in
close militacy cooperation with its neighbors, haacarried out several bilateral air exercises with Saudi Ar&bla:, A joint training
exercise has ako taken place between Bahrain and Qatar, two GCC states which have
a major outstanding border dispute over Ha-
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war Island.m These exercises are enabling
the participants to develop common procedures, thus ensuring effective liaison and logistics.
In October 1984, PENINSULA
SHIELD
II was held at Hafar al Batin in Saudi Arabia. The two-week exercise involving some
10,000 ground forces from the aix states, as
well as aircratl from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
and the UAE, culminated in an assault using live ammunition.” A month later, following the annual GCC summit, the formation of a joint military force was announced
by Kuwait’s foreign minister.” Units that
participated in the exercise will provide the
bulk of the troops for the new rapid deployment force.
GCC members have also agreed to centralize their mllltary colleges and institutions. This further underscores their tom.
mitment to bring their respective armed
services together and “mold them into a single entity.’’”
If the GCC can sustain its momentum m
the field of mihtary cooperation, fit is likely
to reduce the risk of the United States being
drawn Into a future low-intensity conflict in
the Persian Gulf. In this regard, the success
of the Saudi air force in defuzing the Iranian
air threat without the United States becoming directly involved underscores the positive contributions of the GCC to reglonai security. The creation of the Joint force in
November 1984 represents a major step
forward for the GCC
For now, however, as the GCC secretary
general stated, the force is principally a
“symbolic expression” of solidarity if one of
the members were attacked from outside
and needed help.’” The Joint force sends an
Important political signal to the regional
states, particularly Iran, that an attack on
any one of the council members will revolve
them all.
Expandlrrg military cooperation in the
GCC is an evolutionary process. As long as
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there remains an immediate Iranian threat,
the incentive for military cooperation withinthe GCCwill remain high. Ifprogressis
sustained inthetields
of alr defense, common weapons procurement and joint training exercises, the military capabilities of
the (XX will be significantly enhanced.
Like most international
organizations,
however, the GCC is no greater than the
sumofits parts. Ithasno power ofits own.
The organization is effective only to the extent that its members want or allow it. Consequently, it is expected that, rather than
bold initiatives, incremental progress will
mark the path of the GCC.
Overall, economic matters may have been
the original focus of tbe GCC. However, regional exigencies have altered these priori-

The tXC members are
aware that onlg through a coordinated
effort by the six states, in which they
establish their priorities andpaol their
resources to eliminate unnecessary
duplication,
will they be abte to lessen
their dependence on foreign troops.

ties, and security is now of paramount importance. Ast~ong and unified CCC is in the
best interest of the United States in Southwest Asia. In association with our Western
allies, the United States should assist the
gulf states in pursuing their ambitious joint
defense plan. %
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The Battle Captain as Resource Allocator

.

Wlthm the last few years, Army organizations and doctrinal manuals have been reevaluated more intensely than at any time
In most of our memories. No organization or
doctrinal concept has gone unchallenged,
and few have escaped unchanged. But some
of the most dramatic changes (and they are
not over yet) have occurred in combat service support (CSS).
I
Changes in CSS orgarazatlons and support concepts have affected every CSS
discipline and every table of organization
and equipment (TOE). }fowever, In a broad
perspective, the changes have a common
th#ead, and that IS to make the corps more
mobde.
Assembly line-type maintenance tasks
have been moved from,the corps to the theater where requirements for fixed or semlfixed facilities do not affect mobility. Medical organizations are being streamlined and
modularized to increase the}r ab]lity to
move with supported orgarrlzations. Corps
support groups are envisioned as providing
command and control over corps support
units located as far forward as the brigade
rear boundar
.
One recent st
, Investigated methods of
Increasing the
% sup ort capabllltles of CSS
umts through better application of technology and improved equi~ment, Armored vehicles are being tested and e}aluated as a
means of rearming and refuellng combat veblcles The d]vislon support command (DISCOLI ) has been restructured in an attempt
to prowde more responsive support to maneuver brigades, and ammunition transfer
polrrts have redrmed the turnaround time for
combat units needing resupply with hlghusage, high-tonnage ammunition.
These changes, together with all of the
new systems recently or soon to be fielded,
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will result in a more agile, m~bile combat
force. However, change alone M hardly the
answer to all our problems. Often, we forget
that battlefield problems are solved by innovative commanders
advised by well-’
informed and well-trained staff officers, not
by something written in a field manual or a
TOE.
Innovation M not a new requirement of
the AirLand Battlefield. Yet, as our vision
of that battlefield comes mto better focus
and the need for synchronization of highly
mobile combat forces and tbe much less agile CSS tall becomes clearer, the need for an
unprecedented level of Innovation becomes
even more obvious This means all staff officers must fully understand the commander’s intent and must participate as equals in
the planmng process from receipt of tbe mission to the end of the operation.
In our Army, technology is too often seen
as the answer to every problem. If this mindset gains a foothold, then “new Improved
doctrine” appears to be the equivalent technological solution to problems for which
“new improved material” M not the answer.
Limitations on CSS aglllty are not simply a
matter of the load limit of trucks, the lift capacity of forklifts or the gallons-per.minute
rate of fuel pumps, These problems can and
will be Improved through technological advances.
The far larger 1Imitations result from inadequate consideration of CSS and Its impact on the battle before the battle starts,
before the supplies and materiel &re positioned and before the lines of communication are extended. Problems often result
from staff officers who do not adequately
and accurately Inform commanders of the
risks associated with a course of action before a decision is made, from CSS staff otK-
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cers who operate in a vacuum, from operations officers who neglect to inform the logistics officer (G4) of tactical decisions
before they are final, from sluggish command and control systems that have too few
radios and from too many roadblocks between the commander and the CSS information he needs for timely decisions. These
problems cannot be solved by rewriting
manuals or TOEa. They must be solved
through better, more realw,tlc training of
staff 0ft3 cers.
Commanders must be given (XS status
information that is in nonlogiatlcs terms
and that is also as timely as tactical information. But improvements in CSSS responsiveness to combat units will count for nothing If we neglect the inadequate CSS command and control structure which, as currently designed, cannot possibly keep commanders adequately updated.
Commanders must make CSS allocation
decisions as frequently as combat power allocations, and the staff, working jointly,
must provide the commander with the infor-

mation reqmred to make those decisions.
Commanders, particularly at unite above
battalion, must begin accepting their role as
resource allocators-a
much less glamorous
one than that of “battle captain” but more
descriptive of what is needed.

Can Trucks Keep Up With
Army Doctrine?

Battle doctrine. It is not that the doctrine
cannot be supported, but they maintain
there will be greater risks. They wr!te:

By James Ktheld
Mikrafy LogM/cs

and James Russell
Forum, June 1986

Charged wi?h servlcln~ and supportin~
AlrLand Battle—a doctrine that emphasizes the offensive, with fluld battle IInes
and deep-strike capabiIltles—Army
logpsti cians look at their venerable 5-ton truck and
other \,ehicles and ask, “What the hell?
Over.”
According to James Kitfield and James
Russell, writing m the June 1986 issue of
M~/itav Loglst~cs Forum, Iogistlcians have
real problems \vith the Army’s AwLand
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Suggeeted Readinge
Lieutenant Colonel David M. Reiss and
Lieutenant Colonel Gary R. Lee, “HOW to
Support Deep Operations,” Army Lo.gLstzcian, November-December 1986.
Charles f). Odorizzi, “Can the Army Keep
Those Caissons Rolling Al~ng?,’: Armed
Forces Journal International,
October 1986.
Colonel William A. “Brinkley, “The Cost
Across the FLOT,” Military Z?euiew, September 1986.

Much of the rtsk centers on the dlsparzty
between the Army’s new-generation fighting
uektcles and Its support corps oftrucks whose
basic des!gn has changed Ilttle m the past
two decades.
Compared with the Bradley fighting vehl cle or the Jfl tank, the trucks are “slow and
thin-skinned.” Further, their numbers were
meant to support the more traditional “active defense” battle strategy.
What is needed, the authors contend, is a
logistical doctrine to support AirLand Battle. The Army should also give serious consideration to developing a new transport ve-
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hlcle to meet the demands of the new battle
doctrine. Even so, the authors say, “It may
be years before Iogistm supply catches up
with the new-generation fighting vehicles
and tanks in any AirLand Battle scenario.”
To keep supply 1Ines from becoming dangerouslylong, logishciansbeli evethey have
to “dmplace” supply stores along the way.
“Doing this, however, could not only take
more trucks and present tempting targets in
unsecured areas,” according to the authors,
“but it would also devour another critical resourcetlme.”
So, how does logistics keep
up with AlrLand Battle? The authors offer
several suggestions:
@ Selectively harden portions of trucks
with strap-on armor to make them less vulnerable.
a Do more to o~,ercome the threat ofchem Ical attack.
e Target enemy supplles that could be
captured In str]ke operations and converted
for our own use.
e Substitute’’smart’’
weapons forquant]ties ofammunltion, thereby easing the burden of support.
e Integrate alr support In supply lnSprOtection and even loglstlcs to deep-strike
units
e Apply the same technology to Ioglst]cs
that has produced the Army’s \veapons systems.
W]tbout these steps, the authors
clalm,
“any measures to support as ambitious a
strategy as AlrLand Battle may pro\,e stopgap at best “ In the meantime, they say the
Army may be forced to rely on “theoldest
.: do]ng the best \\,ith
doctrine of all
\vhatever M available.’’—ELii.

Army Aviation: Trained to Fight?
By Chief Warrant Officer, CW-2,
Charles E Butler
US Army Aviat/on DfgesL May 1986
Despite military h]stoy’s
confirmation
that successful armies train as they intend
to fight and tight as they have been trained,
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US Army aviation does a much better job of
flying very important person (VIP) missions
than it does flying tactical missions. So says
Chief Warrant OKlcer, CW-2, Charles E,
Butler of the US Army Av!ation Center in
the May 1986 Msueof US Army Auzatmn Dt-

gest.
Butler writes that, even though Army
av]ators enjoy the finest flight training
available, there are weak points. Many aviators, he argues, have difllulty identifying
the “’one overall reason” for their existence
as Army aviators. They are also reluctant to
dmmss combat and, if they do, it is in detached terms. “The feeling I get from most
folks Is, combat is somehow not a reality; it
wanders through our thoughts in only a
mystical, unclear sense,” Butler writes.
The mam problem is simple: Army aviators’’don’tthink Ilke fighters.” Butler says a
statement like “neutralizing
the enemy”
misleads people into thinking that killing
“Ma safe and tidy business done by someone
else. This problem of a peaceful, euphpric
mind-eet by Army aviators worries me
most,” Butler writes.
He also says aviators have difficulty
“communlcatmg an equality of priority between fighting and flying skills.” The annual aviator proficiency and readiness test
(A APART) has a wmtten and hands-on portion, but Butler thinks it does not adequately test an awator’s combat abilltles. “SImply
put, you don’t fall an AAPART if you don’t
know how to fight,” Butler says, ‘just as
long as you can flyyouraircraft and talk tactics in a very superficial manner.”
As a further example of the lack of fighting splrlt, Butler says aviation publications
contain little “howto tight” information. Institutional programs of instruction also
“tend to target nontighter skills as priority”
and equip pilots to “>y~lte a blt better than
they tight.”
In addltlon, threat training programs are
poorly handled and vary widely in the subjects taught. Butler calls aviation threat officers “hard-working people” but says they
“can only teach what they can learn through
self-study, without clear guidelines, using
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books and slides scrounged
from other
umts.” As a result, we are creating units full
of experts, and none agree.
To begin solving this problem, Butler advocates re-evaluating AAPART standards
and better aligning them to reflect fighting
as well as flying skills. He says the Army
should also develop a warrant ofticer threat
course that teaches a standard approach to
this subject. In this way, awation units
might eventually have an “authoritative
aviator professional in threat subjects.”
Butler urges aviators to “start tblnkmg
llke fighters and Influence our own training” because we are all soldiers with a mission to fight and, when caiied @combat, “we
must do well!’-ELH.

Israel’s Advantage
By Gerald
Military

Logistics

M. Steinberg
Forum,
March 1986

I)esplte substantial differences between
the problems
and needs of the Israell
Defense Force (IDF) and the US mditary,
“the United States could and should learn a
great deal from the IDF” about keeping
weapons operational, according to Gerald
M Steinberg He says, m the hlarch issue of
Mzlltary L.ogtsttcs Forum, that proper
maintenance
and Ioglstlcs
techniques
would reduce combat difficulties
for US
military commanders.
Adopting IDF logistlcs principles and
methods, Steinberg
writes, might even
ellclt praise for US technicians and repmr
units slmllar to that accorded them Israeli
counterparts after the 1973 Arab-Israeli
War. A dlvlslon commander thanked hls
loglstlcs and maintenance
personnel by
telling them, “’You have giy,en me my dlvlslon three times over.”
Steinberg discounts the Pentagon’s first
line of defense in expla]nlng “chron]c and
debihtatmg
maintenance
and readiness
problems’’—the
complexity of technology.
“The lDF,” he writes, “using slmilar~and,
in many cases, the same American-mad+
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equipment,
have ahown repeatedly
that
these problems can be overcome.”
How do the Israelis do it?
[By a] careful construction of organiza

dons and mstltutlons and ttw adaptatwn of
procedures and techrr,ologzesthat are specifically designed to optimize the maintenance,
reliability
and readiness
of weapons.
The IDF makes the most of the weapons
it ht$s. It refuses to allow repair and maintenance backlogs to develop. It has decentralized its maintenance and repair system so it
responds quickly to requirements
and
improves combat sustainability. The Israelis have also placed a premim on recrmting competent, trained maintenance personnel.
According to Steinberg, Israel fields a
highly educated conscript army but, in
mant cases, “the ‘best and the brightest’
drat%ees and ot%cers are found in the maintenance and repair units.”
Steinberg writes that the Israelis have
reduced maintenance
difficulties
that
result from technological
complexity by
developing technology that “specifically
addresses” the problems of maintenance
and repair. Many weapons use off-the-shelf
components to the maximum extent. Imported weapons are often selected based on
the ready availability of components.
Moreover, the Israelm develop technology that will improve readiness, increase the
time between failures, limit damage sustained in combat and allow for the rapid
return of an item to the front after it is damaged. The author says design changes are
often made to improve access to components
that need frequent repair, especially aircraft and tank engines.
fbnally, the Israelis use a logistics system
Just the opposite of the US system-ane
based on the Soviet model where supplies
are ferried to the front at regular intervals
in anticipation of need. “Rather than risking a shortage of spares and other equipment,” Steinberg says, “this system prefers
to ‘overload’ the fighting front with supplies.”
The overall result, says Steinberg, is two
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clear lessons for the United States: technology itself does not prevent high levels of
readiness, and maintenance
and repair
backlogs
can be avoided,
or at least
reduced.-ELtl.

Buying Weapons:
Bleak Prospects for Real Reform
By Thomas L. McNaugher
The Brookings 17ewew, Summer

1986

DOD Needs a Professional
Acquisition Corps
By Andrea

L. F!scher

Defense Management
Third Quarter

Journal,

1986

The US defense establishment has set in
place “an approach to developing and acquiring weapons that is highly resistant to
order,” according to Thomas L. McNaugher,
vmting in the Summer 1986 issue of The
Brookings Reuiezo. He says the acquisition
process must be restructured and radical
change must occur before we see any real
improvement in the way we buy weapons.
For the most part, Andrea L. Fischer,
writing for Defense Management Journal,
agrees with McNaugher. She claims that
“establishing initiatives or proposing Legislation” will not solve acquisition problems.
She insists that “defense acquisition will
improve only in direct relationship to the
availability
and application of sufllcient
numbers of well-qualified professional personnel. ”
McNaugher
uses the A]r Force’s advanced medium-range
air-to. air missile
(AMRAAM) project to Illustrate what he believes is wrong with the acquisition process.
He concedes that the current procurement
system succeeds most of the time, but he
suggests that weapons do not necessary
work reliably, especially when they first go
to the field, The fault lies with the system.
He writes:

the dominance of deuelopmenta[ test.
ing over operatzona[ testing sends a clear
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message to contractors and Pentagon program managers alike that delzuering performance is more important than delivering
reliabdity or operational suitabdity.
Far preferable, McNaugher
be a system in which:

feels, would

genuine alternatives were deueloped to
a poznt where testtrsg could eualuate their relatzue operational as well as techn[cal mertts
and in turn allow for Informed chozces.
McNaugher says the best weapons projects unify authority and power in a single
individual or a small design group and are
marked by “sharp trade-offs” that can only
be made under conditions that encourage
flexibility. Take tbe pohtlcs out of the development process, he urges, and focus, instead, on the production choice.
Fischer writes in her article that procedural rules and regulations “have in large
measure turned senior-level
acquisition
management personnel into technocrats
unable to make responsible decisions.” Further, these effects have rippled down mto
tbe rest of the work force causing delays and
overruns..
She advocates that the Department of Defense (DOD) begin a program that will enhance tbe acquis}tlon work force and create
a true career path for acquisition professionals. Fischer writes that an “elite corps of acquwitlon professionals
IS an idea whose
time has come.”
She also proposes several guidelines for
establlshlrrg a defense acqumtion corp~
e The corps would number
maybe
200,000 civilians and milltary in all acquisition-related fields.
a Basis for entry would be education, experience, training and possibly an examination.
e The undersecretary of defense (acquisition) and the assistant secretary of defense
(force management and personnel) should
set salary grades as well as promotion, retention, incentive, rotation, demotion and
removal rules.
e Bonuses would be based on achievement.
e DOD should establish a defense acquisi -
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tion university that ties tagether all current
acquisition-related schools.
● The secretaries named above would develop policies and programs for recruiting,
placing, training and developing members
of the corps.
Such actions, Fischer claims, would “ben-

etit enormously” our deterrent posture by
enabling DOD ta “tap the technological superiority ofAmerican industry and incorporate it in equipment that is essential tn US
military forces.” This would give dur citizens ‘Yhe defense they need at reasonable
cost .“-ELH.

The Elusive Light/Heavy Mix
1read Brigadier General Wayne A. Downing’s article, “Light Infantry Integration in
Central Europe” (A4zlitary Reuiew, September 1986), with great interest. I believe his
concepts apply to all nonmechanized infantry forces. This article should be required
reading for commanders and staffs of Reserve component infantry divisions and separate infantry brigades with a North Atlantlc Treaty Organization mission, especially
since most of t~e Army’s conventional infantry forces are in the Army National
Guard or the US Army Reserve.
I belleve that two points in Downing’s article need further development. First, light
mfantr~ brigades must be integrated into
heavy dlvislons—not the other way around.
Although Field Circular 71-101, Lzght Infantry Dzotsion Operations (July 1984),
states that light infantry divisions (LIDs)
can absorb separate heavy brigades, I doubt
that a LID div]slon support command (DISCOhfI could support a separate heavy brigade even If the DISCOhl IS augmented. A
separate heavy brvgade cannot be deployed
as quickly as a I.ID, so the eventual linkup
would probably occur very late. Under a
worst-case scenario, this 1inkup would happen after battle isjolrred with all of the obvious dlsad\,arrtages this implies.
Furthermore, even close terrain m Germany is too porous for a light division to hOld
without augmentation
by at least an ar-
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mored/mechanized battalion task tbrce. For
example, look at the Spessart-Hohe Rohn
massif, the “Wildflicken
triangle.” This
area is not a major avenue of approach, but
it is honeycombed with logging trails and
roads. One can assume that at least a Soviet
division would face a US defender in this
sectory the division’s obvious mission would
be to at least. tie down the defenders and
break through if possible. This sector is
roughly 30 to 40 kilometers wide, and a LID
would be hard-pressed to cover this frontage.
A LID could definitely maul an attacking
Soviet division, but eventually the division’s reconnaissance battalion or regimental reconnaissance companies could find a
weakly held trail or the division could mass
enough force to bull through even a strongly
held trail junction and exploit north or
south toward better going. Most US Army,
Europe, mechanized infantry battalions
handle defense in forests by screening close
to the edge of the woods, strongly defending
critical points such as trail junctions and
keeping a reserve to stop penetrations. I believe that light infantry can be best used in
this situation if a heavy division controls
one to two light brigades with a mechanized
task force as a reserve.
The second point is that, as Downing
states, our infantry antitank weapons are
marginal, at best, for close-in terrain. hr for-
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ests, for example, TOWS lose their standoff
advantages.
Although effective at close
ranges, they cannot rapidly switch tlom one
target to another like a gun or recoilless rifle
can. Tree canopies effectively limit TOW
use by attack helicopters. The Dragon is better at close ranges because it is man-portable, but its missile is still too slow. The
LAWS limited penetration against armor is
well-known.
The only effective
infantry antitank
weapons
in close terrain
are rocket
launchers and recoil less rifles. All US infantry desperately needs effective antitank
weapons of this type at the squad and platoon levels. Such weapons do exist—the
French Apilas and the Carl -Gusta~ for example. The light infantry needs these weapons most of all. It is a sad commentary that,
as a result of our Infatuation with missiles,
the Ilght infantry must rely on 105mm howitzers as “last-dItch antitank guns.
MAJPaulL,Conway,
ilSA,
W ArmyAdwser, Oklahoma ARNG, Duran!, Oklahoma

Reality and Risk in Crossing FLOT
Colonel William A. Brinkley’s September
1986 article, “The Cost Across tbe FLOT,” is
right on target! The concept of sending a
heavy d]vmion across the forward llne of
own troops (FLOT) to a depth of 150 kilometers is truly a challen~e We are learning as
we try to apply this concept, but let us not
lose sight of reality and the risk involved.
The “motive of action” for sendings large
maneuver force on deep operations across
the FLOT is inextricably tied to clase and
rear air-ground operations in pursu]t of major command objectives. Likewise, support
considerations for the deep force are also
tied to close and rear operations Success m
sustaining deep operations depends upon a
strong support structure throughout the
theater. Key to this support is the organization of corps support command and theater
support forces and the organization of airlift
forces available to create useful ground
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lines of communication
(GLOCS) and air
lines of communication (ALOCS), Normal
sustainment operations for a heavy division
depend upon a lurge fleet of trucks and railroad rolling stock with augmentation by
airlift.
If the GLOCS supporting a large force
across the FLOT are cut, airlifl (assuming
survival ) is not safiicient to sustain it with
vast tonnages. Foraging may become the
“order” of the moment. In the final analysis,
without GLOCS, airlift maybe hard-pressed
to supply even the basic needs of the heavy
division’s soldiers while back-hauling the
wounded and dead.
In a situation wherein GLOCS to a large
force are cut, tactics become logistics, and
emergency sustainment—with
the right
stuff by airdrop or airland—becomes the focus of all maJor commanders through theater level. Due to the shortfall ofafrlift and
aerial delivery equipment and the hard realitiea of such a situation, the large maneuver force that is cut off from its GLOCS will
have quickly reached its culminating point.
It must then take immediate measures to
modify operations, conserve combat power,
forage, plan to receive emergency aerial resupply and be prepared to fight to open its
own GLOCS If follow-on forces are not committed to do so.
Deep attack without appropriate lines of
operation is a folly! If the real intent is to
counter a Soviet operational
maneuver
group, then let us build a nme to 12 division
force with the required support structure for
operational maneuver and “blow tbelr socks
Om”
LTCJohn D.Parry,USA,
Oepaflment of Jofnf and Combined LTueralions, USACGSC

Bombs and Shells Cheaper
Than Lives
In the September
article, “The Cost
Across the FLOT,” it was good to see Colonel
William A. Brinkley conclude that thd “attack of second-echelon [targets]
should
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artillery . . . and US Air Force
assets.” The entire history of weapons has
been the pro~essive refinement of the ones
which can destroy them targets at greater
distances.
We have heard much in recent years from
the champions of maneuver warfare, uniformed and civilian. But our soldiers, from
a rich, industrial country, arekntltled
to
expect us to employ firepower attrition
against fixed and slow-moving
targets.
Bury the enemy in steel fragments
Dumb Iron bombs and artillery shells are
cheaper than our precious soldiers.
LTC Raberi P. Fairchild, ARNG, Foii Knox, Kentucky

Trade Secrets?
Colonel Wllllam A, Brinkley’s article,
“The Cost Across the FLOT,” In your Sep.
tember 1986 issue was quite useful andrblevant—but for a nonobvious reason. The art!cle told what Interdiction M needed to stop
or defeat any operational maneuver group
-ours or them.
LCDRJ. T

Westvmud,USN, Retired, Falls Church, Krgin!a

Wanted: A Little Mystique
Roger A. Beaumont’s
article, “On the
WehrmaCht Mystique,” in the July Issue
raises some interesting questions cOncernmgthe Impact of the German army’s experience In ;Vorld IVar H on the US Army today.
The thrust of the article is that the “}Vehrn~acht mystique” ISmerely a creation ofNaZI propaganda. This may have been true In
the ezu-ly 1940s as German forces conquered
most of Europe \vlth surprising speed, and
Joseph P. Goebbels”trled to build a legend of
German lnvlnclblllty with the purpose of
terrifying the rest of the world lntogiving in
to Adolf H;tler’s demands. The German influence on the US Army, however, reflects
those operational and tactical Iessonswhlch
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can be learned from an effective fighting
force, putting up a very gond show against
overwhelming odds.
Many of Beaumont’scriticisms
oftbe German armed forces as a whole are perceptive
and valid. Faulty strategic vision, failure to
develop a sutlkient logistical base and interservice rivalry contributed mightily to
undermining the effectiveness of the Wehr.
rnacht as a whole But the fascination the
Wehrmacht holds for us M largely concentrated at the army group level and below, It
was at the operational and tactical levels
that the capabdities of the German system
were put to the best use.
It is easy In retrospect to dlsmws Germany’s early victories as having been against
“second-rate” opponents. But, in fact, the
General Staff was alarmed at the poor performance of many units against the Polea
and used the respite granted by the AngloFrench Inaction to institute an armywide
training program to improve performance
before the attack on France. The French army was, at the time, considered the best in
the world and had, as Beaumont points out,
more apd better tanks than the Germans.
Should we wonder, then, that the generals
were hesitant?
Beaumont correctly notes that German
technology fell short of the Allies’ perception, but he seems to support his point by
noting that “The blitzkrieg was based on
rapid advance against weak points, control
by radios and bringing dive bombers to bear
against resistance before lt could harden.”
That seems mnre Ilke smart planning to
maximize their own strengths against an
enemy weakness, using superior doctrine
and command and control and attacking the
enemy’s follow-on forces. If, as Beaumont
clalms, It M really “more image than substance,” then we are In real trouble with
AirLand Battle.
Beaumont notes that the U’ehrmach~s
vlctones were close to home. .Tpart from the
obvious fact that one ought to control the
home ground first, Germany’s principal
strategic aim was the destruction of the
communist regime in the Soviet Umon. This
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significantly reduced the reqnrements
for
overseas power projection.
The United
States was clearly superior in this aspect of
modern warfare. We had to he to get our
forces where they were needed—Germany
did not.
Beaumont’s final unanswered question:
“How good were they, relat)ve to an objective scale?” can generally be answered,
“Pretty good.” Of course, in a mllltary force
of hundreds of divisions fighting under unfavorable conditions, there had to be units
that were less than average and commanders who were less than brilliant However, their mzlitary achievements
In the
most dlfRcuIt operations are just cause for
serious study, yes, perhaps even a certain
mystique.
Fighting on three fronts with their strategic resource base’under severe attack, German army and Waffen SS units conducted
retrograde operations across a front four
times the width of Central Army Group,
Central Europe’s, In the face of odds on the
order of 6-to-1. Indeed, when the odds fell
much below this ratio, the W’ehrrnucht
usually went over to the offensive and was very
often successful.
I submit that the Wchrmacht mystique, lf
it exists, rests on the Wehrmach
t’s ahlllty to
explolt Its own strengths and m]nlmlze its
shortcomings. In the last years of the \var, !t
was outnumbered in virtually every aspect
of combat power—it fought vwtually without air cover, \vith Inferior artillery and
\vith its supply lines under continuous attack Nevertheless, it continued to operate
effectively and was often capable of regal nIng the operational initiative. Fortunately
for us, earllerstrate~tc blunders had robbed
the Wre/frmachf
of’ the ablllty
to follow
through on its In]tlal success.
Considering
the cries of \voe today because the Soviets might be able to generate
a numerical advantage in Europe on the order of 2.5-to-1, perhaps we could use a I]ttle
more of the Wch rmacht mystique
LTCJack D Hoschouer, USA,
21st SUppoil Command. KameMwfem,
West Germany
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From the Land of Laurels
and Darts
I have just finished reading (not scanning,
but reading) your September issue. It was
really well done
But Lieutenant Colonel Clayton R. Newell deserves a special laurel for his lead ar:Icle, “Operating
In the 21st Century.”
What a powerful, Important and beautifully
written reminder @ how much we have to
count on the soldzer and always will. My
high professional regard to the author!
8eniamin F. Schemmer, Editor,
Armed Forces Journal lnfernatkrnal, Washington, O. C

Soldier Still Important
The substance of Lieutenant
Colonel
Clayton R Newell’s September article, “Operating in the 21st Century,” is motherhood
and apple pie to any commander. Thus, his
underlying premise that the Army is Ioslng
sight of tbe Importance of the basic soldier is
disquieting.
I am an alr defense officer stationed and
commanding at Fort Bliss, Texas, dpost and
branch in the forefront of technological
change Wearefieldlngthe
hlgh.technology
Puti-tot battalions, planrung and programing for the newly developed Forward Area
A1r Defense System and undertaking Army
mitiatlves associated with the president’s
Strategic Defense Initiative. Yet, the primary focus of each of my commanders up to,
and especially, the commanding general, IS
soldiers—soldier care, soldier tr~lnlng and
eqrupment soldler interface.
The Army has not lost Its appreciation for
the ‘“doers. ” Some individuals
never
learned—and some have forgotten—the soldler’~ Importance. Focus and perspective
change for everyone with different jobs at
different levels of the Army Likewise, fa.
mlliarlty with the callber of, and demands
on, soldlers decays with time spent away
from them. But today’s commanders—at
least at Fort Bhss-recognize
and empha-
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size the soldier’s role in preserving the peace
and fighting and winning that no-notice
war should deterrence fail.
LTC Glenn A. McL8Dd, USA, FmtBlfss,

Texas

Soviets Stress Encirclement Too
Congratulations
on producing another
real wlnrrer )n the September issue.
You
manage to create a thorough mix of enjoyable, Interesting reading with real educational value and thought.provoking
messages. “Operat Ing in the 21st Century” by
Lieutenant Colonel Clayton R. Newell IS
certainly worth a prize.
As a student of Soviet military affairs, my
attention was drawm even more to the excellent article by Major (P) Michael H. Vernon
titled “Encirclement Operations “ I noticed
that he provided several Interesting references, but he did not mention the specific Sovlet text \vhlch should be required reading.
This M Victor A. Matsulenko’s Operatst~ z
bo~na Okruzkenzye which is translated and
available through the Joint Publications
Research Service under the title, Encfrelet Operations and Com bat.
1 should also mention Rezmchenkcr’s 7’actics, GIazuno>,’s Operations and Cow bat and

Army Operations which are
%dziyevskly’s
also available from the same source. Soviet
mdltary theory and practice do indeed emphasize the critical importance of encirclement operations. The former US Army doctrine of active defense actually tended to set
us up for being encmcled, as I had occasion to
point out In this journal some yeara ago. It is
only through practicing our own doctrine of
encirclement, as well as that for breakouta,
that we will ensure that AirLand Battle tactics do not result m the same dilemma.
“
John Sloan, Springfield,

Vrrgmis

A Fine Account
The inside back cover of your September
1986 issue commemorated General Douglas
MacArthur’s 1950 Invasion at lnchon, Korea. Some of your readers maybe interested
in learnlngthat an excellent book onthisop
eration IS still ]n print. Colonel Robert D
Heinl Jr , a Llarlne, wrote V~ctory at Htgh
Ttde. The Inchon -Seoul Campaign in 1968.
Nautical & Aviation Publishing Company
of America Inc. sells a reproduction of that
edition for $18.95. It is a fine account.

men
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COLJ. E Greenwood,USMC, Ffehred,
Editor, Marine Corps Gazette, ITuanfIco, Vwgima
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MODERNIZfNG
WWMCCS

MORE SURVIVABLE
EJECTION
SEATS

The US Department of Defense
has awardad a $103 mlllron Contract
development and
for the destgn,
Ies(mg
of hardwarb and so ffwara
necessaty to modermze its Worldwlde MdItary Command and control
Sys~em (wwMCCS)
The 32-monlh
contract was recemly aWarded to the
GTE Government Syslems Corporation
Under me contract, GTE wdl da.
valop new networks and lest existing
commercial systems with the atm
of combmmg
them with current
WWMCCS networks
WWfdCCS
wdl rem am fullv operational through.
out the moderiwzatwt.
Aa part of the plan, GTE wdl also

The US Am Force ftaS awarded
McDonnell
Douglas
a$17.7mtll!on
contract
for 272 addmonal
elect!on
seats [or use m the F16f#ghter
aircraft Del,very of theseats]stobegln
w October
1987

The eject,on seats, also used on
the F15, A1O, BiB and T46atrcraft,
were des]gned to Improve the ab,hty

of fllght crews to swvwe fol!chvmg
e]ect!on from arrcraft flying at alt,.
tudes up to 50,000 feet and at speeds
UPto 600 knots per hour
An elecbon!c system bu]lt mto the
seat sequences and controls fhe recovery subsystems that automat,tally achvate m one of three modes,
depend!ng on an alrcrafisalmude
and aarspeed at the tuned ajecf,on
The hrm has already dellvered 3,606
seats to the Aw Force and has orders
for another 774

complete
Iull. scale
engmeertng
work on equipment
and software
necessary
to expand the WWMCCS
to a new network called the wWM-

CCS Information System (WIS). The
WIS local area network WIIIbe developed further, and fasks fOr the modern!zabon of the WCSprogram will be
cfeveloped

BRITISH-ITALIAN
HELICOPTER
DUE
The PP1, the fwst of n,ne preproductlon neltcoptera
being developed
L!d
io!nlly DV WE@land Helicopters
of the tJmted Kingdom and Agusta
SPA oflfaly, sno.ldberaady
to fly
soon Thealrcratt sa,rhamers man
advanced slate of design al the
Westland faclbty, The fuselage WIIIbe
comp!e fed the when tad pylon ana
stab,l!zer mcdules arrive from lIaly
The preproductton
hedcopters
form the joint Westland-Agusta
EHIo1 project which eventually will
yleldadvanced
helicopters m the
‘30,000-pOund clasa The Con$ortl.
um plans three variants naval, utmy
andcommercml
All will have tnDle
englnea, swept-no composlfe mam
rotor blades and state-o f-the. art
fl,ght and m!sslon avmtms
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MINECOUNTERMEASURES
The Royal Austraf!an Navy has
IaurIched the lead sh!p of IIS new
mme countermeasures
force The
shfp faafures a unique catamar?n
h.lldas!gn Bu,ltby Carr,ng!on Slzp.
ways of Tomago, the naw sh,ps are
31 meters long, 9metersw$de and
dlsplace 180 tons
Besrdes the unusual hull form, the
new sh]ps have unrque combmed
propulsion ho.ar systems and mtegrated nawgabon, mmehuntlng, m,ne
d,sposal and tactical COtIUnafld svstems Moreover, smcetheywara desgned solely for mrnehuntlng, the

CATAMARAN
sh,Dsare smaller than their European counterparts They also raqulre
slgnlhcantly smaller cren. and nave
Iower procurement and opwahng
Cos!s
Inan mnovattve opera!, onal co”.
ceDt. the Austrabans intend m employ these ships Ihkethe motor torpeao boatsof World War II They will
operate m pairs from ports under
m,ne threat and normally spend 12
hours hunbng a seabed mea, class).
fymg objects detected and ne.tral!zmg any mmes found. —NA7U’s SIX.
tee~ Naf,ons, All R,ghts Reserved
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WHAT!S LIBERTY
MADE OF?
.%enbstsfrom the US Army Mate.
rf?JsTechnology Laboratory (MTL) m
Watertown, Massachusetts. played
a s!gndrcant role m the recent restoration of the Statue of L!berfy AskeO
by the National Park Serwce to ass,st m replacing parts of the stalue.
MTL sclenbsts used em]ss]on spectroscopy and X-ray exam ma!mn techmques to accurately match the re.
placement copper wllh the old
The spectroscopy exposed the
statue sample to h,gh temperatures
and vaporized it, emltbng characteristic Ihghtwhich ISa d!rect measure of
the elements m the Item The surface
of the sample was also exammed
with X-rays ano was found to confam
fead from the templets used to shape
the str!mure
and !ron, probably from
pollut,on at a mearoy tronworks

ANOTHER
BOEING

BRAVE AT

The !ef.powered BRAVE 3000, un.
development $mce 1980. has
been Introduced
as fhe second
member of Boe,ng M>l,tary Airplane
Companys expandable Boe,ng Robot!c AIr Veh,cfe (BRAVE) farmly
Desqned for easy and rap!d de.
ploym&t,
the contamer.launched
vehicle system IS descr, bed by deveIoDws
as an excep!lon ally mobcle,
highly effectwe, Iow.cost system fhat
reqwres Ihm,ted maintenance They
say the BRAVE 3000 prowdes multl.
m,ssmn capab)l!bes without exten.
swe Iog,stl= costs or the supporf el~
ments needed by other unmanned or
rernote!y p,loted veh,cles
The 13.1001 veh!cle IS launched
!hkea m,ss!le but rap,dly changes m
fl,ghl by uofoldmg wr.gs and fms and
starllng aturbojetengrne
Themaxc
mumcrulse speed ls440mtles
per
hour uptoalbti.3eso f25,000tee!
If
has a ranqe of 300 statute m,les w,th
a 180.po~nd paylOad
The system has been tested m
ground launches from an enclosed
Contalnar mounfed on a mob,fe tratler Veh,c!es were launched 10 SeConds apart to valldate the system’s rrpple.flretechnlque They aretmus&C
to fltght speeds through the use of
sol!ti rockef bottles
der
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SIDEWINDER CARRIES

THE HEAVY

LOADS

Southwest Mobile Sysfems of St,
LouIs, Mmsotm, recently demow
Strated Ids steerable-axle, low-bed,
70.ton.capacity sem!trader. called
the Sdewmder, at Army and Mar,ne
Corps mstallatlons Thecompany[s
proposing the trailer to the US m!htaryfor fransporbngtheMf
Altank
and other heavy and overstzed equip
ment The fraoer has 10 pendular,
steerable axles that carfy 40 small
wheef sand tires It has a hydrauf,c
Suspervslon system that enables Its

deck he!ght to beadjusled
up or
down 10mches-even
when fully
for varying
loaded-to compensate
road cond,t!ons or bridge heights
An on-board, auxiltary power und
alfows one man to raise or lower the
foadmg ramps, adlust the trader for
Connecbonio atowmg veh(cfe and
Iowerlherear s”pportpads Awinchmg system and taller-mounted cable gwdes allow tne loading of dlsabfed fanks regardless of thwr posr.
lion

The US Army has set the stage for
compet! bon to develops battlefield
suweOlance system by awarding
contracts for prototypes to two f,rms
Texas Instruments and MarOn Marlelta each received $179 mdllon to
begin work on an Efevated TargetAcqwsmon System (ETAS) fhat can
f,.d enemy targets at long range and
gu,de Iaser. hommg mUnd10n5 to
them
The ET:,S consists of an array of
Sensors mounted on a 50. fo0ttelescop,ng pole attached to a version of
the Bradley ftghbngvehlcle Thetelescopmg mast allow sthe sysfem’s
operators to obsewe targets whrfe

remammg concealed behind trees,
h,flsor bu!ldmgs The Sensors can afsodefecf targetsat ranges beyOnd
fhesghfo fgroundobsewers
The
Army says It needs 500 of me systems In ds inventory
The mam ETAS components area
telev!s!on camera. forward-looking
infrared (FLfR) heat sensor, radar,
Iaserdeslgnator and range finder
The television WIIIbe used prmccpally
for fmdmg targets during dayhght,
whlfe the FLtRwdl beusedatmght
and durmgpenodsof
Iowvisibillty
The ETAS WIII,therefore, fmd targets
entirely through pass!ve f@ans—
Army

Zmes,

&1986
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THE STRAW QiAtifi Triumph mtd Failurfx America’s Armed Ftmes A Report From the Field by
Arthur T.Hadley.315
Pages Random House, N Y.
1986.$19.95.
The shelf holding those books that combme
crltlc!sm of the military establishment
with
plem for reform H begmmng to groan under the
accumulating wezght As in such recent works as
Edward N. Luttwak’s TAi, Pentagon and the Art
of War, Richard A. Gabriel’s MdLtary {nconzpe&Icc.

Why

the A mermm

Jfddary

Doesn ‘t Wm

and Gary Hart and WdIiam S. Lmd’s A?mmca
Can W{n The Case for Mtlztmy Re{orm, Arthur
T Hadley’s ‘J% Straw Gtmzf presents a diagnosis
of the iils afflicting tbe 3rmed serwcm and suggests remed)es
lhe author. a World War H Army cautain and
postwarJoiumal&,
begins w]th as &co;nt of the
debacle at Desert One during the Iranimi hostage rescue missmn. He then touches on the
ffemut disaster and some of the foul-ups dur]n~
the Grenada mvas}on, concluding that serious
problems exmt reside the military
Hadley Identifies six themc5 that “vMI1 be
present at our next defeat.” The “Great D1>orce”
IS the gulfof distrust 5eparatmg the armed services from the civilian population wh}ch keeps society’s ablest people out of umform. Hamper}ng
the mihtary’s abdxy to act rationally are r]valries between and within the serv]ces and a
tlawed organizatmnal
structure ]n which the
Jo]nt Chzefs of Staff fJG+) and the Joint Staff
lack po$cr.
The fourth diffmulty Ident,fled is lack of
readiness
Modern communications
have created another problem—’’overcontrowh] chh]ch
robs subordinates of in]tiatlve, Finally, the author emphasizes KAFCA (Keeping the Able
From Contrlbutmg b the ActIon), the seemmgly
perverse abdity of the Armed Forces to have the
wrong people at the wrong place at the wrong
t]me
Having set forth h]s themes. Had@ su~e~s
recent US mihtary history to Illustrate them.
illuch of this IS a recitation of familiar woes such
as sermce squabbles over m]ss}ons and the TFX
fiasco.

what are Hadley’s salutmns to the problems?
The Great Divorce must end; an equ}table draft
must be “m:tiated, trammg must be more reahst,q che JCS and the Joint Staff organization
must be improved, and a method of funding the
Depafiment of Defense’s major ??IZSSIO?ZS
rather
than just the sei-utces must be instituted.
Hadley’s book IS less than satisfactory on ses,eral counts. At t~mes. be writes with an writatmg tone of moral and m~llectual super] or]ty—
for example, “Army and Navy of?icers at them
worst suffer from rIgIdlt y. Air Force officers at
tbew w<orstsuffer from lack of brains” The redder has to take many of the incidents and conversations tbe author records on froth since he rarely identifies hm sources. While this IS often
standard journalistic practlc+and
at t!mes necessary to protect source+{t
IS akin to asking a
Juror to reach a verd]ct without seeing the evidence or bemig abIe to assess the w]tnesses’ motives
More

fundamentally,

to anyone

even vaguely

famdlar vnth the current reform movement, few
of Hadley”s Ideas are new Unless you have UIIhm]ted free t{me, your read}n~ hours can be better spent with other books.

JIJhnF.

PeterMaslowskh
MOIYMlr’1
Cfkwrfff frflflfafy
HIS1OIV,
L.MWXC

SOLDIERS: A Histofy of Men in Baffle by John
Keegan and Richard Holmes. Foreword by Fred.
crick Forsyth. 288 Pages. Vlkmg Press, N Y 1985.
$2295
Written as a compamon piece to the Eht]sh
Broadcast ing Corporation televw,mn series of the
same name, Sok’wrs isi Iavlshl y Illustrated survey of how %arrlors have been transformed mta
sold]ers” during the 35-odd centuries of recorded
m}litary i]lstory. The vastness of the scope and
subJect, however, is too great a burden for th]s
sllght work to bear.
Readers who are famllmr w]tb John Keegan’t
earlier work, The Face of Battle, one of the most
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provocatwe essays in modern military 1iterature, WI1lfind nothing new here. Instead, Sol.
dwrs IS sometimes an elaboration but more often
a restatement of the now familiar themes in the
growing literature on the human dimensions of
combat. As in The Face of Battle, Soldlers introduces the reader to the question of why any man,
bombarded by “’perceptIons of intense and circumambient danger, wh]ch would normally corm
pel a human being ta tight or paralyzed inactivity,” not only withstands the stress of battle but
actually fr.mctmns as a soldis+
By meana of quote and anecdote, otten arrayed
In overwhelming (but not necessary
enhghtenmg) number, Keegan and Richard Holmes seek
to evoke the event of battie by the power of prose,
It m a technique that has been well and often
used, but one that M becommg a blt threadbare,
Ch!efly descriptive
and evocative, Sokizers
teaves analysis for another time. The danger of
this techmque IS that the parhcularly edifying
quote may not correspond w]th some of the tindmgs of modern psychology. Further, positions
well staked out even m general hterature tend to
be subordinated to the cracking good war story.
In J, Glenn Gray’s The Warriors, Reflections
on Men m Battle, fez.instance, there M propound.
ed the view that the man m battle is a different
and recomplete man—homo
furens,
or “tightmg
man,” as Gray calls h]m. Philosopb]cal medlta.
tlons, leavened hy Gray’s owm wartmw obsema.
tions, created an mterpretatron that any scholar
of this subJect should heed. The fighting man m
Soldters, on the other hand, seems to be so elevated by the experience of battle as to attain
something akm to a permanent state of ~ace,
This was the stance taken in the classlc works of
the (h-man soldier-writer, Ernst Juenger, but it
ISa stance that has Ilttle sympathy m modern bterature, scientific or otbenvise.
The wmting on this subject for tbe last decade
or so derives much of Its approach, tone and prey
udlces from Keegan’s work As a consequence, a
good deal of Soldkvs IS ]mpamed by a certa]n
Anglocentric view, It ISmainly the Bntmh face of
battle that one sees here. As in Keegan’s earlier
work, the Battle of Waterloo stands as the ne
of modern battle, a“d the Brmsh Reg,.
plus ultra
mental System becomes the standard by which
other mdltary orgamzat]ons are judged.
There M htt Ie appreciation for chronological or
cultural varlat]ons and the influence they work
upon battles and those who partlc]pate m them.
There E., however, a certain attachment to technological evolutlon as the key to understanding
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the processes of combat. Very much like tbe soldiers in S. L. A. MarshaIf’s works, Keegan and
Holmes’ sold]er does not change much, whatever
his country, hls t]me, his culture orhisenemy. To
say that ail soldiers in history have experienced
fear, fatigue and sheer terror, and that their sufferings have been affeviated by syst.ema ofdkcipline, reward, drink, religion ond the promise of
manly adventure, is not enough.
For all of that, 1would rather have Soldcers on
my bookshelf than many other books that are
there Professional soldiers embarking upon a
study of this subject_ that ISto say, upon a study
of themselves <ould benefit by reading this
work, but they should not stop here.
RogerJ. SpAler,Combat Sfudfes Instftute, USACGSC

AGAINST ALL ENEMIES: Interpretations 01 American Military History From Colonial Times 10 the
Present. Edded by Kenneth J. Hagan and Wdliam
R. Roberts. Foreword by Honorable Marth R. Hoffmann and General Fred C. Weyand. 394 Pages.
Greenwood Press, Westport, Corm. 1986.
Editors Kenneth J. Hagan and Will lam R,
Roberts, both faculty membersof the History Department of the US Naval Academy, have collected 18 essays and melded them mto a very
creditable US Army history from several ddYe~ent perspectives. Each era in US rniliky history
IS analyzed by a separate historian with distin.
guisbed academic credentials The Civil War appropriately receives an analysis from botb quar.
ters. Each entry has extenswe docume”tatmn at
the end of the chapter, makmg Agamat AU Enernws ofaddltlonal value.
The authors range from John W. Shy, covering
tbe Colomal period, to Harry G. Summers Jr.,
looking beyond Vietnam and into the future. [n
between, Allan R. kfdlett probes World War I,
Russell F. Weigley exammes tbe mterwar yeara
of the 1920s and 1930s, and Stephen E. Ambrose
explores the post-World War 11 era through
Korea,
Each contributor adds a umque personality ‘w
h]s or her interpretative narrative. One of my fa.
vor]te entnes M Chapter Seven by June Gow
from the Umversity of British Columbia. Her
work exammes the transition of the young Con.
federacy from peace to war through the personal.
itles of six Southern generals and thew impact on
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this transition. Her analys}s }s thought-provoking and intriguing
The entnw volume is liberally sprinkled with
period photographs and portra]ts. The maps, although few in number, are clear and conc]se. All
add to the utillty of the book. This is the type of
book one can pick up and start on any chapter
and come away with some fresh insights concerning the US Army and its evolutionary changes.
Agatnst All Enemws makes a good compamon
piece for any other standard US m]lltary h)story
text. The editors should be commended for assembhng this anthology of interpretations.
1recommend this collection to any student of history
who IS looking for a short, but scholarly, examl.
natton of any era of the US Army.
LTCRichar P. Dexfer,USA,
Otticeof the Assistant Sews 1ary of the Army,
Manpower and Reseme Affairs, Washington, D.C.

THE ARMY AND VIETNAM by Andrew F Krepmewch Jr 318 Pages. Johns Hopkins Umverslty
Press, Baltimore, Md. 1986.$2650
In the immed]ate aftermath of the V]etnam
War, the US Army seemed to want to cxorcl>e
counterinsurgency
from Its vocabulary. instruction In Iov-lntenslty contllct was drastically reduced m Army schools This development was
supported by Harry G Summer> ,Jr’s thes]s (On
StrateKy A CritIcalAna/w/s
nfthr t’tctnam lVar I
that the United States lost In \’letnam because
we used counterm~ urgency techmques to tight a
conventional war against a con~entlonal enemy,
the North Vietnamese army.
Then, as counterinsurgency
doctrine seemed
on the \,ergc of extlnctmn, ]nsurgencles ]n sev.
eraJ I.at}n-Amerlczn countnes have mklndled
mtcrest w]thm the Army Th}s contemporary r<>w,al ofomntenns urgemy
warfare IS supported
hy Andrew F Kreplnevich Jr ‘stheals The Unlt. ed States lost In Vietnam because >tused co”b.en.
,, tmnai techmques to tight n countc,nnsurr!rnc?
contlct against an unconbentmnal
enmnv. the
Natmnal Llberatlon Front
Whereas Summers bought the Green Beret
‘
Kennedy admm!strat!on
hoopla, Krep]nei Ich
penetrates the facade to document that the US
Army never deviated from Its maJor concern with
a European-style mid- to high-mtenslty confllct
Jn weapomy, doctrine, tact]cs and force structure, the demihtarlzed zone was never far from
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the Fulda Gap. For example, short-sighted,
short-term rotation pohcles ensured that most
otlcers never understood the Vietnamese whom
they hoped to save frqm cmmnumsm Offkers
were replaced, Krepmev]ch shows, to give command experience to other sold]ers who were be.
mg prepared for a high.mtenslty contlct m Europe. In brief, Krepmewch on US counterinsurgency echoes Voltan’e on Chrlstiamty
It dld notfad; N was never attempted.
Indeed, Prevmevich asserts that the Army,
despite countennsurgency’s
recent resuscltatlon, Is still Ignor]ng guerrilla war. Once again,
to support conventional operations, special fOrces are being trained for deep penetration strikes
at base areas far behind enemy lines True counterlnsurgency—populatmn
security, clwc action, “wmnmg hearts and mmds,” and so fotih—
remams a secondary Issue. The US Army, Krepmewch concludes, has learned htt]e from Vlet.
nam
The Vw?tnam war may not have taught us
much, but Krepmewch sure has The Army and
Vzetnam
IS a splemdldbook. It IS clearly written,
thorou~hly re~earched and brilliantly &ncelved.
The book serves thenatlonal interest and should
be read by all US soldlers and cltlzens Jf it recmves adequate attentmn, n WTI1help save the
Army’s low-mtenslty~on fllct capabd]tws from
those who would focus excluslwly on North At.
Iantlc Treaty Organlz~tlon defense,
Michael h Pearlman, Historian, USACGSC

A HISTORY OF THE ISRAELI ARMY: 1874 to Ihe
Present by Ze’ev Sch!ff. 274 Pages Macmdlan
Pubkshlng Co . N Y 1985 S25.00
Ze’ev SchlfT, a noted I&-aeli m]l]tarycorrespon.
dent wbo has wmtten numerous books and art!c.
le. on the Amb-fsraell contl]ct, has updated and
rewsed hls general history of the Israeli Defense
Force (IDFI first publlshed in 1974 1{1s book,
while serving as a useful Introduction tothelDF,
suffers from not going mto ~~eater depth on some
vital Issues while completely qgnorlng others
In comparison to other general hlstorws on the
1DF, Sch]ffdoes offer Insights mto lesser known
sub~ects such as lsraelI md]tary mtelhgence, Js.
rael’s pollcle~ aga]nst terrorism and women m
the armed forces But he leaves much to he desmed when dlscusmmg the complex evolvement of
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this transition. Her analysis is thought-provoking and intriguing.
The entire volume M I,berally sprinkled \vlth
period photographs and portraits The maps, although few in number, are clear and concise. All
add to the utilitv of the book This is the tvDe of
book one can ri”ck up and start on any ch~pter
and come away with some fresh mslghts concerning the US Army and its evolutionary changes
Agatnst All Enemms makes a good companion
piece for any other standard US mil!tary histo~
text. The ed]tors should be commended for assembling th]s anthology of Interpretations
I rec.
ommend thm collection to any student ofhwtory
who M looking for a short, but scholarly, examl ttatlon of any era of the IJS ArmY.
LTCRichar P, Dexler, USA,
Office of the Assmlanf Secre 7 ary of the Army,
Manpower sndResen’e A Maim, Washmgfon. O.C.

THE ARMY AND VIETNAM by Andrew F Krepmevich Jr 318 Pages Johns Hopkins Umverslty
Press, Baltimore, Md. 1986$2650
[n the immediate aftermath of the Vlctnam
War, the US Army seemed to want tO exorcise
counterinsurgency
from ]ts vocabulary instruction in low.mtens)ty con fllct was drastically reduced m Army schools This development was
suppDrted hy Harry G. Summers ,Jr’s thesis ((J?I
Strategy

..
.

A Cr{imal

Anal> s?. off IIe Vrcfnum

M!chael D. Pearlman, Hlslonan,

USACGSC

}t’arl

that the ‘Jnited States Io>t ]n Vietnam bmause
we used counterinsurgency
techmques tO fixht a
conventional war against a conventional enemy,
tbe North Vietnamese army
Then. as countermsur.gency doctrine seemed
on the verge of ext]nctmn, Insurgences In several Lat]n-American countnes have rek]ndled
Interest wnhln the Army This contemporary revIYal of counterinsurgency
warfare M supported
IU Andrew F Kreplncv]ch Jr’s thess The t!nlted States lost m~’letnam because It used conventional techmques to fight a counterinsurgency
con fllct z%alnst an unconventional
enemy. the
Ifatmnal L]beratlon Front
Whereas Summers bought the Green Beret
Kenimiy admlnlstratlon
hoopla, Krep}newch
penetrates the facade to dDcument that the US
Army never dewated from ]ts major concern with
a European-style mid-to hwh-mtensms cOnfJlct
In weaponry. doctrine, tactics and force structure, the demilitarized zone was never far from
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the Fulda Gap. For example, short-sighted,
short-term rotation poJ]cies ensured that most
off]cers never understood the Vietnamese whom
they hoped ta save &am communism Officers
were replaced, Krepmemch shows, to gwe command experience to other soldmrs who were be.
ing prepared for a high-]ntenslty contlct in Europe, In brief, Krepmewch on US countermmmgency echoes Voltame on Chnst)amty. It d]d notfad; It was never attempted
Indeed, Previnevich asserts that the Army,
despite counterinsurgency’s
recent resuscitation, IS still ignoring gnernlla war, Once again,
to support conventional operations, special fOrces are being tra]ned for deep penetration str]kes
at base areas far beh]nd enemy Ilnes. True counterinsurgency–
population security, clvlc actmn, “wmnl”g hearts and minds,” and so forth –
remains a secondary Issue. The US Army, Krepmemch concludes, has learned Jitde fmm Vlet.
nam
The Vietnam war may not have taught us
much, but Krepmemch sure has. The Arm,v and
VKVnam M a splendld book It M clearly ~vr]tten.
thoroughly researched and brdllantly concewed.
The book serves the national interest and should
be read by all LTSsoldlers and cnlzens If It receives adequate attention, It wdl help save the
Army’s low-mtens,ty contllct capabdltles from
those whD would focu$?excluslvely on North AtIa”tlc Treaty Organuatton defense,

A HISTORY OF THE ISRAELI ARMY: 187410 the
Present by Ze’ev Schlff 274 Pages Macmillan
Publrshlng Co , N Y 1985 $2500
7.e’evSchlff, a not ed lsraeh m?Iltary correspondent wbo has written numerous books and art]cIes on the Arab-lsrael] confllct, has updated and
revwd hls general hmtory oftbe ]sraeh Defense
Force (IDFt first publ!shed In 1974 HIS bDok,
while wrwng
as a useful ]ntroduct]on
to the IDF.
suffers from not going Into ~g’eater depth on some
wtal Issues whale completely Ignoring others
In comparison to other general hlstorv+s on the
IDF, Sch]ff does offer mslghts mto lesser known
subjects such as Israel) m]lltary ]ntelllgence, Israel’s pollcies against terrorism and women ]n
the armed forces But he leaves much to be desmed when dlscussmg the complex evolvement of
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faraeli stratagy, doctrine and tactics. For example, Chaim Laskov, a key military figure whose
contributions ta the IDF are generally unknown
outaidaof Israel, raceives scant mention. Edward
N. Luttwak and Daniel Horowitz’s The Israeli
Army, 1948-1973 tills this gap very well.
Then, there is the critical matter of the army
and pohtics. Unlike many vmitera who paint an
Idealized portrait of an Israeli army that is above
politice and under firm civilian control, Srhiff
persuasively shows that there is a measure of
politization of the army and that militaw manipulation of politicians does occur. Yet, he fads to
go far enough with this nor does he combine aIl
of his examples into a theory that explains the
nature of civil-mihtary relations in Israel. This
subject is worthy of more serious consideration,
for it bas dmectly afYectedmilitary operations in
the past.
In the 1973 war, for example, tbe Israeli command on the southerm front experienced serious
problems precisely because of the phenomenon of
politicians returning
to fight as generals. In
some critical instances during the war, these
men made decisions vath politics clear] y in mind.
For a systematic treatment of this broad subject,
one must consult Yoram Pen’s controvermal
work Between Ballots and Bulfets Israelz Mdt ti~

tn

pOi[tLCS.

SchdT skirts several key Issues affecting the
lDF today. Ariel Sharon receives a mercdess attack for his role m the invas]on of Lebanon. But
here, SchdT stresses that the problems whlcb
emw%ed m tbe IDFduringthe
war were prlmari Iy caused by tbe questionable and devious nature
of tbe mihtary operation. Some lsraeIis, however. seriously dispute this view, instead arguing that the mdltary’s problems so evident in
Lebanon are but symptoms of larger problems
that had been brewmgfordecades
Israeli soc]ety
today wm the midst of a crism over the classified,
four-volume WaId report about this very subject:
What are causes of the IDFs current problems?
Based on the above critlclsms, ]t seems proper
to conclude that A Histoiy o~the Israelt Army IS
not the authoritative
account of the II)F. Tbe
subject is still too controversial and too contemporary ta allow for unbmsed, crit]cal and comprehensive analysm. Readers should be aware of the
book’s shortcomings, but this must not stop them
from reading th]s popular account of why the IsraelisJustdiably
regard their modem army’s history with national pride.
GeorgeW.Gawych,CombatSfudiesInstitute,
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THE RISE AND FALL OF AN AMERICAN ARMY
U.S. Ground Forces, Vietnam: 1965-1973
by
Shelby L. Stanton. Introduction by Colonel Harry
Summers. 411 Pages. Presidio Press, Novato,
Calif. 1985.$22.50.
In his foreword to Shelby L. Stanton’s most recent offering on the Vietnam War, Colonel Harry
G. Summers Jr. says
Writing ltke (T. R.) Fehrenbach,
ten years ajler
the war, former Specud Forres advisor and com fvd infant~
pfntoon leaah Shelby Stanton has
proucded a lasting tribute to the men who fought
and dzrd m Vietnam. Those who serued there—
and those who would understand
those who
served there-we
hlm an enormous debt ofgratt tude.
Compnring The Rare and Fall of an Amenian
Army to Fehrenbach’s This Kind of War, a clas-

sic in the military history genre, does a serious
disservice to the reader. Granted, Stanton bas
performed a herculean task in researching afleraction reports and compiling this book. Unfortunately, h reads like a collection of atler-actmn
reports, with a few adjectives, transitional paragraphs and cliche observations thrown m for seasomng. It totally lacks the sensztlve insight and
dramat]c narrative sty!e Fehrenbach used m
concocting Thza Kmd of War.
In addition ta a dearth of mterwews with par-.
t]c]pants in the Vietnam War (I do not recall
reading a single quotation), the text w cluttered
w]th innocuous footnotes about the her]ta~e of
various umta:
The 8th Infantry
was orgaruzed
in Detro{t,
M~chigam m July 1838 and served m both Me-ncan and CLud wars, occupied the Carolinas, and
moued to fight Indzan.s [n Arizona during 1872. It
muaded Cuba during the war uxth Spmn. and m
June 1913 fought the four-day
battle of Bugsak
Mountain
on Jolo Island, Phzlippznes,
whtch
endrd the long struggle against the fierce Moropz rates. It assaultid
Normandy,
France, in World
War IIanddeployed
to Vwtnam m August 1966.

On the plus s,de, Stanton has done an excellent
job of covering all the major campmgns of every
major Army and Marine umt ta tight m V~etnam from the begmmngof the buddup through
tbe US wkhdrawal The student of the Vmtnam
War will find an account of every combat operatlon—fmm ABILENE
to YELLO
WSTONE.
In
fact, they are all convemently listed in alphabetical order cm the back of the dust cover.
As to the “debt of gratitude” owed Stanton by
those of us who served there and those who would
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underxt,and us, the $22.50 price tag is a more
than adequaw sacrificial offering.
CPI flaleE.Wilson,LISA,
Temple University, Phhdelphia,
Pennsylvama

RICE PADDY GRUNT Unfading Memories of the
Vietnam Generation by John M. G. Brown. 356
Pages. Regnery/Gateway,
Chicago, 111. 1986.
$18.95.
~ you brought any emotional baggage out of
your Vietnam experiences, then you must be pre.
pared ta deal with it when you read f?~cePaddy
Grunt. If your knowledge of the conflict in Southeast Asia has been gained secondhand through
the hlstorv books, be ureoared
to round out vour
. .
education.
The subtitle of RIce Paddy Grunt says that
these are “unfading memorws of the Vietnam
generation “ More [ban most of the recent Vietnam memoirs vmjtten by general and private
ahke, John M. G. Brown placee his personal experiences m South Vietnam w]thm the larger
context of what was happening on the home
front. The fact that his future wife was then a
member of the Columbia Umverslty Students for
a Democratic SocLety (SDS) no doubt has contributed to this.
The book M not a m]htary history of the war,
nor ISIt intended to be. While hls numerous contacts w]th the Vietcong and North Vietnamese
Army are recounted in readable style, they are
infrequently put m the overall context But perhaps there M a pqose
bmng served herethe
average “grunt” in Vietnam very rarely knew or
cared about the “h]g picture.”
Rzce Paddy Grunt has a place in the hterature
about Vietnam. It makes no pretenmons about
being a defimtive h)storlcal account. It does fill
m what the history books do not and cannot recount—the fear, the frustration, the loss and the
growing
One piece of advice, however. Do not read the
introduction untd you have first read the rest of
the book Treat the introductmn hke an epilogue.
Otherwme, It may cause you to put the book
down. You wJ1 have to deal with any emotional
baggage, but gwe It a chxnce-it’s worth the effort,
LTCDonaldC, Snedeker,uSA,
Olfice oltheJomt
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PAVN: People’s Army of Vietnam by Douglas Pike.
384 Pages. Presid!o Press, NLwato. Calif. 1986
$22.50.
From the original 34-man Armed Propaganda
Team of the 1930s headed by Vo Nguyen G,ap
and managed by Ho Chi hhnh, the People’s Army
of Vietnam (PAVN) has grown to the third largest military force in the world, a force whose size
is exceeded only by the artmes of the Sov]et Un.
ion and China, The PAVN is a force that bas
evolved mto a complex and potentially dysfunc.
tional element of the Vietnam society. When
viewed in terms of mditary capabdlty and success, It is a phenomenon Since its inception, the
PAVN has taken on two major powers—France
and the Umted States-and
won decisive vlctomes. Currently, ]t is m conflict with a th]rd major power whale tightmg a two-front war with
China and Kamp.~chea China has yet to ach]eve
any territorial or polltlcal gains with its war.hke
neighbor to the south.
It is this phenomenon that Douglas Pike has
so expertly and comprehensively
described m
PA VN:People’sA
rmy of Vzetnam. Pike, a prohtic
writer on Vietnam, ISwell. quahfied to deal with
thm subject through several years pf “nvcountry” experience and extensive research His preVIOUSworks, War and Peace and the V1et Cortg
and HLstory of Vwtmzmew Comm unmm, estab.
Ilsh Pike as poss~bly the West’s most defitutlve
expert on th]s militaristic and famly closed socle~Y.CumentlY, Pike 1sdmector, lndo-Chma St”d.
Ies Program, Umverslty of California —BerkeIey,
Pike covers ]n deta]l the PAVN’S hmtory, herl.
tage, orgamzatlon and relationship
to society
plus some Interesting mslghts Into the future of
thm umque mihtary force He bases the success
of the “Prussia of Asia” on two general reasons.
Fn-st, Vietnam can mobdize vmtually all of the
cit]zenty Into mllltary or paramihtary
forces.
Second, the PAViX’s doctrine, strategy and orgamzat]on are dmected toward the mlss]on of being
“able to tight the long by tbe short, the strong by
the weak, and the large by the small,”
PA VN Mnot Idle reading. It ISdesugned for the
semous student ofm>lwary history or force development and of pohtlco-mdltary msues. Pike provides the results OCdetaded research m a most
readable manner. Of particular interest are the
appendixes which provide exccUent biographies
of the most famous PAVN general owlcers.
The next decade WIIIbe or.< ufrnajor change for
the PAVN. New leadership, not of the same revo-
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Iutlonary zeal, social influences, government inabdity to solve horrendous economic problems
and unsure alliances, will have major impact on
the future viabdity of the force. Of particular in.
terest is Pike’s discussion of Vietnam’s veteran
problem which is compounded by the fact that
V]etnam probably has more veterans per capita
than any other nation m the world,
This work is exceptionally w,ell-don%it is not,

by desgn, a discussion of the US-Vietnam conEkct. But it wdl serve aa the definitive work on
the status of one of the world’s foremost military
forces, a force which, if left unchecked, will attempt to expand its infhence thmughou~ Southeast Asia.
COLMichael T. Chase, USA,

Dirsctorsleof A&rdemic Operations, uSACGSC
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INTELLIGENCEREQUIREMENTSFOR THE 1980S Oomesfic
lnlellfgence. Edited by Roy Godson 292 Pages Lexington
Books. Lexlnglon, Mass 1986 S1495
RESPONSE TO REVOLUTION:
The United Stsles and !hs
Cuban Revoluhon, 1959-1961 by Richard E. Welch Jr 243
Pages Un(vermty of North Carollna Press, Chapel Hall, N C
1985 S24 00 clothbound $995 paperbound
THE MECHANIZE BATFLEFIELO:A Tscbcal Analysis. Edded
by Lieutenant Colonel J A Enghsh, Maior J Add,coft and
Malor P J Kramers 188 Paaes Pema.mon Press. ElOISfOrd.
N ; 1985 $3000
“
HYORA OF CARNAGE The International
Linksges of Terrorism and Other Low-lntensitv
Operations:
The Witnesses
Speak by Ur! Ra”anan, Roberi L” PfalQgraff Jr Ilchard H
Shulfz Ernst Halperm and Igor Lukes 638 PageS Lexington
8ooks Lexmgf on, Mass t 986 $2295
SECURITY IMPLICATIONS
OF NATIONALISM
IN EASTERN
EUROPE Eddcd by Jetfrey S!mon and Trend Gdberg 327
Pages Weslvlew Press Boulder Colo 1986$2950
THE MIGHN ENOEAVOR:The Amerrcan War m Eumue bv
Charles B MacDonald
6?3 Pages Wdbam Morro+v k Co”,
N V 1986 S1495
IJNITEOSTATESARMY IN WORLDWAR G: S!xcial Studies
Manhattan. The Army snd the Atomic Bomfi by WnceN C
Jones 660 Pages US Government Pmmng Ofhce, Washmgion, D C 1985” S21 00
A SHORT HISTORY OF AIR POWERby James L Slokesbury
N Y 1986 S18 95
313 Pages W(llram Morrow&Co

THE SEEOS OF OISASTER The Oevelopmetd of French Army
Oocbme. 19191939 by Robeti AOanUoughtf
232 Pages Shoe
String Press. Hamden. Corm t985 S2750
SCAPEGOAT GENERAL’ The Slofy of Malor General Betqamm
Huimr. C.S.A. bv JeNrev L Rhoades 164 Paaes Shoe Strom
Pr;ss “riamaen, bonn i9B5 $1750
HER MAJEST_f’SSECRET SERVICE: The Making of the British
tmetllgence Commfmdy by ChftSlOphW Andrew 6t9 Pdge5
Wklng Press N Y 1986 S2500
THE STRUGGLE FOR THE THIRO WORLD Soviet Oebates and
American Options by Jeriy F Hough 293 Pages Brookmgs bshtuhon Wa$h,nqton, D C 1986 S32 95 clolhbouna S12 95
pauerbound
THE PEOPLES ARMY by Alexe! Sorokm 247 ParJeS imported
Pubkcatlons. Chicago 10 1985 S4 95
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THE WORLD ALMANAC ANO BOOK OF FACTS, 1986.928 Pages Newspaper Enterprise Assoc N Y. 1986 $5.95.
HITLER’S MISTAKES by Ronald Lewln Foreword by Steven E
Ambrose
174 Pages Wllltam Morrow & Co N.Y 19S4
SIR OK
AFRICANARMIES Evolution and Canabilitles. Edded tm Bruce
E Arllnghaus and Pauline H Bak& 202 Pages Wistwew
Press, Boulder, Col o 19B6 S31 50
STRATEGIC MINEI RALS AND INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY.
Edted bv Un Ra’anan and Charles M Penv 90 Panes Peroamon Preiss, Elmsford, N Y 1985 $995
‘
THE CONOUCTOFAMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY SINCE WORLO
WAR N by Amos Yoder 247 Pages Pergamon Press, Elms ford,
N Y 1985 S3Z 50 clothbound S12 95 paperbmmd
THE UNION CAVALRY IN THE CIVIL WAR Volume Ilk The War
in the West, 1861-1865 by Stephen Z Starr 616 Pages LouImana State Unwersdy Press. Baton Rouge, La 19B5 $3250
FIGHTING SOLOIEH: The AEF in 1918 by Joseph Oouglas
Lawrence Edded by Roberf H Fmrell 165 Pagea Colorado Assoc!ated Unlverslty Press, Boulder, Colo 1985 S15 00
UNOER SIEGE P.L.O. Decisionmaking
in Ihe 1982 War by
Rash!d Khabd] 241 Pages Columbta Unwerstj
Press, N.Y
1986 S22 50
THE ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE AFTER A OECADE: Relmspect
and Prospect. Edlfed by Wr!bam Bowman, Roger Ldfle an!t G
Thomas Slcd!a 352 Pages Pergamon Press, Elmsford, N Y,
19B6 S3250 clothbound S14 00 paperbound
CUBA From Columbus to Caslro by Jarme Suchl,ck!.230 Pages. PeFgamon Press, Elmsford, N.’f 1986 $1995 clothbound
$1295 paperbOund
NUCLEAR DETERRENCE Ethics and SIralegy. EdAed by Russell
Hard,n, Jonn J Mearshelmer, Gerald Oworkln and Robert E
GoDdm 395 Pages LAuverwy of Chmsgo Press, Ch!csgo. Ill
1985
THE SOVIE7 THREAT How Real for Canadians? by Wdlla.m A
B CaIIIPbell and Richard K Me!ch!n 72 Pages Canadian Conservable Centre, Vancouver, B C.. Can 19B6
THE LOGIC OF DETERRENCE by Anthony Kenney 103 Pages
Lfnwersoy of Chfcago Press, ChKago, Ill 19S5. S2000 clolhbOutId S6 95 paperbound
MY LIADGE OF HONOR: A HlstofyofDffrCompanyin WorldWar
N by VincentH wooers 50 Pages VantagePress,N Y 1985
.
S8 95
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